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INTRODUCTION 

Whether the federal government should regulate margin requirements for; 
commodity futures contracts has been the subject of intensive debate for over! 
fifty years. Although Congress has periodically rejected legislation that would 
have granted such authority, the stock market crash of 1987, and a subsequent 
mini-crash in 1989, have resulted in renewed demands for federal controls. The· 
Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") and the Department of the 
Treasury contend that such controls are necessary to prevent the near disastrous 
set of events that occurred during those market crises. 1 The Commodity Fu
tures Trading Commission ("CFTC") and the commodity futures industry op
pose federal controls on margin, and assert that market forces, not margins, 
were responsible for the events that occurred during the 1987 and 1989 market 
breaks.2 

t. See REPORT OF THE PRESIDENTIAL TASK FORCE ON MARKET MECHANISMS t (Jan. 8, 
1988) (during stock market crash of 1987, Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped 508 points in 
single day; 23 percent drop was almost twice the percentage drop of 1929's Black Thursday). The 
financial markets approached breakdown on October 20, 1987, in part, because "the futures and 
stock markets were disconnected" as investors questioned the "ability of the securities markets to 
price securities." Id. at 41. The market break in October of 1989 also caused grave concern because 
"the nation's securities markets experienced extraordinary prior volatility, losing $190 billion in 
value. $160 billion in which was lost in 90 minutes." Market Analysis ofOctober 13 and 16, 1989. 
Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 11 84.706 nn.I-2 (Jan. 16. 1991). See also SEC Chief Accuses CFI'C of 
Distortion in Mini-Crash Probe, Wall St. J.• June 29. 1990, at C16, col. 6 (SEC chairman stated that 
margin controls are necessary to prevent rampant speculation in futures markets). 

2. The issue of federal controls over commodity futures is intertwined with the debate over 
whether the SEC should be given control over financial futures products that are presently regulated 
by the CFTC. See Letter from Jeanne Archibald, Acting General Counsel, Department of the 
Treasury, to Dan Quayle, President of the Senate (June 5, 1990) (Congress should provide SEC with 
oversight authority over futures margins and authority to regulate index futures and options). See 
also Wierzynski, Washington Update, FIA REVIEW 21 (luJ./Aug., 1990) (congressional support for 
SEC Control not "deep or long"); u.s. Treasury Plan Calls For Regulation Shift, J. COMM., June 6, 
1990, at 6A (present crisis due to failure of agencies to work together); SEC Nominee Supports a 
Plan to Leave Power Over Index Futures With cnc, Wall St. J., Sept. 24, 1990, at A7A, col. I. 
(SEC Nominee Richard Roberts expresses support for plan leaving futures regualtion with CFTC; 
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This article addresses these events. Part I discusses the numerous, uni
formly unsuccessful efforts by the federal government to impose margin controls 
on commodity futures in prior years. It also describes the nature of commodity 
futures margins and the problems encountered in the early history of federal 
regulation of futures trading. Part II describes federal margin controls over se
curities transactions and their background. It then examines the Federal Re
serve Board's view that federal margin controls are no longer serving the 
regulatory purposes intended when Congress adopted the controls in 1934. Part 
III of the article discusses the recent efforts to obtain federal regulatory controls 
over commodity futures margins following the stock market crash of 1987. It 
also examines the increased demands by the SEC and the Department of Treas
ury for such controls as a result of the mini-crash of 1989. 

Finally, Part IV of the article examines the merits of the arguments over the 
need for federal margin controls. Opponents contend that rigid federal margin 
requirements could impair market liquidity. Proponents of margin controls con
tend that federal regulation is necessary to reduce market volatility and to pre
vent another stock market crash. The article concludes that the evidence 
supporting the latter view is weak. Nevertheless. there is some support for the 
view that residual authority could be given to the Federal Reserve Board to 
guard against systemic risks. 3 

I. EFFORTS TO IMPOSE FEDERAL CONTROL OVER COMMODITY 


FUTURES MARGINS 


A. Margin in the Commodity Futures Industry 

Commodity Futures contracts began trading on organized exchanges in 
Chicago in the middle of the last century.4 Initially. these contracts took the 

. form of "to arrive" contracts in which grain was sold on the basis of its expected 

regulation consists of "controversial stock-index futures"); Benham, CFrC-SEC Rift Continues As 
Congress Readies for Recess, Investors Daily, June 29, 1990 at 22 (plan to switch jurisdiction hotly 
contested in Congress); Options Clearing ChiefBacks S.E.C. Jurisdiction, N.Y. Times, June 25, 1990, 
at D5, col. 5 (regulatory competitiveness hindered development of cross-margins between options 
and futures markets); Doggett, CFFC's Gramm Doesn't Give Up in Index Futures Turf Battle, In
vestment Dealers Digest, June 11, 1990, at 12 (high costs of jurisdictional switch outweigh benefits); 
Levin, NASD Urges Members to Support Stock-Index Regulation Switch, Investment Dealers Digest, 
June II, 1990. at 9 (NASD supports exclusive jurisdiction for SEC over stock-index futures); SEC 
Role in Futures Supported, Wall St. J .• May 9, 1990 at CI, col. 6 (overall market uncoordinated and 
subject to conflicting regulation); Sontag, The SEC 'Is. the CFTC: Takeover or Stalemate', Nat'l L.J .• 
Apr. 23, 1990. at I [hereinafter Takeover or Stalemate 1(heart of dispute is regulation of stock index 
futures); Battle Over Who Regulates Stock Futures Hearing Up, Washington Post, Mar. 23, 1990, at 
Cl3, col. I (Bush administration favors SEC. House and Senate Agriculture Committees favor 
CFTC); Brady Backs SEC's Bid For More Power Over Index Futures. Wall St. J .• Mar. 12. 1990, at 
C13, col. 3 (Treasury Dept. favors SEC control). 

3. The term "systemic risks" refers to concerns that low margin requirements could result in 
financial failures or a liquidity crisis of such magnitude as to threaten the national economy. See 
infra notes 378-81 and accompanying text for a discussion of the Federal Reserve Board's concerns 
with respect to the role of margins in guarding against systemic risks. 

4. G. HOFFMAN, FuTURE TRADING UPON ORGANIZED CoMMODITY MARKETS IN THE 
UNITED STATES 28-29 (1932). 
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arrival date in the Chicago markets. S These contracts were replaced by "fu
tures" contracts on the Chicago Board of Trade.6 These quickly became the 
subject of widespread interest to speculators, as well as commercial traders.7 

A futures contract, simply stated, imposes an obligation on the purchaser 
(the "long") to buy a specified amount of an identified grade or form of a com
modity at an agreed upon date in the future. Conversely, the seller of this con
tract (the "short") is obligated to make delivery at the date specified. Because 
the terms of these contracts are standardized, the obligations incurred by the 
parties may be offset through the purchase or sale of an equal and opposite con
tract.8 This permits a liquid market in these contracts and provides a mecha
nism for speculation,9 because the speculator need not own the commodity or 
have the ability to deliver it to speculate in price changes. Futures contracts also 
permit the hedging of commodity prices, an important social function. As a 

5. Id. at 29. 

6. U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE COMMODITY EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATION, A PluMER ON 
TRADING IN COMMODITY FUTURES 7 (1937) (degree to which exchanges standardized futures con
tracts typi1led by wheat contracts on Chicago exchange). 

7. Id. 
8. CHICAGO BoARD OF TRADE, COMMODITY TRADING MANUAL 13 (1989) [hereinafter CBT 

MANUAL]. See also Messer v. E.F. Hutton & Co., 833 F.2d 909, 913 n.l (11th Cit. 1987) (long and 
short positions defined), amended on reh'g, 847 F.ld 673 (1 lth Cir. 1988); Ryder Energy Distribu
tion Corp. v. Merrill Lynch Commodities Inc., 748 F.2d 774, 776-77 (2d Cir. 1984) (futures con
tracts and role of futures commission merchants discussed); Leist v. Simplot, 638 F.2d 283. 286-88 
(ld Cir. 1980), aJf'd sub nom.. Merrill Lynch. Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. v. Curran, 456 U.S. 353, 
357-60 (1982) (historical development and benefits of futures contracts described). 

9. One commodity brokerage house brochure on futures trading stated that: 

For one with risk capital and the temperament to speculate, the futures market is an espe
cially attractive medium. Margins are low (averaging 5 to 10% of the value of the com
modity contract) thus giving great leverage on one's capital. Price ftuctuations are 
frequendy both wide and rapid. Thus, it is possible to make very substantial profits by 
speculating in futures contracts on the commodity exchanges. By the same token, it is also 
possible to take substantial losses. 

AssociATION OF COMMODITY EXCHANGE FIRMS, INC., TRADING TECHNIQUES FOR THE COM
MODITY SPECULATOR 2 (1963). Speculation in futures contracts often has been likened to gambling. 
See, e.g., 5 FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, REPORT ON THE GRAIN TRADE 21 (1920) [hereinafter 
FTC STUDY] ("speculative exchanges are available as gambling facilities and are so used"); Rain
bolt, Regulating The Grain Gambler and His SuccellS{1l".S, 6 HOFSTRA L. REv. I, 4 (1977) (early 
attempts to ban commodity speculation). Nevertheless, in the commodity futures industry, specula
tion is viewed as important because it provides liquidity in the marketplace. As was stated in 
Congress: 

Speculation is the heart of the market and provides from 60 percent to 80 percent of the 

liquidity for futures transactions. 


Speculators help producers who want the highest price for their product and the consum

ers who want the lowest price for the same product. The speculator provides liquidity to 

the market place, and he levels the many peaks and valleys that would otherwise occur in 

the price structure ... in the absence of the speculator. 


120 CONGo Roc. 10,626 (1974) (statement of Rep. Price). 

See also United States v. Dial, 757 F.ld 163, 165 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 838 (1985) 
(speculation allows consumers to hedge against uncertainities; increases information by providing 
incentives to study and forecast supply and demand). 
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consequence, hedgers and speculators are mutually interdependent. 10 Price 
changes in the markets are also disseminated worldwide and form an important 
price discovery mechanism, another important social function. 11 

To secure the obligations of the shorts and longs, margin requirements are 
imposed. There are two forms of margin. The first type is the "initial" margin 
which generally constitutes only a small percentage of the amount of the con
tract that will be due upon delivery. This margin amount is often less than five 
percent of the total amount of the futures contract. Initial margin payments 
must be made by both parties to the contract and constitute a good faith deposit 
of money to assure performance. 12 

Initial margin requirements are set by the clearinghouse at each exchange. 
The clearinghouse must carefully monitor margin levels to assure that they are 
adequate, because it is interceded as a party to each futures contract. That is, 
the clearinghouse is the buyer and seller to the opposite parties of each contract. 
Through its intermediation, the clearinghouse makes the contracts fungible and 
allows their offset. In so doing. the clearinghouse becomes the guarantor of per
formance on each futures contract. By imposing margin requirements, the 
clearinghouse seeks to assure that the contracting parties will meet their obliga
tions, so that it will never be required to fulfill its guaranty.13 Margin require

10. The concept of "hedging" is the real social basis for commodity futures trading. Simply 
stated, hedging is a fonn of insurance in which commercial risks are olfset in the futures markets. 
For example, a large institution that is managing a diversified portfolio in stocks may be concerned 
that the stock market win drop sharply in the next few months. The institution could sell all of its 
stocks and avoid that risk. Such a massive sale, however, would incur large transactional costs and 
present tu disadvantages. Moreover, rapid selling could reduce the value of the portfolio and dis
rupt the portfolio's structure and operations. To avoid these problems, the institution could, alterna
tively, enter into futures contracts on a stock index futures contract pursuant to which the institution 
agrees, ineffect, to sell a "basket" of stocks that underlie the index on which the futures contract is 
traded. In the event prices drop, the value of the portfolio will be diminished, but that decrease 
would be offset in whole or in part by profits made on the futures position. 

See Katara v. D.E. Jones Commodities Inc., 835 F.ld 966, 967-68 (ld Cir. 1987) (describes use 
of stock index futures contracts and how they are margined); Cargill Inc. v. Hardin, 452 F.2d 1154, 
1158 (8th Cir. 1971) (insurance function of hedging requires speculators), cert. denied, 406 U.S. 932 
(1972); United States v. Grady, 225 F.ld 410, 415 (7th Cir.) (hedgers, capitalists, and gamblers 
distinguished), cert. denied, 350 U.S. 896 (1955); 120 Cong. Rec. 10,736 (1974) (statement of Rep. 
Poage) (speculators provide market liquidity for hedgers); 120 CoNG. REe. 10,739 (1974) (statement 
of Rep. Mayne) (speculator assumes risk that hedger seeks to avoid); H.R. REP. No. 975, 93d Cong., 
ld Sess. 133-34 (1974) (heding relates to those who handle physical commodity in their business); 
CBT MANUAL, supra note 8, at 15 (hedging requires speculators). 

11. See H.R. REp. No. 975, supra note 10, at 132 (publicly known, uniform value for commod
ity created). 

12. The amount of initial margin in commodities futures is often five to ten percent of the value 
of the commodity thllt is subject to delivery under the contract, as opposed to fifty percent for most 
securities transactions. See T. HIERONYMUS, EcONOMICS OF FUTURES TRADING 65 (ld ed. 1977) 
(a1thongh generally five to ten percent, margins are function of value of commodity represented by 
contract and price volatility); CoMMODITY FUTURES T1lADING CoMMISSION, INTERGOVERNMEN
TAL STUDY ON SILVER, CASH AND FUTURES MARKETS 9 n.3 (1980); FUTURES INDUSTRY AssocI
ATION, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE FUTURES MARKETS 8 (1982). 

13. See Peltz v. SHB Commodities, Inc., 2 Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) 24,810 at 36,836-37 
(S.D.N.Y. 1990) (citations omitted). 

http:guaranty.13
http:performance.12
http:interdependent.10
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ments set by the clearinghouse must be met in the first instance by the clearing 
members of the exchange, and they in tum impose margin requirements on their 
customers. 14 

The second form of margin is the "variation" or "maintenance" margin. 
which is based on market fluctuations. Each day, each trader's position is 
"marked-ta-market" so that the clearinghouse may determine the gain or loss of 
the opposing parties during the trading day as a result of market price fluctua
tions. 1S A party suffering a loss on a contract (because of decreased prices in the 
case of a long trader or increased prices in the case of a short trader) must post 
an additional amount of money that is equivalent to the amount of the loss sus
tained. This is the variation margin. 16 It is thought that the requirement that 

'Clearing' is a term of art with a special meaning in the commodity futures contract market 
. . .. Every commodity futures exchange has an aIIiliated 'Clearing House' which stands 
behind every trade, thus ensuring performance of the contract and facilitating liquidity in 
the market place . . .. Every trade that is executed must be accepted for clearance by a 
member of the Clearing House. When a trade is cleared, the Qearing House substitutes 
itself for the immediate parties to the contract .... This way, every trade is cleared, so the 
party on the other side of the trade ... is assured of performance of the contract. Thus, 
'the honoring of contractual obligations is not dependent upon the actions or solvency of 
any single trader: 

Id. 
See also Letter from Andrea M. Corcoran, Director, CFfC Division of Trading and Markets to 

Roger A. Hood, Assistant General Counsel, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (June 5, 1985). 
14. A clearing member is an exchange member that is recognized by the clearinghouse as a 

financially stable firm that may submit trades to the clearinghouse for its intercession. Peltz, 2 
Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) 24,810; SEC/CFrC Jurisdictional Issues and Ovemght (Part 1): Hear· 
ings Before the Subcomm. on Telerommunications. Consumer Protection. and Finance and the Sub
comm. on Oversight and Investigations of The Senate Comm. on Energy and Commerce on H.R. 
5447, and H.R. 5515 and H.R. 6156, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 514-25 (1982) [hereinafter SEC/CFrC, 
Jurisdictional Issues] (report, "Customer Protection Pursuant to Commodity Exchange Act, as 
Amended," of Mahlon Frankhauser, outside counsel to Chicago Bd. of Trade) (clearinghouse func· 
tions and duties defined; clearinghouse/customer margins distinguished). 

15. See CBT MANUAL, SUp1'O note 8, at 68 (describes marking-to-market process). As was 
stated in one congressional report: 

Money paid on position losses is paid into the exchange clearing association which trans
fers such amounts to accounts which gained during the trading day. This daily accounting 
which includes the determination of contract settlement prices and margin adjustments to 
reftect gains and losses is called 'marking-to-market.' 

S. REP. No. 144, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 156-57 (l981). See gene1'01ly H.R. REP. No. 975, SUp1'O note 
10, at 147-48 (1974) (original and variation margins explained); S. REP. No. 850, 95th Cong., 2d 
Sess. 130 (1978) (CFfC Glossary of Trade Terms definitions for "margin" and "margin call"). 

16. See generally BACHE & Co. INC., UNDERSTANDING THE COMMODITY FUTURES MAR· 
KETS 	12-13 (1970) (discusses variation margin). A CFfC stall' number noted that: 

Once a position in a futures contract is established, the value of that position ftuctuates as 
the price of the underlying commodity rises or falls. Additional margin payments, called 
maintenance margin, reftect this movement. If a trader's position becomes less valuable 
and the amount of margin on deposit with the FCM falls below a 'maintenance level' the 
FCM makes a maintenance margin calion the customer to restore the margin in its ac

count to the initial level. If, however, the value of the customer's position increases, the 
FCM owes the customer a maintenance margin (which would be credited to the customer's 
account unless the customer wishes to withdraw it). 
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variation margins be posted daily forces traders to realize their losses 
promptly.17 The failure to post variation margins will signal credit problems 
that a trader might be having as the result of trading losses, thereby allowing the 
clearinghouse to liquidate accounts before the loss becomes too large. IS To 
make this system even more effective, the clearinghouse requires traders to post 
margin funds promptly. Margin calls may be made on an overnight basis, but 
there may also be intra-day calls. 19 This may amount to a requirement that 
billions of dollars be posted almost immediately. as occurred during the stock 
market crash of 1987.20 

Although brokerage finns that are clearing members have the obligation of 
meeting margin requirements for positions carried in their names, the rules of 
commodity futures exchanges require public customers--that is, buyers and sell
ers of futures contracts who are not exchange members-to post margins with 
their brokers.21 In addition, brokerage finns may impose higher margin require
ments on customers than those imposed by the exchange. This is because the 

Letter from Andrea M. Corcoran, Director, CFrC Division of Trading and Markets, to Robert 
Mialovich, Assistant Director, Division of Bank Supervision, Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora
tion, (July 3, 1984) [hereinafter Mialovich Letter]. See also S. REp. No. 144, supra note IS, at IS6 
(traders entitled to withdraw gains but may be required to deposit additional funds to cover losses). 

17. See Review of the Commodity Exchange Act and Discussion of Possible Changes: Hearings 
Before the House Comm. on Agriculture, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 192 (1973) (statement of Leo Melamed, 
Sec'y of the Bd., Chicago Mercantile Exchange). 

This unique feature is a primary factor which enables commodity markets to boast an 
incredibly good record in the area of insolvencies. Every firm must be monetarily 'even' 
with the commodity prices of the previous day. If a firm's net commitment shows a net 
loss on the basis of the previous settlement prices, it pays the resultant amount to the 
exchange clearinghouse. Ifa firm's net commitment shows a profit, it collects the resultant 
amount from the clearinghouse. This process is a daily procedure. 

Id. 
18. See FrC STUDY, supra note 9, at 229-30 (margins designed to protect against future losses; 

those who have already incurred losses assumed to be less likely to be able to cover future losses). 
See also B. CARROLL, FlNANCIAL fuTURES TRADING 30 (1989). 

In a highly geared market where volatility can quickly erode the value of futures positions, 
the daily management of the margin system by the clearing house insures that all losses are 
paid up daily or the positions are closed out. The margin system provides the continual 
financial security which promotes contract integrity and increases the willingness of buyers 
and sellers to participate in futures trading. 

Id. 
19. Exchange rules state that margin demands must be met within a reasonable period. These 

rules also state that a period as short as one hour may be reasonable. Mialovich Letter, supra note 
16, at 4 n.6. See also FrC STUDY, supra note 9, at 160 (Commission house often "stand[s] in the 
gap" when customer cannot be reached for margin call). The clearinghouse also monitors market 
volatility to determine if additional margin is needed. See CDT MANUAL, supra note 8, at 68 (ex
change's computerized risk-analysis program evaluates exposure of traders in setting margin 
requirements). 

20. On October 16, 1987, almost $1 billion in commodity margin calls were made, and over $11 
billion in margin calls were issued over the next four trading days. SEC DIVISION OF MARKET 
REGULATION, THE OCTOBER 1987 MARKET BREAK 5-12 to S-13 (1988) [hereinafter OCTOBER 
1987 MARKET BREAK]. 

2L CFrC Interpretative Letter No. 84-14 [1984-86 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. 
(CCH) ~22,311 at 29,S28 n.6 (July 3, 1984). 

http:brokers.21
http:calls.19
http:promptly.17
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brokerage firm will remain liable for the amount of the money due and owing on 
the contract in the event of a customer default.22 

The following is an illustration ofhow the margining process may work. A 
customer that enters into a 5000 ounce silver futures contract on the Commod
ity Exchange Inc. ("Comex") would be required to post initial margin of per
haps five percent of the current value of the contract. Assuming that silver is 
trading at five dollars per ounce, this would mean five percent of five thousand 
ounces times five dollars per ounce, or $1,250. A short trader would be required 
to post a similar amount of initial margin with its broker. Assuming that the 
price of silver decreased to four dollars on the next trading day, the long trader 
would have to post an additional amount of $5,000 to reflect the one dollar per 
ounce loss in value. Conversely, the short would be paid an equal amount of 
money into its account to reflect the profit therefrom. 

This method of margining is designed to assure performance on the con
tract. Except on rare occasions, margin requirements have not been used by the 
commodity exchanges as a means to dampen speculation or to control market 
volatility.23 To the contrary, lowered margin rates are often used to induce 
speculators to come into markets that are iIliquid.24 Nevertheless, margin plays 
an essential role in assuring the financial integrity of the commodity futures pro
cess. In fact, its critical nature can hardly be overstated. There is no Securities 
Investors' Protection Corporation ("SIPC") or Federal Deposit Insurance Cor
poration in the commodity futures industry. Rather, the financial integrity of 
the entire commodity futures system turns on the margin process.2$ . 

B. Early History ofFutures Margins and the FTC Study 

The use of margin for commodity futures markets bas a long history. The 
Chicago Board of Trade adopted a rule that provided for margins as early as 
1865.26 In fact, this was the first rule adopted by that exchange for futures 
contracts.27 Further, by at least 1877, the Kansas City Board ofTrade provided 
for ten percent margins. This rule had its origin in contracts for cash grain but 
was also applied to futures trading.28 

Initially, exchange members could themselves decide whether to require 

22. See T. HIERONYMUS. supra note 12, at 64·65 (the requirement that brokerage 8rms collect 
margin from customer assures the solvency of the former). 

23. See infra notes 84-89 and accompanying text for a description of the exchanges' reluctance 
to use margin to control price volatility. 

24. See infra notes 90-95 and accompanying text for a description of the use of lowered margin 
rates to increase business, despite government opposition. 

25. See infra notes 504·11 and accompanying text for a discussion of why there is no SIPC in 
the futures industry. 

26. 1 C. TAYLOR, HISTORY OF THE BoARD OF TRADE OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO 325, 331 
(1917). 

27. H. IRWIN, EVOLUTION OF FuTuRES TRADING 80 (1954). 
28. Margin Requirements on Commodity Exchanges. Hearings Be/ore the Senate Comm. on 

Agriculture and Forestry on 8.1881, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. 99·100 (1948) [hereinafter 1948 Hearings] 
(statement of Walter Scott, Executive Vice President, Bd. of Trade, Kansas City. MO.). Cash grain 
transactions are simply purchases and sales of the actual grain. 

http:trading.28
http:contracts.27
http:iIliquid.24
http:volatility.23
http:default.22
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margins.29 With the development of clearinghouses around the turn of the cen
tury, however, many exchanges imposed manadatory margin requirements on 
clearing members.30 For example, as early as 1919, the Chicago Mercantile Ex
change mandated that margins be adjusted to the market price each day, and it 
required its members to collect margins from their customers.31 Nevertheless, 
many exchanges did not establish mandatory margin requirements for commod
ity futures customers until the government intervened several years later and 
pressured the exchanges to impose such requirements.32 

The margining of commodity futures contracts appears to have first re
ceived federal regulatory attention following widespread speculation that was 
triggered by World War I and as the result of a massive study of the grain trade 
(the "FfC Study") by the Federal Trade Commission ("FfC"). The FfC fo
cused on the nature and role of margin for commodity futures contracts.33 The 
FTC Study found that the purchase of a futures contract is similar, in its credit 
foundation, to the purchase of stocks on margin.34 But delivery on a futures 
contract comes at a later date than the transaction itself. In contrast, stocks 
purchased on margin are delivered almost immediately. The study noted that 
"[i]n this important respect the purchase and sale of futures is a freer form of 
speculative activity than the purchase and sale of stocks."3s That is, the volume 
of futures trading is not "restricted by the necessity of either selling only what 
one owns or borrowing for delivery what one sells without owning it," as in the 
case of stocks. 36 

The FfC Study concluded that margin on futures contracts was "both a 
commercial credit device and a deposit made to secure ... against loss because 
ofnon-performance...."37 Such payments "are not part payments toward the 
purchase price but are merely deposits made to secure the rights of each of the 
contracting or interested parties."38 Margin is used simply "to bind the 
bargain."39 

The FfC Study pointed out that low margin levels for futures contracts had 
invited sharp market reactions when thinly capitalized traders were liquidated 
after a market downturn.4O This was because small traders tended to become 

29. ld. at 100. 
30. A STUDY By THE STAFF OF THE BoARD OF GoVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE 

A REVIEW AND EvALUAnON OF FEDERAL MARGIN REGULAnONS 55 (Dec. 1984) [here-
REsERVE BoARD STUDY]. 

31. 	ld. at 56. See a/so H. IRWIN, supra note 27, at 40-41 (margins adjusted daily; penalties 
for default). 

32. 	See RESERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 56 (1934 National Industrial Recovery Act 
of Fair Competition for Grain Exchanges included compulsory margin requirements). 

33. See FTC STUDY, supra note 9, at 155-67 (mechanics and functions of types of margins). 
34. ld. at 155. 
35. ld. at 156. 
36. ld. 
37. ld. at 20. 
38. ld. at 17. 
39. ld. at 156. 
40. The reference to sharp market reaction is a reference to the precipitous drop in market 

http:downturn.4O
http:margin.34
http:contracts.33
http:requirements.32
http:customers.31
http:members.30
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overextended because they were allowed excess market exposure.41 Initial mar
gins allowed "pyramiding" where "paper profits" were used as margin for addi
tional contracts.42 Thus, traders with limited funds could use margin to increase 
the amount of their trading beyond their ability to payoff their obligations in the 
event of a market reverse.43 Just as on a stock exchange, it is "here that the 
trouble arises when the market reacts."44 "The exhaustion of margins when the 
[market] movement reverses itself, and the selling out of insufficiently margined 
accounts explains the sharpness of the [market] reaction when it comes."4S 

C. 	 The Failure ofEarly Legislation to Impose Federal Regulation over 
Commodity Futures Margins 

In 1922, federal regulation was imposed on commodity futures trading for 
the first time through the Grain Futures Act (the "Act").46 This legislation 
required futures contracts to be traded on federally designated "contract mar
kets," and it sought to prevent manipUlation by requiring large traders to sub
mit reports on their transactions.47 Notwithstanding the FfC Study, however, 
the Act did not address margin requirements.48 In fact, it was not until 1933, 
after a collapse in grain prices, that the federal government affirmatively in· 
volved itself in this issue. At that time, the Secretary of Agriculture Called a 
conference of the commodity exchanges to consider what means should be taken 
to dampen price fluctuations. The exchanges agreed that they would adopt 
minimum margin requirements for customers.49 

prices that occurs when a large number of traders liquidate their positions. This places strong selling 
pressure in the market, causing prices to fall. lei. at 157. 

41. This market exposure took the form of allowing small traders to take positions larger tban 
what their formal resources would support in the event of a market downturn. 

42. 	FTC STUDY, supra note 9, at 157. 
43. lei. 
44. lei. 

45.ld. 

46. Grain Futures Act, ch. 369.42 Stat. 998 (1922) (substituted by Commodity Exchange Act. 

Pub. L. No. 74-675, ch 545. § 5, 49 Stat. 1491 (1936), current version codified at 7 U.S.C. §§ 1-26 
(1988». A year earlier, the Supreme Court had declared a similar statute, the Futures Trading Act 
of 1921, unconstitutional as an invalid exercise of congressional taxing powers. Hill v. Wallace,259 
U.S. 44, 66-67 (1922). The legislation could not be sustained under the Commerce Clause because it 
was not confined to interstate commerce. ld. at 68-69. The Grain Futures Act. on the otber band, 
although nearly identical to the Futures Trading Act. was founded on the authority of the Congress 
to regulate commerce. The Supreme Court upheld the Grain Futures Act as a valid application of 
congressional power under the Commerce Clause. Chicago Bd. of Trade v. Olsen, 262 U.S. I (1923). 

47. Grain Futures Act, §§ 4-5. 
48. Industry spokesmen acknowledged that there had been objections to margin trading, but 

maintained that margin trading was simply an initial deposit "for the mere purpose of securing the 
other party against a possible breach of contract." Future Trading: Hearings Before the House 
Comm. on Agriculture Pt. 6, 66th Cong., 3d Sess. 674 (1921) (statement of J.P. Griffin, President, 
Board of Trade of Chicago, Ill.). They also acknowledged that margin trading constituted trading 
on credit, but concluded that no legislator would sponsor a law to prohibit trading on credit because 
most of the world's trade was done on credit. ld. See also id. at 929 (discussion of Federal Trade 
Commission Report on margin in grain industry). 

49. See, e.g., /948 Hearings, supra note 28, at 100 (Kansas City Board of Trade required mini

http:customers.49
http:requirements.48
http:transactions.47
http:Act").46
http:reverse.43
http:contracts.42
http:exposure.41
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Thereafter, in March of 1934, pursuant to the National Industrial Recovery 
Act ("NIRA"),50 the Code of Fair Competition for Grain Exchanges was 
adopted by most of the grain exchanges. The code included compulsory margin 
requirements of ten percent.51 Although the code, as part of the NIRA, was 
invalidated by the Supreme Court in 1935,52 most of the commodity exchanges 
continue to require a minimum margin from customers. 53 As a consequence, 
the basic margin system for commodity futures was in place by the middle of the 
1930's.54 

The Great Depression had further stimulated federal interest in regUlating 
margin requirements in commodity futures and securities trading. President 
Roosevelt believed that "unregulated speculation in securities and in commodi
ties was one of the most important contributing factors in the artificial and un
warranted 'boom' which had so much to do with the terrible conditions of the 
years following 1929."55 The President listed speculation on margin as one of 
the principal abuses that needed to be regulated.56 He stated that legislation 
with "teeth" was needed, and this included margins set at a high enough level so 

mum 10% margin; margin escalated up to 20% as size of positions increased). The margin system 
for futures contracts has not changed substantially since the 19308, except to allow Treasury Bills 
and letters of credit to be used as initial margin. REsERVE BoARD STuDY, supra note 30, at 56. 

SO. National Industrial Recovery Act, ch. 90, § 3, 48 Stat. 195, 196 (1934) (declared unconsti
tutional 1935). 

51. HOUSE CoMM. ON AGRICULTURE, AMEND GRAIN FuTURES Aer, H. R. REp. No. 1522, 
pt. 2, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. IS (1934). See also REsERVE BoARD STuDY, supra note 30, at 56 (history 
of margin requirements). A government witness stated that: 

So far as the 25 percent marginal requirement oflarge traders is concerned, I do not believe 
it can be enforced. I would like to see it enforced, and we are going to do everything we 
can to enforce it, and to make the code a success. 
Now, on the question of margins, I personally feel that the grain and commodity markets 
oWer dilferent problems in the matter of margins than we find in the stock market. A 

. commodities market is handled in a dilferent way. If large-scale speculative trading is 
detrimental to the market - and there is no doubt about it ... - it would seem desirable to 
provide some means of restricting it. If there is to be a limit, it should be fixed in advance 
and not changed in the middle of the game, and made the same for all traders. While an 
increase of margins on large trades, as required under the code, may serve to restrict some 
speculative operations, it will result in even greater advantage to the trader having suffi
cient funds to meet such increased margins. 

Regulation o/Grain Exchanges: Hearings Be/ore the House Comm. on Agriculture on H.R. 8829,73d 
Cong., 2d Sess. 280 (1934) [hereinafter Regulation 0/ Grain Exchanges] (statement of Dr. Duvel, 
Chief, Grain Futures Admin., Dept. of Agriculture). 

52. A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495, 550 (1935) (National In
dustrial Recovery Act unconstitutionally exceeds power of Congress to regulate interstate 
commerce). 

53. RESERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 56. For example, the Kansas City Board of 
Trade adopted a mandatory margin rule in 1935. 1948 Hearings. supra note 28. at 100-01. 

54. RESERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 56. 
55. HOUSE CoMM. ON AGRICULTURE, CoMMODITY EXCHANGE Aer. H.R. REP. No. 421. 

74th Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1935) (quoting letter from Pres. Roosevelt to Chairman, House Comm. on 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce (Mar. 26, 1934» (emphasis supplied). 

56. SENATE COMM. ON BANKING AND CURRENCY, FEDERAL SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 
1934, S. REP. No. 792, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1934) (quoting Pres. Roosevelt's message to Congress 
(Feb. 9, 1934». 

http:1930's.54
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that speculation "will of necessity be drastically curtailed."57 A quirk in con
gressional committee jurisdiction, however, resulted in a bifurcation of securities 
and commodity futures regulation. Commodity futures regulation, unlike secur
ities legislation, fell under the jurisdiction of the congressional agricultural com
mittees.58 The committees handling the securities legislation quickly focused on 
low levels of margin as being a principal CUlprit in the unbridled securities spec
ulation that led to the Great Crash of 1929.59 The agricultural committees, 
however, paid scant attention to margin requirements because the Department 
of Agriculture (the "Department") opposed the industry view that speculation 
in commodity futures should be controlled by federal margin requirements. The 
Department preferred other measures, such as limiting the number of futures 
contracts that could be held by a speculator at anyone time.60 A Department 
witness testified that, based on past experience, "it is more desirable to ... leave 
to the commission houses themselves the matter of fixing the amount of the 
margins required from various classes of customers."61 The government be
lieved that excessive speculation could be better controlled by limiting the 

57. ld. (quoting letter from Pres. Roosevelt to Sen. Fletcher (Mar. 26, 1934». 
58. Compare Stock Exchange Regulation: Hearings on H.R. 7852 and H.R. 8720 Be/ore the 

House Comm. on lntentate and Foreign Commerce. 73d Cong .• 2d Sess. (1934) [hereinafter Stock 
Exchange Regulation] (proposed legislation for securities exchange registration and regulation) and 
SENATE COMM. ON BANKING AND CURRENCY. STOCK ExCHANGE PRACTICES, S. REp. No. 1455. 
73d Cong .• 2d Sess. (1934) [hereinafter STOCK EXCHANGE PRACTICES]. (resolution to investigate 
stock exchange and banking practices relating to securities) with To Amend the Grain Futures Act· 
Hearings Be/ore the Senate Comm. on Agriculture and Forestry on H.R. 6772. 74th Cong .• 2d Sess. 
(1936) (proposed legislation to improve interstate commerce by regulating commodity futures trans
actions) and Regulation a/Commodity Exchanges: Hearing Be/ore the House Comm. on Agriculture 
on H.R. 3009 (Commodity Exchange Act), 74tb Cong. 1st Sess. (1935) {hereinafter Regulation 0/ 
Commodity Exchanges] (proposed legislation to improve interstate commerce by regulating com· 
modity futures transactions). 

59. See infra notes 292-330 and accompanying text for a discussion of congressional considera· 
tion of tbe effects of low margin requirements on securities specUlation. 

60. The grain trade actually urged Congress to use margin requirements as a substitute for 
position limits. R. KAUFMAN. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY Of THE CoMMODITY EXCHANGE ACT 33 
(Nov. 1964). The Department of Agriculture. however. opposed that position. A representative of 
that Department stated: 

{W]e believe. based on our past experience, that so far as the commodities are concerned, it 
is more desirable to provide for the protection of margin money, and leave to the commis
sion houses themsleves the matter of fixing the amount of margins required for various 
classes of customers.... Our aim is to protect tbe customers' margin money and thereby 
protect the market as a whole. Moreover. excessive specUlation in this field is controUed by 
limitation rather than by higher margins which are not so readily applicable to commodi
ties as to stocks. While an increase of margins on large trades ... may serve to restrict 
some speculator operations. it will result in even greater advantage for the trader having 
sufficient funds to meet such increased margins. 

Regulation 0/ Grain Exchanges. supra note 51. at 29 (Statement of Dr. Duvel, Chief, Grain Futures 
Admin., Dept. of Agric.) 

61. Regulation a/Grain Exchanges, supra note 51. at 29 (statement of Dr. Duvel. Chief, Grain 
Futures Admin .• Dept. of Agriculture). The government did seek protection for customer margin 
moneys. It wanted such funds to be treated as trust funds and to be held in special segregated 
accounts separate from brokerage firm obligations subject to the general creditors of the firms. ld. 
See also 7 U.S.C. § 6d (1988) (duties of brokers regarding monies and securities of customers). 
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number of futures transactions by speculators "rather than by higher margins 
which are not so readily applicable to commodities as to stocks."62 Congress 
agreed and concluded that the most effective method for curbing excess specula
tion would be to limit the volume and number of contracts that could be traded 
by speculators.63 Thus, Congress enacted the Commodity Exchange Act of 
1936 ("Commodity Act" or "Act"),64 which authorizes the government to es
tablish trading limits for speculators who are not hedging against some commer
cial risk. The Commodity Act also grants the government the authority to 
define what commercial risks constitute hedging transactions that will not be 
subject to these IimitS.65 The Act, however, does not attempt to regulate the 
amount of margin required for trading. 

D. Margin as an Important Regulatory Tool 

The Commodity Act provided for the creation of an agency in the Depart
ment of Agriculture to conduct day-ta-day administration of the Act.66 This 
agency, the Commodity Exchange Authority ("CEA")67 soon reversed the posi
tion expressed by the government in the Commodity Exchange Act hearings. 
Early in its existence, the CEA asserted that the imposition of minimum margin 
requirements would "insure fair competition between commission firms and 
would tend to protect customers who, in the absence of substantial margin re
quirements, might be inclined to take a larger position in the market than their 
means would justify."68 The CEA believed that increased margins could keep 

62. Regulation ofGrain Exchanges, supra note 5t, at 29 (statement of Dr. Duvel, Chief, Grain 
Futures Admin, Dept. of Agriculture). See also Regulation ofCommodity Exchanges, supra note 58, 
at tOO (statement of Dr. Duvel, Chief, Grain Futures Admin., Dept. of Agriculture) (same statement 
to House Comm. of Agriculture). 

63. 7 U.S.c. § 6a (1988). 
64. Commodity Exchange Act, Pub. L. No. 74-675, ch. 545, § 5, 49 Stat. 1491 (1936) (current 

version codified at 7 U.S.C. §§ 1·26 (1988». 
65. 7 U.S.C. § 6a. The trading limits simply restrict the number of futures contracts that a 

speculator can hold at anyone time. The Act, as noted, exempts hedgers from this requirement. ld. 
§ 6a. The CFfC definition of hedging that meets this exemption identifies types of commercial risks 
that would constitute "bona fide" hedging. See Commodity Futures Trading Comm., 17 C.F.R. 
t.3(z) (1990) (above all, hedging transactions must be for purpose of oifsetting price risks and must 
be established and liquidated in orderly manner). 

66. 7 U.S.C. § 2 (Commodity Exchange Commission composed of Secretaries of Agriculture 
and Commerce and Attorney General give overall authority). The Department of Agriculture, how· 
ever, was given day-to-day regulatory responsibility. ld. The Commodity Exchange Act regulated 
only a specified list of commodities, a list that has expanded over the yesrs. H.R. REP. No. 975, 93d 
Cong., 2d Sess. 34-35 (1974) (Commodity Exchange Act's authority applied to specified list of com
modities which expanded over time). Today nearly all commodities are covered by the Act. See 
generally 7 U.S.C. § 2 (broadly defining commodities). 

67. 7 U.S.c. § 2. Initially, the CEA was called the Commodity Exchange Administration. See 
CoMMODITY EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE, REPORT OF THE CHIEF 
OF THE CoMMODITY EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATION (1937). 

68. COMMODITY EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE. REPORT OF 
THE CHIEF OF THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATION IS (1938). Earlier, on October 9, 
1936, an economist at the Department of Agriculture had suggested progressively higher margins on 
large positions. He stated that "margin control would tend to restrict speculation" but that "there is 
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"irresponsible traders and undesirable speculative forces" out of the market.69 

Increased margins could also "minimize unwarranted switching of speculative 
accounts from one commodity or market to another."70 

In a 1941 report, the CEA noted that the rules of most contract markets 
mandated that their members require the posting of margins by their customers. 
Only two exchanges did not have such requirements. These were the New York 
Wool Top Exchange and the Chicago Open Board ofTrade.71 In the Wool Top 
Exchange, there was some evidence that low margin requirements were used as a 
competitive device among brokerage firms. As a result, when customer margins 
were required, they were usually less than what the clearinghouse required for 
members. This arrangement differed significantly from the practice of a number 
of exchanges where compUlsory customer margin requirements were often some 
multiple of the clearinghouse requirement. 72 Many brokerage firms, however, 
did not have margin requirements for customers' accounts trading in foreign 
markets; thus, credit was frequently extended to foreign accounts.73 

The government's new-found belief that margin requirements could play an 
important role in the regulation of commodity futures trading was strengthened 
by events surrounding the outbreak of World War II. Prior to the attack on 
Pearl Harbor, the Department of Agriculture investigated the markets to deter
mine the size and nature of speculative holdings. The concern was that, under 
emergency conditions, a sudden influx into the markets of small poorly-in
formed traders or panic liquidations of thinly margined accounts could greatly 
accelerate price swings. Therefore, several surveys were taken in various com
modities in 1941.'4 One survey showed that there had been erratic price move
ments in soybean futures and a large volume of in-and-out trading, which was 
viewed as excessive specUlation. This justified an increase of margins." Thus, 
on Sunday, December 7, 1941, increased margin requirements, as well as other 
controls, were imposed by the exchanges at the government's request. These 

tbe possibility that specUlators will accumulate large lines [of credit] if tbe anticipated profits appear 
to justify the advancing of large margins." P. Mebl, Controlling Speculative Activity By Limiting the 
Size of Lines and the Trading 1,4 (Oct. 9, 1936). 

69. CoMMODITY EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE, REPORT OF 
THE CHIEF OF THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATION 8 (1941). 

70. [d. Interestingly, the Department of Agriculture opposed a bill, S.831, 76th Cong. 1st Sess. 
(1939), tbat would have authorized the Commodity Exchange Commission to fix margins at not less 
than 25%. The Department stated that standards established by the bill were not practical and that 
enforcement would be difficult and costly. The Department also pointed out that the bill applied 
only to tbose commodities then being regulated. and it was concerned that this would result in 
trading being switched to markets that were unregulated and which had lower margin requirements. 
Senate Agriculture Comm. Hearings. 76th Cong .• 1st Sess. (1939), noted in, KAUFFMAN supra note 
60, at 33. 

71. U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE, CIRCULAR No. 604, TRADING IN WOOL Top FUTURES 9 
(1941). 

72. [d. at 10. 
73. [d. 
74. REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE AGRICULTURAL MARKETING ADMINISTRA· 

TION, 74·75 (1942). 
75. [d. 
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increases appeared to be effective in preventing undue market disturbances.'6 

But this stabilizing effect did not long outlive the war. 
In 1946, cotton prices quickly rose to unprecedented levels, then plum

meted precipitously. In April. the Office of Price Administration ("OPA") de
creed that margins on new speculative trades in cotton futures should be $50 a 
bale. Apparently. the head of OPA, Chester Bowles. ordered the Secretary of 
Agriculture to impose that requirement to prevent further speculative increases 
in cotton prices.11 Thereafter, prices fell, and the CEA found that this price 
break was accentuated by the liquidation of thinly margined accounts and un
warranted extensions of credit to speculative traders. Indeed, nearly one-third 
of the traders in the market were liquidated when prices dropped. Most of these 
traders were speculators. The CEA believed that the small amount of margin 
initially required by the exchanges had lured into the cotton market small specu
lators, who did not have the financial resources to maintain their positions when 
the market dropped. The rapid liquidation of these thinly margined positions 
accelerated price increases and deepened price declines. '8 

An August, 1946 report prepared by the CEA concluded that the surge in 
speculative activity, particularly in the cotton market, came "after the increase in 
margins on securities transactions to 100 percent in January, 1946."'9 The gov
ernment believed that the low margin levels set by the commodity exchanges 
had attracted speculators fteeing the government's efforts to curb speculation in 
the stock markets.8o The CEA concluded that its efforts to prevent excessive 
speculation in the futures markets were impaired by its inability to control mar

76. Id. at 68, 7S. 
77. Commodity Futures Trading Commission Reauthorization: Hearings on 8.1109 Before the 

Subcomm. on Agricultural, Research and General Legislation of the Senate Comm. on Agriculture, 
Nutrition, and Forestry, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. SIO (1982). The report does not say why it was neces
sary for Mr. Bowles to order the Secretary of Agriculture to act. Id. 

78. U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE, COLLAPSE IN COTTON PRICES OcTOBER 1946 1-4 (1947). 
79. REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR, COMPLIANCE AND INVESTIGATION BRANCH, AND ADMINIS

TRATOll, CoMMODITY EXCHANGE ACT, FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1946, at 23 (1946) (empha
sis supplied). 

SO. /d. The Secretary of Agriculture stated with respect to the October 1946 break in cotton 
prices that: 

It appears that the only way to prevent a price debacle following advances induced by 
overspeculation is to curb the speculative urge before it reaches the danger point. The only 
feasible means of doing this is through quick and somewhat arbitrary action in raising 
margins on speculative positions. It is believed that this could be done without serious loss 
of market liquidity necessary to facilitate hedging. It is doubtful whether the commodity 
exchanges can or will exercise margin control in such a manner as to be effective in curbing 
speculative.excesses. Such action necessarily means a loss of commissions and income to 
brokerage houses. . .. The Federal Reserve Board is authorized to fix margins governing 
trading in securities and this power has been exercised to curb excessive speculation on the 
stock exchanges. No such authority is provided for in existing laws applicable to trading in 
commodities. 

CoMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTHORITY, U.S. DEP'T OF AmtiCULTURE, REPORT OF THE ADMINIS
TRATOR OF THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTHORITY 4 (1947) [hereinafter COMMODITY Ex
CHANGE 19471 (quoting letter from Qinton P. Anderson, Sec'y of Agriculture, to Congress (Mar. 
26, 1947». See also Joint Committee Economic Rep. Hearings, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 2-3 (1947) 
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gin levels in commodities. 81 

The CEA also discovered that there had been a wide disparity in the mar
gin requirements on the various cotton exchanges. For example, at one time, 
the Chicago Board of Trade required an initial margin for cotton of $5 per bale, 
while another exchange required $10 and still another $15 per bale. At another 
time, there was a disparity of $25 per bale for initial margin requirements. 
During this period, the volume of trading on the Chicago Board of Trade in· 
creased tremendously in relation to other exchanges. Later, the Chicago Board 
of Trade "continued to enjoy increased business even after margins on all three 
exchanges were equalized through governmental action."82 To the government. ' 
this seemed to be clear evidence that low margin requirements attracted immedi- ! 

ate business to the exchange; further, the government found that these new trad- : 
ers tended to remain with that exchange even after margins were equalized with 
other exchanges. The CEA believed that federal controls were necessary to pre- . 
vent such competition from creating margin levels so low that excessive specula
tion would be encouraged. 83 

Dramatic price changes in the commodity markets in 1947 also troubled 
the CEA. Increased grain prices resulted in massive speculation and volatile 
markets. The CEA's concern with speculation in grain futures became particu
larly acute in February and March, 1947 because a large speculative interest had 
been attracted to the Chicago wheat futures markets by margin requirements of 
only eight to twelve percent.84 On March 13, 1947, the Secretary of Agriculture 
called for corrective measures to curb speculative excesses on the futures mar
kets.85 The next day, the CEA specified those corrective measures by asking the 
exchanges to increase margins on speculative transactions to at least twenty-five 
percent.86 The CEA stated that such increases were necessary to prevent a 
"speculative understructure of thinly margined accounts" held by traders who 
had been attracted to the markets by rapidly rising prices.87 The CEA was con
cerned that if the market began to slip, large numbers of these small traders 
would be forced to sell their positions and that this in tum would accelerate 
price declines. 88 Two exchanges acceded to the request to increase margins; 
other exchanges did not.89 Prices then decreased, but the "effect of the March 
increase in margins was largely nullified in May, ... when the three exchanges 
again sharply reduced their requirements."90 For example, the Kansas City 

(discusses events in futures markets following World War II); House Banking and Currency Comm. 
Hearings, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 90 (1947) (same). 

81. CoMMODITY EXCHANGE 1947, supra note SO, at 4. 

82. REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR, CoMPLIANCE AND INVESTIGATION BRANCH, AND ADMINIS

TRATOR, COMMODITY EXCHANGE ACT, FIscAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1946, at 23-24 (\946). 

83.Id. 
84. CoMMODITY EXCHANGE 1947, supra note 80, at 4. 

85. [d. 
86. [d. 
87. [d. 
88. /d. 
89. [d.; [948 Hearings, supra note 28, at 102-03. 
90. COMMODITY EXCHANGE 1947, supra note SO, at 4. 
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Board of Trade reduced its requirements to about ten percent.91 

In May and June, 1947, prices began to advance anew, and a large specula
otive interest was again attracted to the Chicago market. The CEA found, for 
example, that the bulk of traders in the Chicago corn futures market were spec
ulators.92 On September 15, 1947, the CEA again asked the exchanges to in
crease their margins-this time to 33-13 percent-to lessen the danger of a 
speculative boom and bust market.93 The exchanges responded with a telegram 
to the Secretary· of Agriculture asking for a conference so that they could urge 
him not to demand such an increase, which was nearly double existing margin 
requirements.94 Thereafter, the exchanges increased their margins slightly, but 
not to the satisfaction of the government. 95 

On October 5, 1947, President Truman charged that "gambling in grain" 
was a factor contributing to the high price of food. The President asserted that 

.• ninety percent of all accounts in the corn futures market were speculative and 
that trading had risen from three or four million bushels a day to thirty million 
bushels a day. The President demanded that the grain exchanges increase their 

'margin requirements to at least 33-13 percent. He threatened that, if the ex
'.changes failed to comply with this request, the government would sharply limit 

...."the amount of trading that individual traders could conduct.96 The exchanges 
l'PfOmptly acquiesced in this Presidential demand. Still, although the volume of 
~:speculative trading in wheat and corn futures declined sharply,97 prices contin
~12ued to advance. 98
f President Truman's views on margins were not universally shared. For 
~t',example, the publication Barron's asserted that in October of 1947 the futures 
'ifJlW'kets had ignored a large margin increase imposed by the Chicago Board of 
i1:;Trade.99 In fact, prices increased dramatically after the margin increase. tOO 

.~~)orron's stated that this proved the futility of margin controls as a means of 
;(iowering prices. The pUblication also noted, however, that the government re
;'inained unconvinced. 101 

",~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~. 91. 1948 Hearings, supra note 28, at 103. 
~o 92. CoMMODITY ExCHANGE 1947, supra note 80, at 4-5. 

93. ]948 Hearings, supra note 28, at 103. 
94. [d. 
95. CoMMODITY EXCHANGE 1947, supra note 80, at 5. 
96. 1948 Hearings, supra note 28, at 103. 
97. CoMMODITY EXCHANGE 1947, supra note 80, at 5. 
98. 1948 Hearings, supra note 28, at 104. 
99. Barron's, Oct. 6, 1947, at 36. 
100. [d. 
101. [d. One author stated that: 

The absence offederal margin requirements has to a large extent been made a scapegoat for 
food and other commodity price increases. Actually, these are chiefly the product of infla
tionary conditions connected with the present national emergency and crop outlook. Price 
trends of 1947-1948 under the 33 1/3% margins clearly indicate that increased margin 
requirements will not nullify the effects of these fundamental supply and demand factors. 
Eft'orts to control prices should therefore be aimed directly at these underlying factors, 
wbile margin controls should be restricted to their proper function of reducing price fluctu
ations wbich do not reflect basic market conditions. 
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E. Subsequent Unsuccessful Legislative Efforts to Impose Margin Controls 

In 1948, hearings were held on legislation that would have authorized the 
Secretary of Agriculture to regulate margin requirements whenever the Secre
tary believed that speculation was causing or threatening "sudden or unreasona
ble fluctuations or unwarranted changes in the price of any commodities."102 
In the hearings, the Secretary of Agriculture, on behalf of the government, as
serted that regulation of margin requirements would serve many Objectives. 
First, such regulation would be an effective means of restraining undue specula
tive trading. 103 Second, during boom periods, increased margins would restrict 
speculative buyers with inadequate resources from entering the market.104 

Third, the government believed that increased margins would provide a cushion 
against forced liquidations that accentuated price declines, and would deter mas
sive short selling in periods of falling prices. lOS The Secretary thus believed that 
margin controls would lend stability to the commodity futures market. The Sec
retary also noted that the boom in prices in the commodities markets had at
tracted small speculators from the real estate and stock markets, with 
"disastrous [results] for these small traders."l06 Moreover, there had been no 
stock market crashes since margin controls were imposed, and the securities 
markets had been relatively stable as a result of such controls. 107 

Other witnesses asserted that granting the federal government control over 
margin could destroy the futures markets. lOS These witnesses believed the dan
ger was that the government could raise margins at any time. This power would 
be oppressive to the market by creating fears that government mandated in
creased margins could suddenly end or impair market liquidity. 109 Further, one 
exchange claimed that the Department of Agriculture wanted to use margins to 
regulate market prices. The exchanges believed, however, that margins should 
not be used for such a purpose. 110 

The legislation that was the topic of these hearings ultimately was not en
acted. Nevertheless, the issue remained live. In February of 1949, a sharp drop 
in grain prices caused a large number of liquidations on the Chicago Board of 
Trade. The eEA determined that many small traders had their accounts con
centrated on the long side of the market and that the liquidation of these ac-

Note. Federal Regulation 0/ Commodity Futures Trading, 60 YALE L.J. 822, 846-47 (1951). A 
representative of the Commodity Exchange Authority also testified that it was not practical to use 
trading limits to control speculation because such limits could not be made low enough to a1fect the 
general mass of minor traders without unduly restricting the speculative trading that is necessary to 
provide liquidity for hedging purposes. House Banking and Currency Comm. Hearings, 80th Cong., 
1st Sess. 324, 325 (1947). 

102. 1948 Hearings, supra note 28, at 2. 
103. Id. at 4. 
104. Id. 
105. Id. at 43. 
106. Id. at 20. 
107. Id. at 44. 
108. Id. at 33. 
109. Id. at 38. 

no. Id. at 104. 
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counts, when prices initially began falling, was a major factor that accentuated 
the sudden drop in prices. Again, the eEA opinion that this large price break 
resulted from low margin requirements that allowed speculators with inadequate 
financial resources to enter the market. This was the same situation the eEA 
had found in previous investigations. I I I When traders entered markets with 
small margin requirements, they tended to acquire the largest position possible 
with the funds they had available. Upon the occurrence of any significant price 
declines, these small traders were forced to liquidate their positions, thereby 
causing a still larger drop in prices. 112 

These concerns may have been well-founded, as demonstrated by the enor
mous speculative operations that occurred at the outbreak of the Korean War. 
At that time, margin requirements were so low that traders were able to finance 
speculative transactions with relatively small down payments. The eEA again 
found speculative traders tended to buy the largest amount of futures their funds 
would allow; the lower the margin, the greater the inducement to buy larger 
amounts, which increased the potential effect on prices. 113 The eEA further 
argued that low margin rates were "advantageous to traders inclined to use prof
its from initial purchases to finance additional speculative buying. Speculation 
feeds on speculation."114 In addition, commodity traders were "attracted by the 
prospect of profits from wartime price rises," and because of the leverage factor 
in futures trading they were able to "buy large amounts of futures by risking 
relatively small amounts of money." liS Indeed, a speculator who traded on a 
minimum margin could have made profits of 100% to 450% in various com
modities in a five week period. 116 

The CEA still believed that low margins were contributing to the upsurge 
of speculative activity and price increases, and noted that its inability to control 
margin requirements was in stark contrast to the regulation possible in the se

. cooties market. Minimum margins for speculative commodity accounts in June, 
1950 ranged from six to thirteen percent for most commodities, while securities 
transactions had a uniform minimum of fifty percent. 1I7 

The outbreak of the Korean War led to renewed interest by President Tru
man in setting margin requirements. In a July. 1950 radio address, he stated 
that one of the major causes of inflation was the excessive use of credit; there

lIl. COMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTHORITY, U.S. DEP'T Of AGRICULTURE, REPORT Of THE 

ADMINISTRATOR Of THE COMMODITY ExCHANGE AUTHORITY 4 (1949). 
112. Id. 
1I3. COMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTHORITY, U.S. DEP'T Of AGRICULTURE, REPORT Of THE 

ADMINISTRATOR Of THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTHORITY 7·8 (1950) {hereinafter COMMOD

ITY EXCHANGE 1950]. 
114. Id. at 8. 
liS. Id. Futures contacts are leveraged, in that traders can trade with a small amount of 

money (margin) in relation to the volume of the commodity covered by the futures contract, the 

margin often being less than five percent. AssocIATION Of COMMODITY EXCHANGE FIRMS, INC., 

TRADING TECHNIQUES fOR THE COMMODITY SPECULATOR 2 (1963). 
116. COMMODITY EXCHANGE 1950. supra note 113, at 8; U.S. DEP'T Of AGRICULTURE, CUR

RENT SPECULATION IN COMMODITY FUTURES 45 (1950). noted in 96 CONGo REc. 1I,7S6 (1950). 
1I7. COMMODITY ExCHANGE 1950, supra note 113, at 7-8. 
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fore, he was seeking to curb speculation in agricultural commodities. 1 IS On July 
19, 1950, a bill entitled "The Defense Production Act of 1950" was introduced 
in Congress. 119 It provided for the regulation of commodity futures margins 
under the Commodity Exchange Act.120 But this provision was later deleted 
from the bill. A substitute provision was then proposed that would have re
quired the exchanges to limit excessive speculation at the request of the Secre
tary of Agriculture; it too was deleted after the commodity exchanges 
voluntarily increased their speculative margin rates for most commodities. 121 

The CEA, however, believed that these rates were not sufficient to restrain spec
ulation in periods of market excitement. The CEA stated that margin increases 
adopted by the exchanges after a large number of traders have already entered 
the market come too late to prevent price distortions. 122 

The exchanges were undaunted by CEA concerns. After the defeat of the 
Defense Production Act, they reduced their margin requirements. By June 30, 
1951, speculative margins were about the same as they were in the year prior to 
the outbreak of the Korean conftict; that is, they ranged from six to fifteen per
cent for most commodities. 123 Later, these low levels were reduced even 
further. 124 

118. N.Y. Times, July 20, 1950, at 15 (in preparation for Korean War, President Truman calls 
for curb to speculation in agricultural commodities to halt inftation). 

119. 96 CONGo REc. 10,570-16 (1950). 
120. The amendment to the Defense Production Act bill would have authorized the President 

to promulgate regulations governing commodity futures margin requirements where speculative 
trading was causing or threatening to cause sudden or unreasonable price fluctuations. H.R. 9116, 
81st Cong., 2d Bess. (1950). The amendment was approved by the House Banking and Currency 
Committee but was defeated on the floor of the Congress. 96 CoNG. REc., supra note 119. H.R. 
Rep. No. 639, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 1 (1951). 

121. Note, supra note 1m, at 824 n.l. Representative Boggs stated that the use of margins to 
control price increases has "no foundation in fact." 96 CoNG. REc. 11,159 (1950) (remarks of Rep. 
Boggs). 

122. COMMODITY EXCHANGE 1950, supra note 113, at 10. 
123. CoMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTIIORITY, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE, REPoRT OF THE 

ADMINISTRATOR OF THE CoMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTIIORITY 8 (1951). On the other hand, elfec
dve January 1" 1951 as a result of the Korean conflict, securities margins were increased to 15 
percent from 50 percent. 2 L. Loss, SECURITIES REGULATION 1246 (2d ed. 1961). 

124. CoMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTIIORITY, U.S. DU'T OF AGRICULTURE, REPORT OF THE 
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE CoMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTIIORITY 11 (1952). This seems to have 
borne out a prediction by an article in New Republic, following President Truman's elforts to obtain 
margin controls. The author of the New Republic article stated that "five will get you ten from me 
that the views of the directors of the commodity exchanges will prevail in both the House and the 
Senate and that we will go into the next speculative binge without the controls asked by the Presi
dent .... Lahey, Fattening on Futures, NEW REpUBLIC, May 21, 1951, at 11, 12. 
Another author had responded to the CEA's concems about speculative trading for the period 1946 
through 1950 as follows: 

In most instances speculative accumulation was described in rising markets and speculative 
liquidations cited in declining markets. The arguments were persuasive until the circum
stances ofthe cash commodity markets were examined. The boom in grain prices in 1941 
was the result ofa real shortage of grain induced by government buying for war relief. The 
collapse in 1948 was the result of oncoming large crops following a short crop year. The 
break in 1949 was associated with general economic stagnation that caused a decline in the 
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Not unexpectedly, these events did not end the government's concern with 
margins. For example. the potato futures market in August, 1952 had a "specu
lative boom and price spiral" and a subsequent price collapse. A CEA investiga
tion determined that this indicated "once again, how rapidly increased 
speculative buying, stimulated by exaggerated rumors of market scarcity and a 
low margin requirement, can contribute to boom-and-bust conditions in a mar
ket."12S The government therefore persisted in its efforts to obtain control over 
futures margins. Between 1948 and 1974, proposals to impose federal regulation 
of margins were raised in Congress and rejected on at least eight separate 
occasions. 126 

For example, in 1964. the Department of Agriculture unsuccessfully sought 
once again to amend the Commodity Exchange Act to grant the department 
authority to fix margin requirements. 127 Then. in 1966. the CRA urged the Chi
cago Board of Trade to increase margin levels to deter excessive speculation. 
The Chicago Board of Trade declined to do SO.128 Thereafter the Secretary of 
Agriculture sought legislation that would authorize the government to control 
margins.129 The legislation proposed in 1966 would have allowed the Secretary 
of Agriculture to prescribe minimum margin requirements and to make special 
provisions for carrying accounts that were undermargined, so that the sudden 
dumping of speculative positions through forced liquidation could be reduced. 
But the government would not have established minimum margin requirements 
under ordinary circumstances. Only when there was a danger of manipulation 
or sudden or unreasonable fluctuations in commodity prices or excessive specu
lation would it have been necessary for the government to establish margins that 
would "retard the buildup of positions or reduce them to protect the users of the 
market and the public." Such authority would have been used infrequently and 
only in "extreme circumstances."13o 

demand for grain. The 1950 soybean boom was partly the result of short supplies relative 
to requirements, partly the outbreak of the Korean war, and had manipulative overtones 
relative to large positions held by a group of Chinese. 

T. HI1!RONYMUS, supra note 12, at 319. For a discussion of the trading by Chinese traders, see U.S. 
DEP'T Of AGRICULTURE, SPECULATION IN SoYBEANS (August 10, 1950); CoMMODITY EXCHANGE 
1950, supra note 113, at 14. 

125. CoMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTHORITY, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE, REPORT OF THE 
ADMINISTRATOR Of THE CoMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTHORITY 5 (1953). 

126. Silver Prices and the Adequacy 0/ Federal Actions ill the Marketplace. 1979-80: Hearillgs 
Before A Subcomm. 0/the House Comm. Oil Governmellt OperatiOns, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 103 (1980). 

127. Price Volatility ill the Silver Futures Market: Hearillgs Before the Subcomm. Oil Agricul
tural Research and General Legis/atioll 0/ the Senate Comm. Oil Agriculture. Nutritioll and Forestry, 
96th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 1, at 425-26 (1980) [hereinafter Sellate Silver Price Volatility Hearillgs] 
(ltatement of Lee H. Berendt, President, Commodity Exchange, Inc.). 

128. Agriculture-Ellvirollmelltal and Consumer Protectian Appropriations for 1974: Hearillgs 
Before a Subcomm. 0/ the House Comm. Oil Appropriations, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 4 (1973). 

129. To Amelld the Commodity Exchallge Act: Hearillgs Oil H.R. 11788 Be/ore the House Sub_m. Oil Domestic Marketillg and Consumer Relatiolls o/the Comm. Oil Agriculture, 89th Cong., 2d 
Sese.. (1966) [hereinafter 1966 Hearillgs]. 

130. Id. at 12,21. The Department of Agriculture did not seek margins comparable with those 
ill securities transactions. It believed that such high margins "could seriously impair the operation 
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The exchanges argued in response that Congress should not give this au
thority to the Department of Agriculture because the purpose of margins "is not 
the control of credit as in the case of securities, but rather is and has been to 
provide protection to members of the Commodity Exchange insuring that the 
financial commitments of futures traders will be fulfilled."l31 The exchanges 
noted that they closely monitor margin levels, and that the factors involved in 
setting margins vary frequently, sometimes on an hourly basis. l32 They further 
argued that higher margins would decrease participation in the markets and in
crease costs for hedgers, and that there was no general agreement that higher 
margins would control the price of commodities. 133 

As a result of this opposition, Congress never adopted the proposed 1966 
legislation. Nevertheless, legislation that would have given the Board of Gover
nors of the Federal Reserve System authority to control credit in futures trans
actions was again sought in 1967, under a proposed consumer credit protection 
act. 134 But that provision also was not adopted after the Vice Chairman of the 
Federal Reserve Board recommended against its inclusion.m A 1966 study by 
the Department of Agriculture (the "Nathan Study")I36 also revealed that mar
gin requirements would not be useful in controlling speculation and that raising 
margins could actually harm hedgers, without reducing market upswings. 137 

The Nathan Study sought to test whether legislation allowing the government 
to control low margins would preclude the excessive speculation that produced 
erratic price 8uctuations.138 It concluded that, while investigations of futures 
markets twenty years earlier had shown that speculators played an important 
role in price making, hedgers had since come to play a major role in active 
markets. 139 Moreover, although the study found that between 1947 and 1948, 
high initial margin requirements "probably in fact helped curtail very short-term 
8uctuations,"I40 it also noted that speculative transactions often moderate 
rather than accentuate price volatility. The Nathan Study further stated that, 

of the futures markets and limit the usefulness of these markets for hedging and price-registering 
purposes." [d. at 12. 

131. [d. at 44 (letter from Ray V. Edwards, Wilson &, Co. to Harold D. Cooley (Mar. 28. 
1966». 

132. Id. at 48 (statement of Robert L. Martin, Chairman. Chicago Board of Trade). 
133. [d. at 50. 
134. 113 CoNG. REC. 19.615 (1967); Senote Silper Price Yolotility Heorings, supro note 127. at 

426. 
135. Heorings on H.R. lJ,6OJ Before tile Subcommittee on Consumer Ajfoirs of tile House 

Comm. on Bonking ond Currency, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 130-31 (1967) [hereinafter Heorings on H.R. 
11.601] (Department of Agriculture more appropriate agency to administer commodity market); 
Senote Silper Price Yolotility Heorjngs, supro note 127, at 427. 

136. This report was prepared by Robert R. Nathan Associates Inc. under a contract with the 
Department of Agriculture. U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE. EcONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE, MAR
GINS SPECULATION AND PRICES IN GRAINS FUTURES MARKETS (Dec. 1967) [hereinafter NATHAN 
STUDY]. 

137. [d. 
138. [d. at i. 
139. [d. at I. 
140. [d. 
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given the lack of data, the eEA "would find it difficult to determine whether, 
when, and how to apply margin controls to limit price volatility."141 Neverthe
less, legislation was introduced in the House of Representatives in 1973 as part 
of the amendments to the Economic Stabilization Act, that would have given the 
Federal Reserve Board authority over margin. That amendment was deleted on 
the House floor. 142 

F. Reversal of CEA's Position 

Despite the numerous rebuffs to the government's efforts to obtain margin 
authority, the issue remained very much alive, particularly after prices in the 
commodity markets virtually exploded in the early 1970s.143 During that pe

141. Id. One author commented on the NATHAN STUDY: 

It is not clear that margin levels could not be used to control speculation. In its final 
recommendations, the study does suggest that federal interference in setting margin levels 
would be unwise. This recommendation is based in part on evidence that small increases in 
margin levels have tended to correspond with increased market volatility. The study cau
tioned. however, that the correlation may have occurred because the margin increases were 
made when greater ftuctuations were expected. or because many brokers did not comply 
with the changes in margins. which the exchanges were lax in enforcing. If the federal 
authorities had enforced the margin changes. the study noted, the results might have been 
dilferent. Furthermore, in the one instance when large increases in margin requirements 
were made, there was a prompt reduction in price ftuctuations. And, as the study points 
ont, it is only when major margin changes are needed that federal authorities are likely to 
intervene. 

Note, The Role of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission Under the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission Act of1974,73 MICH. L. REV. 710, 754 (1975) (footnotes omitted) [hereinafter 
Role of CFTC]. 

142. 119 CONGo REC. 12,550-52 (1973); Senate Silver Price Volatility Hearings, supra note 127, 
at 427. 

143. Futures trading had quadrupled in the five years preceding 1974. 120 CONGo REC. 2924 
(1974) (remarks of Rep. Poage). And, in 1973, the futures markets had experienced "an unprece
dented volume of trading at record prices ...." H.R. REP. No. 975, supra note 10 at 67. Enormous 
profits could have been made in the early 1970s through the highly leveraged, low margin futures 
markets: 

[lIn order to speculate on an 518.000 futures contract for 40,000 pounds of cattle on the 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the margin requirement was only 5700. On what was at 
that time a 515,000 contract on the Chicago Board of Trade for 100,000 board feet of stud 
lumber, the margin set by the exchange was only 5500. On the New York Commodity 
Exchange a speculator on what was then a $16,500 contract for 25,000 pounds of copper 
had to put down only $750. 

Incidentally, a copper futures contract for which a speculator had to put down only $750 
in April, 1973 is today worth approximately $33,000 because the price of copper has 
doubled in the meantime and that is a pretty good return of $16,000 on an original invest
ment ofonly $750. It is because such truly phenomenal profits can be, and have been made 
in commodity futures trading with so little money down that the phenomena of widespread 
public speCUlation has occurred in these markets, particularly during the past year when 
the stock market has been in the doldrums and commodity prices seemed for a long time to 
going only in one direction. But, of course, for every winner on these commodity ex
changes, there is also a loser and losses can be extremely heavy too. 

120 CONGo REc. 2850 (1975) (statement of Rep. Sullivan). 
A House Report stated that investors were migrating from the securities markets into the fu
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riod price ftuctuations in the futures markets were "so wide and erratic" as to 
disrupt orderly marketing procedures, and they made the futures markets "unre
liable devices for producers and processors to protect themselves against cost 
increases or price declines."l44 Representative Sullivan claimed that "inade
quate controls over commodity futures speculation in farm commodities have 
resulted in price increases" that "hurt the American family grievously and par
ticularly the lower income families and those on fixed incomes."145 She charged 
that the futures markets were attracting "outsiders with little or no knowledge 
about the individual commodities but with loose money with which to 
gamble." 146 

Moreover, Representative Sullivan claimed that there was a "clear" conftict 
of interest on the part of the exchanges in setting margin requirements. "They 
have little or no interest in dampening down speculation during an inflationary 
situation because the more speculators who move into commodities in order to 
gamble, the more the exchange and its members make in commissions."147 She 
also argued that margin levels "should reflect national economic conditions 
rather than just the self-interest of the exchanges, for it is to the exchanges' 
interest, usually, to set the margin levels which would attract as many new cus
tomers as possible, and those are levels which are often far too low for national 
economic stability." 148 

In 1973 and 1974, there were renewed legislative efforts to address the mar~ 
ket conditions and related concerns. 149 For example, in 1973, a witness at the 

tures markets because they were being "attracted by price leverage, low margin requirements, [and] 
volatile price action." The number of securities traders were decreasing as the number of futures 
traders increased. H.R. RBP. No. 975, supra note 10, at 39. Representative Sullivan stated that: 
"There are people looking for fast action on wbich large amounts of money can be made overnight 
with modest investments based on the exchanges' traditionally low margins, often as low as five 
percent, or even less, of the value of the contracts traded." 120 CoNG. Roc. 2849 (1974) (statement 
of Rep. Sullivan). 

144. 120 CONGo Roc., supra note 143 (statement of Rep. Sullivan). 
145. Id. 

146.Id. 

147. Id. 
148. Id. Representative Sullivan furtber stated tbat: 

If tbe New York Stock Excbange had the opportunity today to set minimum margins on 
common stocks, as the commodity exchanges do on futures contracts, it is probable that 
the margin on stocks would also now be only 5 percent instead of 50 percent in order to 
stimulate more trading. But we learned in the 1929 Stock Market Crash that when margin 
setting is left to the exchanges themselves and to individual brokers. margins are not based 
on any consideration of national interest. That has been the case in commodities. 

Id. See also, 120 CoNG. Roc. 2953 (1974) (statement of Rep. Sullivan). 
149. See Commodity Futures Trading Commission Act 0/1974: Hearings Be/ore the Comm. on 

Agriculture on H.R. 11955, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 2-8(1974) [hereinafter House CFTC Hearings] (testi
mony of Rep. Neal Smith, sponsor). See generally Agriculture-Environmental and Consumer Protec
tion AppropriatiollS lor 1974: Hearings Be/ore a Subcomm. 0/ the House Comm. on AppropriatiollS, 
93d Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 4, at 386-529 (1973); Commodity Futures Trading Commission Act: Hearings 
Be/ore the Senate Comm. on Agriculture and Forestry on S. 2485. S. 2578, S. 2837. and H.R. 13113, 
93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974) [hereinafter Senate CFTC Hearings); Review a/Commodity Exchange Act 
and Discussion 0/Possible Changes: Hearings Be/ore the House Comm. on Agriculture, 93d Cong., 
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hearings before a House Subcommittee recommended that the federal govern
ment be given margin control authority. This would not require. however. that 
legitimate hedgers would have to post the same amount of margins as specula
tors. lSO Oddly, the principal motivating factor for these renewed demands for 
federal margin authority was the fact that the exchanges had raised their margin 
requirements unexpectedly as a result of rapid price increases. 1st Propenents of 
legislation believed that raising margins had an undue and unfair effect on hedg
ers because it increased their interest costs since they had to borrow funds to pay 
the increased margins.I!!l "The result of this is undoubtedly to decrease the 
amount farmers receive for a product and also to increase the cost so the ulti
mate consumer."I!!) Under this view, it was improper for the exchanges to 
change margin requirements after a contact had been trading, because this 
would hurt hedgers more than speculators when prices increased. This concern 
was especially relevant "in a rising market where speculators trading the long 
side of the market were making huge profits and hedgers on the short side of the 
market were required to put up more money for margin calls!' 1S4 

The hearings on the proposed legislation showed the CEA switching posi
tions on the margin issue. The CEA testified in Congress that stocks and com
modity futures margins were "as different as apples and oranges" and that 
increasing margin requirements was "an ineffective means of curbing volatile 
prices and can increase the extent of a price movement rather than dampen 

1st Sess. (1973); Review ofCommodity Exchange Act and Discussion ofPossible Changes: Hearings 
Before the House Comm. on Agriculture, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973); Russian Grain Transactions: 
Hearings on Russian Grain Transactions Before the Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the 
Senate Comm. on Government Operations, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 1 (1973). Small Business 
Problems Involved in the Marketing of Grain and Other Commodities: Hearings Before the Sub
comm. on Special Small Business Problems ofthe House Permanent Select Comm. on Small Business, 
93d Cong., ist Sess. 21 (1973) [hereinafter Hearings on Small Business Problems] 

ISO. 120 CONGo REC., supra note 148; see Hearings on Small Business Problems, supra note 
149. The chairman of the Small Business Committee later changed his position on this issue. Senate 
Silver Price Volatility Hearings, supra note 127, at 433-34. 

151. The commodity exchanges' margin increases were dramatic. During the May-June period 
in 1973, initial margin requirements were increased by about 300% and maintenance margins were 
increased 250%. Smith, Commodity Futures Trading, 25 DRAKE L. REv. 1,14 (1975). This resulted 
in liquidating transactions, which increased demand pressure even more and caused still higher 
prices. Id. at IS. It also disrupted short hedging on the market, as hedgers tried to obtain funds to 
meet margin calls at increased interest costs. Id. Cf H.R. REp. No. 963, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 21 
(1974) (federal oversight required to prevent exchange from raising margins during periods of mar
ket fluctuation to detriment of hedgers). 

The exchanges have repeatedly adjusted margin levels. This has resulted in charges of discrimi
natory practices and initiation of legal actions. The exchanges also have been criticized frequently 
for not raising margin levels high enough or soon enough to prevent excessive speculation. H.R. 
REP. No. 975, supra note to, at 67; Note, Margin Regulations. The Stock Market Crash of1987, 20 
RUTGERS L. J. 693, 715 nn.124, 125 (1989). 

152. Review of the Commodity Exchange Act and Discussion of Possible Changes, Hearings 
Before the House Comm. on Agriculture, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 6-7, 36-48 (1973) [hereinafter 1973 
House Hel!rings]. 

IS3. Id. at 7. 

154.ld. 
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it." Iss The CEA Administrator stated that higher margin requirements could 
also interfere with hedging and cause increased merchandising and processing 
costS. 1S6 The CEA, thus, adopted the exchanges' position that the regulation of 
commodity futures margins should be in the sole domain of the exchanges and 
not be set cooperatively with the government. The CEA conceded that the 
proper role of margins was to protect the exchanges. IS7 Nevertheless, the Jus
tice Department advised Congress that it seriously questioned "whether a regu
latory agency can adequately police undue speculative activity without some 
input into the margin equation."ISS The Comptroller General advocated study
ing the feasibility of a margin formula or table for each commodity so that trad
ers would be on notice of the automatic margin changes that would be 
implemented when prices increased. 1S9 The National Grain Federal Association 
thought that such tables would alleviate charges that the exchanges were impos
ing discriminatory margin requirements. 1OO The Comptroller further suggested 
that the government be given residual margin authority under the Commodity 
Exchange Act to prevent the exchanges from changing margins a way that 

155. [d. at 26. 

156. !d. The CEA Administrator further noted that: 

If you have a situation in which the price is going up and has been going up for a substan

tial period of time and you raise margins, the people on the long side of the market have 

plenty of profits already accumulated and they do not have to put up any additional funds. 

The people on the short side, who have been losing money when prices have been rising, 

are forced to put up additional funds and in many cases are unable to do so. The only 

solution is to get out of the futures position. The only way they can get out of these 

positions is buying otfsetting futures contracts. This additional buying could add another 

impetus to the upward movement of prices. 


[d. at 36. The supporters of legislation seemed to focus more on the raising of margin requirements 
after a futures contract is entered into, rather than on the initial rate. See supra notes 151·54 and 
accompanying text for a discussion of the views of federal control supporters. 

157. The CEA stated that: 
In commodity futures markets, margin is required to protect the brokerage firm against 
loss resulting from adverse price movement and the inability or unwillingness of the cus
tomer to provide funds to cover the loss. This, in my opinion, is not a matter requiring 
action by the government. I would also be opposed to a provision prohibiting changes in 
margin requirements after it has been established for a particular contract. If price ftuctua
tions increase while a particular contract is being traded, margin should be increased for 
the protection of the brokerage firms and indirectly for the protection of their customers. 
On the other hand, if price fluctuations decrease, margins should be lowered to less than 
the cost of trading by hedgers and others in the market. 

1973 House Hearings, supra note 152, at 38-39. It is unclear why the CEA changed its position; 
possibly it wanted to enlist the exchanges in supporting its survival. 

IS8. 120 CONGo REC. 2952 (1974); Letter from Malcolm D. Hawk, Acting Assistant Attorney 
General, to Rep. Poage, Chairman, House Comm. on Agriculture (Jan. 30, 1974) [hereinafter Letter 
Malcolm D. Hawk], reprinted in H.R. REP. No. 975, supra note 10, at 26-27. 

159. CoMPTROLLER GENERAL, INTERIM REPORT TO THE CoNGRESS ON THE CEA AND ON 
COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING 26 (May 3, 1974) [hereinafter INTERIM REPORT]; 120 CoNG. 
REC. 2952, supra note 158. Exchange members sometimes were interested financially in margin 
changes because they had positions in the market. House CFTC Hearings, supra note 149, at 6. 

160. INTERIM REPORT, supra note 159. at 26. 
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would favor exchange members to the disadvantage of hedgers,161 
As might be expected, the exchanges again opposed all efforts to impose 

federal regulatory control over commodity futures margins, In response to the 
Comptroller General's proposal for adopting a formula for margin require
ments, the exchanges asserted that it was not possible to establish any such 
formula,162 The exchanges further argued that the Nathan Study had concluded 
that margin adjustments are an ineffective and probably counterproductive de
vice for controlling speculation, 163 They also pointed out the irony in now be
ing criticized for raising margins in the face of increasing prices while in the past 
they had been criticized for failing to raise margins in the face of similar price 
increases,l64 As always, the exchanges argued that margin "is not a vehicle for 
either limiting or promoting trading in futures,"16S Rather, it was for the pro
tection of the exchanges. l66 They contended that placing margin control au
thority in the hands of the government would "effectively destroy futures 
trading," 167 

The experience of the exchanges suggested that increasing margin require
ments would amplify the intensity of price movements, because short traders 
would have to make liquidating purchases if they could not meet their margin 
calls.168 The industry was concerned that increased margins would reduce the 
effectiveness of the market place and thereby disrupt the operations of hedg
ers. 169 One prominent exchange official asserted that, if margin authority was 
used for anything other than to act as a security deposit, the power would be 
used to create artificial price movements that would place the country on the 
threshold of price controls. 170 

Another exchange argued that if a federal agency obtained margin author
ity, it would set margins unnecessarily high and would seek to use margins as a 
tool to curb speCUlation. This would make the use of the market prohibitive to 
hedgers, Furthermore, margin changes would "not be made as quickly as 
needed because government agencies have a tendency to move slowly."l71 Fi
nally, the National Grain Trade Council opposed federal margin controls be
cause it believed that such controls could "cause a breakdown in the entire grain 

161. /d. 
162. 1973 House Hearings, supra note 152, at 76. Cf iii. at 48 (testimony of Robert W. Rich

ards, National Grain & Feed Ass'n) (study would show safe margin levels to be function of price and 
trading conditions). 

163. 1d. at 48. See also id. at 76, 110, 193. 
164. 1d. at 48. 
165. /d. at 19·20. 
166. /d. at 96. 
167. /d. at 109; Senate CFrC Hearings, supra note 149, at 318, 447. 493·94. 
168. 1973 House Hearings, supra note 152, at 1to·l1. The CEA argued that because specula· 

tors' transactions often moderated price volality, any margin controls reducing speculative·activity 
would diminish the moderating effect. /d. 

169. Id. at 136. Domestic exchanges feared that hedgers and speculators would shift their 
trading to international markets with lower margin requirements. /d. at 111. 

170. Senate CITC Hearings, supra note 149, at 337 (statement of Leo Melamed). See also 1973 
House Hean'ngs, supra note 152, at 192 (statement of Leo Melamed). 

171. Senate CITC Hearings. supra note 149, at 414. 
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marketing structure." 172 It asserted that raising margins would not prevent 
prices from increasing, noting that commodities which had no futures markets . 
usually had more erratic price behavior than those that had futures trading. 113 

G. Further Rejection of Federal Control over Futures Margins 

One bill introduced in Congress during the early 19708 provided for the 
creation of the CFfC. This bill would have authorized that agency to set mar
gins. 114 But the House of Representatives ("House") Agriculture Committee 
denied this authority to the CFfC in a bill it reported out. m That committee 
believed that the federal government did not have the capability to establish and 
monitor margin requirements on a day-to-day basis. It noted that the Nathan 
Study had also concluded that the government was not qualified to conduct such 
a task,l16 The committee stated, however, that Congress should consider 
whether the agency administering the Commodity Exchange Act should have 
the authority to set margins under emergency market conditions. 177 

Nevertheless, Representative Yanik offered an amendment on the House 
floor that would have allowed the CFfC to "act effectively to prevent excessive 
speculation in futures trading by having the power to deal with the fixing of 
margins."l18 Representative Yanik stated that unless this authority were 
granted it would "be impossible to prevent the tremendous speculation that is, 
taking place in commodities."119 That amendment, however, was beaten back 
by Representative Poage, one of the principal sponsors of the legislation that 
created the CFfC. He argued that margins in the futures industry were for the 
protection of the exchanges and not for the protection of individuals. ISO He 
noted that conditions on the markets could change hourly and that. if margin
setting authority were taken away from an exchange. it would be deprived of 
"the very essential power to protect itself from bankruptcy. If one establishes a 
business that cannot protect itself. one brings about disaster very quickly. "181 
Poage stated that it would be "very unwise" and "very unfair" to remove the 

172. [d. at 780 (statement of William F. Brooks). 
173. [d. A National Grain Trade Council representative stated that: "By raising margins you 

can reduce and eliminate volume of trading. But you cannot control prices. And you might wreck 
the market structure." [d. 

174. House CFTC HetJrings, supra note 149, at 6 (statement of Rep. Neal Smith). 
175. H.R. REP. No. 975, supra note 10, at 66. 
176. [d. at 67. See supra notes 136-41 for a discussion of the Nathan Study. 
177. H.R. REP. No. 975, supra note 10, at 67. The House Agriculture Committee also noted 

that the National Grain and Feed Association ("NGFA") and the Comptroller General had sug
gested studying whether a schedule of margin levels could be established so that traders could have 
advance warning of automatic margin changes. The House Committee did not demand the estab
lishment of a margin schedule, although it left open the possibility of further study. [d. See supra 
notes 159-161 for a further discussion of the recommendation of the Cotnptroller General and the 
NGFA. 

178. 120 CoNG. REC., supra note 158 (statement of Rep. Yanik). 
179. [d. 
180. 120 CoNG. REC., supra note 148 (statement of Rep. Poage). 
181. [d. 
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authority of the exchanges to set margins for their own protection. 182 Poage's 
arguments prevailed. But Congress did conclude that the CEA was no longer 
equipped to regulate the futures markets, which had expanded into such non
traditional areas as futures contracts on precious metals and foreign currency. 183 
The Commodity Exchange Act, therefore. was amended to create the CFfC and 
to grant it far reaching powers. l84 Congress. however, expressly denied the 
CFfC authority to regulate margins.18S 

H. 	 The Changing Nature 0/ the Futures Markets and the Reemergence 0/ the 
Margin Issue 

In the early 19708. the commodity exchanges had begun the development 
of futures contracts on a wide variety of products, including items that intruded 
into the traditional realm of securities regulation. 186 These included futures 
contracts on Government National Mortgage Association ("GNMA") Certifi
cates, on index items such as stock indexes, and on government securities. l87 

The CFfC was given exclusive jurisdiction over such futures contracts. l88 

Shortly after its creation, the CFfC approved the first of these securities 
related products for futures trading-the GNMA futures contract on the Chi
cago Board of Trade. Although the SEC objected to the CFfC's assertion of 
exclusive jurisdiction over such futures contracts, GNMA futures contracts 
continued to trade under the CFfC's exclusive authority. This touched off a 
long, continuing battle between the SEC and the CFfC over jurisdictional 
turf. 189 

One skirmish occurred in 1978, when the CFfC was required by its au
thorizing statute to seek reauthorization from Congress, pursuant to a "sunset" 
provision. l90 At that time, the SEC sought to obtain a portion of the CFfC's 
jurisdiction by expanding the definition of a security under the federal securities 
laws to include futures contracts for commodity options involving securities, 
including indexes of securities. l91 In a similar vein, the Treasury Department 

182. Id. 
183. H.R. REP. No. 975, supra note 10, at 36-39; S. REP. No. 1131, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 19 

(1974). 
184. Commodity Futures Trading Commission Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-463, § 1, 88 Stat. 

1389 (1974) (codified in scattered sections of 7 U.S.C.). 
185. See 7 U.S.C. § 78(12) (CFI'C must approve exchange rules, except those relating to setting 

margins). The CFI'C, however, has peripherally regulated margins for futures contracts. E.g. 17 
C.P.R. § 1.58 (1990) (brokerage firms required to collect margins on gross basis for omnibus 
aceounts). 

186. S. REp. No. 1131, supra note 183. 
187. CHICAGO BoARD OF TRADE, CoMMODITY TRADING MANUAL 6-7 (1989). 
188. 7 U.S.C. § 2. 
189. See Securities Exchange Commission - Commodity Futures Trading Commission Jurisdic

tionol Correspondence, [1975-1977 Transfer Binder] Comm. Put. L. Rep. (CCH) 11 20,117 (1975) 
(both agencies discuss respective views on scope of CYrC jurisdiction). 

190. Game, The 1978 Sunset Review a/the CFTC: A.nalysis and Comment, 34 REc. BAR Ass'N 
Of CITY OF N.Y. 290 (Apri11979) (CFI'C funding under sunset provision would require repeated 
resuthorization, ensuring continued congressional oversight). 

191. S. REp. No. 850. 95th Cong .• 2d Sess. 19-20 (1978). 
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sought the right to approve or disapprove of futures contracts on governmen 
securities. Concerned with potential futures market abuses that could aft'ec 
trading in government securities,I92 the Treasury Department also wanted au 
thority to suspend trading in futures contracts on those securities. 193 

The CYrC vigorously resisted this jurisdictional encroachment by the SEC 
and the Treasury Department. The CYrC argued, among other things, that I 
principal reason for not transferring CYrC functions to the SEC was tha: 
"three·fourths of all futures trading activity is in agricultural commodities ane 
such trade serves a vital role in the marketing of those commodities."l94 The 
Chicago Board of Trade Clearing Corporation also noted that volatile markel 
conditions required rapid response by clearing members; for example, they couk 
be required to deposit large amounts of funds within one hour. 19s 

The CYrC was successful in preventing the Treasury Department from 0b
taining any of its jurisdiction in 1918. 196 Nevertheless, a provision was added tc 
the Commodity Exchange Act which provided that the CYrC was to maintai1l 

192. Id. at 50. Robert Carswell, the Deputy Secretary of the Treasury Department. stated: 

The low margin required for purchasing a futures contract based on Government securities 
enhances the potential for abuses. Individuals and institutions can speculate with a small 
amount of money - a 51200 initial margin permits an investor to purchase a 51,000,000 
Treasury bill futures contract - in return for the opportunity of reaping a proportionately 
large profit or suffering a proportionately large loss. The low margin requirement. in con
junction with the risk free nature of Government securities, could result in, or indeed en
courage excessive speculation. 

Any speculative abuse could have an adverse effect psychologically on investors per
ceptions of the underlying Government securities. That could only result in higher cost 
financing and potential impairment of the efficiency and resiliency of the Government se
curities market. 

Id. 
193. S. REP. No. 850, supra note 191. 
194. Reauthorization ofthe Commodity Futures Trading Commission. Hearings Before the Sub

comm. on Agricultural Research and General Legislation ofthe Senate Comm. on Agriculture. 95th 
Cong.• 2d Sess.• pt. 2.251 (1978) [hereinafter 1978 Senate Reauthorization Hearings] (statement 01 
Read P. Dunn, Jr.). Today the majority of all futures contracts involve financial instruments such a5 

stock index futures. See, Futures Industry Association, Trading Volume, FIA Rt:!VIEW 5 (July/ 
Aug. 1990). 

Market makers in securities and securities options exchanges are normally permitted larger 
extensions of credit than other market participants. Those market makers could abuse thoserprivi
leges by extending their lower margin requirements to other traders with whom they shared joint 
accounts - suggesting that even the securities markets had loopholes through which low margin 
trading levels could be enjoyed. 1978 Senate Reauthorization Hearings, supra. See also 96 CONGo 

REC. 11,756 (1950) (commodity Hoor traders generally not subject to exchange margins). 
195. See, e.g., Extend Commodity Exchange Act. Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Consena· 

tion and Credit of the House Comm. on Agriculture on H.R. 10285, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. IV. V, at 
451. 470-71 (1978) [hereinafter 1978 House Extend Hearings] (variation calls topped 54 billion ill 
1977). Cf OcTOBER 1987 MARKET BREAK. supra note 20, at 5-12 to 5-13 (more than 511 billion ill 
margin calls made by exchanges during the stock market crash of 1987 in four day period). See also 
1978 House Extend Hearings, supra. at 398-99 (discusses CFTC's resistance to SEC encrnachment). 
See generally id. at 182-210, 211-29 (positions of SEC and Chicago Board Options Exchange). 

196. See generally 1978 Senate Reauthorization Hearings, supra note 194; 1978 House Exteml 
Hearings. supra note 195. 
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). communications with the SEC, the Treasury and the Federal Reserve Board, 
. and that the CFTC was to consider the views of the latter two agencies in ap
,Proving applications for trading futures in government securities. Pointedly, 
',consideration of the SEC's views on this latter point was not required. 197 

Still the issue would not die. In 1980, Congress was once again forced to 
· ,consider whether the government should be given control over margin require
fments to control the flow of credit and to limit excessive speculation. The resur

· l'rection of this issue was a result of the so-called silver crisis, involving the Hunt 
ttamily of Dallas, Texas. 198 During this crisis silver prices increased rapidly 
{from about nine dollars per ounce in August 1979 to over fifty dollars an ounce 
'"in 1anuary 1980. Before the price peaked, and after prodding by the CFTC, the 
exchanges increased margin levels to 100% and imposed strict limits on the size 

· loC speculators' positions. This dried up liquidity in the market, and prices then 
·'~plunged to a low of $10.80 in March 1980. At that time, the Hunts and several 
~other large speculators failed to meet their margin callS. 199 This, in turn, 
lthreatened the financial stability of six major brokerage firms, which could have 
• lost hundreds of millions of dollars.2°O A national financial crisis was narrowly 
.......'_.'<1 201 

Speculators in silver and other precious metals had also diverted needed 
from industries and consumers, prompting the Federal Reserve Board to 

r,~~lirect banks not to issue loans on speculative trades.202 The SEC was shocked 

197. Pub. L. No. 95-405, 92 Stat. 865 (1978) (currently codified as amended at 7 U.S.C 
4{a)(g)(2)(i) and 4(a)(g)(2)(ii»; H.R. REp. No. 1181, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 32-34 (1978); H.R. 

No. 1628, 95th Cong., 2d Seas. 17 (1978). 

198. REPORT OF THE STAFF OF THE SECURmES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION, THE SILVER 
OF 19804-14 (1982) [hereinafter SEC SILVER REPORT]. The Hunt Family increased its silver 

to approximately $6.6 billion. ld. at 4. Half the acquisitions were leveraged with small 
deposits. ld. at 4-5. The Hunts had leveraged their physical silver holdings by borrowing 
bullion that they owned. ld. at 5. Rapidly declining prices generated margin calls on the 
net long futures position and required additional bullion deposits to maintain mandated col-

ratios on their loans. ld. at 7. See H.R. REp. No. 565, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., pt 2 
menlilment to CFTC jurisdiction); H.R. REp. No. 626, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 3, pt. 2 (1982) (report 

jurisdiction of SEC to cover, among other things, stock indexes). 
199. SEC SILVER REPORT, supra note 198, at 7. 

200. ld. at 10; SEC Staff Faults Brokers in Report on '80 Silver Crisis, N.Y. Times, Oct. 21, 
at D4, col. I [hereinafter SEC Staff Faults Brokers]. 

201. See, CFFC Report to Congress in Response to Section 21 ofthe Commodity Exchange Act, 
L. No. 96·276, 2d Sess. § 7, 94 Stat. 542 (June 1980). See generolly SEC SILVER REPORT, 
note 198; H. REP. No. 565, supra note 168, pt. 1, at 61-71; H.R. REP. No. 395, 97tb Cong., 1st 

(1981); S. FAY, BEYOND GREED (1986); SEC Staff Faults Brokers, supra note 200, at 04, col. 

The SEC staif stated that tbese events caused concern that there could be a serious disruption of 
American financial system. SEC SILVER REPORT, supra note 198, at 3-4. Further, the Federal 

Board had to endorse a S1.1 billiOn loan to tbe Hunts to pay for their margin calls and other 
obligations. Silver Prices and The Adequacy ofFederal Actions in the Market Place. 1979-80. 

Before a Subcomm. of the House Comm. on Government Operations, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 
257 (1980) [hereinafter Hearings on Silver Prices]. 
202. Hearings on Silver Prices. supra note 201, at 207. The Board, however, directed tbis action 

only at silver but also at a number of other volatile markets. ld. 
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to discover that the futures positions carried on the books of broker dealers it 
regulated were not being priced at their actual value. Instead, the book values 
were set at exchange price limits. This substantially understated the potential 
liability of the brokerage finn carrying the position in the event of a customer 
default.203 The SEC Chairman testified before Congress that the events in the 
silver market had caused brokerage firms to face substantial financial exposure, 
and that the silver crisis threatened to have a significant adverse effect on the 
securities industry.204 

Federal government regulation of margin requirements in commodities 
trading was again suggested. Because margins ranged from five to ten percent 
of the value of the contracts, many unsophisticated investors were unable to 
bear the risk of substantial losses in futures trading. lOS The CFfC Chairman 
testified that low margins for futures increased the danger of excessive specula
tion, and he questioned whether lending institutions should be making loans to 
help borrowers meet commodity futures margins.206 The Chairman of the Fed· 
eral Reserve Board, Paul Volcker, testified that the low cost of participating in 
the futures markets was important to hedgers, but it also attracted unhealthy 
kinds of speculation, such as that exemplified by the HuntS.207 Indeed, over one 
billion dollars in loans were made to the Hunts to finance their silver futures 
trading.208 The Treasury Department also asserted that margin requirements 
protect customers by screening out investors whose lack of sophistication and 
resources make them unsuitable customers for stock index and other futures 
contracts.209 

A congressional committee studying events in the silver market agreed with· 
the chairman of the CFfC that a strong case could be made that in markets 
tilted toward speculation, margins should be higher.210 A House report sug

203. SEC SILVER REPORT, supra note 198, at 10·11. 
204. Hearings on St1ver Prices, supra note 201, at 34 (statement of Harold M. Williams). 
205. [d. at 86-87. 
206. [d. at 100. 
207. /d. at 211. 
208. [d. at 238, 242-44. A House report stated that Hunt related silver debts totaled approxi· 

mately $1.8 billion and that the Hunts' bank loans during the latter part of 1979 were slightly in 
excess of$300 million. H.R. REp. No. 395. supra note 201, at 145 (analyzes reasons for 1981 silver 
market collapse and ability of federal agencies to prevent recurrence). 

209. Hearings on Silver Prices, supra note 201, at 407-08. The CFI'C has rejected suitability as 
beyond its regulatory scheme. See Puckett v. Rufenacht Bromagen & Hertz, Inc., 903 F.2d 10\4, 
1020 (5th Or.) (based on previous CFI'C decision, broker has no duty to determine suitability of 
client for commodity futures trading). reh'g denied (Jun. 25). quest. certified, 919 F.2d 992 (5th Cir. 
1990). See generally N. WOLFSON, R. PHILLIPS, & T. Russo, REGULATION OF BROKERS, DEALERS 
AND SECURITIES MARKETS 11 2.08[2) (1977) (describes suitability doctrine under federal securities 
laws). 

210. Silver Prices and the Adequacy of Federal Actions in the Marketplace, 1979·80: Hearings 
Before A Subcomm. ofthe House Comm. on Government Operations, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 103 (1980). 
The Chairman of the CFI'C had testified that: 

Low specUlative margins are probably the single strongest inducement to widespread non
commercial use offutures markets. Traditionally, the exchanges have set speculative mar· 
gins low, often about five percent of the value of the contract. Thus, a very low threshold 
stands between the speculator with limited cash and the commodities markets. In the 
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gested that margins were so low that they could "encourage so much speculation 
on price movements that the commodity's price or availability is distorted, im
peding commercial use of the market, and casting doubt on the contract's eco
nomic purpose."211 Low margins on interest rate futures contracts based on 
U.S. Treasury Bills and U.S. Treasury Bonds were of particular concern because 
speculators held seventy to eighty percent of the open interests in these futures 
contracts.212 The House report additionally suggested that, while margins gen
erally were perceiVed as a way of guaranteeing performance, there were broader 
policies that should underlie margin authority, because futures margins "affect 
credit allocation, capital investment, and inflationary momentum, thereby affect
ing the nation's financial market policies."213 

Intertwined with the silver crisis was another issue that had arisen in the 
futures markets as result of an innovation in futures trading - the creation of 
stock index futures contracts. In a 1980 letter to the CFfC, the Chicago Board 
of Trade advised that the Federal Reserve Board intended to promulgate margin 
requirements for stock index futures contracts once trading in such contracts 
was approved by the CFfC.214 Later, in July, 1981, the SEC also contended 
that the Federal Reserve Board should have margin authority over options and 
futures on exempt securities and stock indices for corporate securities. legisla
tion authorizing this was introduced in Congress. One bill would have given the 
CFfC standby authority to set margins for limited periods of time. Another bill 
would have allowed the Federal Reserve Board to set margins on financial in
struments and loans used to finance the purchase of financial instruments in 
either the cash or futures markets. A former chairman of the CFfC had also 

silver market, for example, prior to September of last year, margins were generally lower 
than 5 percent. Accordingly, when silver was selling at roughly $10 an ounce, the margin 
requirement was only 30 cents an ounce. Each time the price rose another 30 cents, the 
value of the speculator's initial investment was doubled. No wonder there was a bubble 
mentality. 

Ifmargins are to be used as a tool to prevent excessive speculation, the authority to set 

them must reside with government. The exchanges and commission houses will set mar· 
gins high enough to protect themselves, but it is unlikely that they will regularly set them 
higher than their narrow financial interests demands. Surely they will not set them high 
enough to curtail their own business· and this is exactly what is required .... 

SeMte Silver Price Volatility Hearings, supra note 127, at 7. 
211. H.R. REP. No. 395, supra DOte 201, at 121 (analyzes reasons for 1981 collapse of silver 

market and suggests that low margins may encourage speculation). 
212. Id. at 123. In addition, there was concern that low margin requirements might tempt 

banks to speculate in the futures market since the FDIC protects their deposits. Id. at 124. More
over, pyramiding could be used to build positions from unrealized profits paid out on futures con
tracts. Id. at 126 n.260. 

213. Id. at 126·28. 
214. Senate Silver Price Volatility Hearings, supra note 127, at 379, 382 (letter from Robert K. 

Wilmorth, Chairman ofthe Chicago Board ofTrade to James S. Stone, Chairman of the Commodi
ties Futures Trading Commission). The issue arose because the Kansas City Board of Trade had 
proposed the then unique concept of trading futures contracts on stock indices. Id. at 363. That 
concept was mimicked later by other exchanges and today stock index futures contracts are an 
important component of the futures industry. See infra notes 433-39 and accompanying text for a 
discussion of the role of these contracts in the stock market crash of 1987. 
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suggested that the CFfC should be allowed to set margin floors. 215 

These efforts met a storm of opposition by the opponents of federal margin 
authority. One CFfC commissioner argued that there was a simple distinction 
between commodity futures and securities margin: when futures contracts are 
purchased, no credit is extended, but when securities are purchased on margin, 
credit is extended.216 He stated that, historically, high margin levels maintained 
over an extended period had not been an effective price control measure. The 
commissioner reiterated the argument that higher margins mean higher costs for 
hedgers that are in turn passed on to consumers. Additionally, higher margins 
could be inflationary. The CFfC commissioner drew further support from 
economists, who had stated that the imposition of higher margin requirements 
would not have made any difference in the recent silver situation. There, the 
exchanges had raised margins to very high levels; some brokerage firms even 
raised margins faster and higher than the exchanges. The result was that partici
pation in the market dropped, but prices continued to increase, becoming more 
volatile as the market thinned.217 The President of the Chicago Board of Trade 
believed that a centralized government agency simply could not set margins 
effectively.218 

The exchanges once again argued that there was a delicate balance to be 
struck by experienced market professionals in setting margins, and that such a 
balance could not be achieved by a centralized government agency. The ex" 
changes repeated that economists generally agreed that increasing margins was 
not an effective means of curbing volatile prices or preventing market manipula
tion.219 Industry witnesses also pointed out that one silver futures exchange had 
altered margin requirements during the silver crisis eleven times between Janu
ary, 1979 and early 1980.220 It had set margin requirements as high as $75,000 
a contract and as low as $2,000 a contract.221 Some margins were as high as 
ninety percent of the value of the futures contracts being traded.222 

A brokerage firm official also testified in Congress that commodity futures 
contracts are short lived inherently; their lives are simply too brief for a federal 
agency to impose margin changes.223 Therefore, the only course for a federal 
agency charged with margin responsibilities would be to impose high, restrictive 
margin levels that would meet any conceivable situation, although "such a stan
dard would preclude any meaningful trading interest in the commodity market 
and they will cease to exist or at the very least become so illiquid as to lose their 

215. H. R. REP. No. 395, supra note 201, at 128-29. 
216. Senate Silver Price Volatility Hearings, supra note 127, at 45. 
217. [d. at 46. 
218. [d. at 252-53. 
219. [d. at 82. Various economists testified in the congressional hearings that the efficiency of 

the futures markets are dependent upon the lowest possible margins. They also asserted that increas
ing margin requirements would raise the cost of marketing products, and that the federal agencies 
would not have the wherewithal to set margin requirements. [d. at 357-59, 582-84. 

220. Id. at 99. 

221.ld. 

222. [d. 
223. [d. at 247. 
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economic usefulness. "224 
The exchanges were not impressed by the Federal Reserve Board's ex

pressed concern about the possibility of inequality of margins between the mar
kets absent federal margin controls. Nor were they moved by the potential for 
erosion of the Federal Reserve Board's margin requirements for securities 
credit.m Although the Board had asserted that it had authority to adopt mar
gin requirements for index futures products,226 the Chicago Board of Trade 
questioned whether the Federal Reserve Board had power to adopt margin re
quirements for securities options traded on securities exchanges.227 Another ex
change noted that the only credit aspect of a futures transaction occurred when 
a bank lent money to finance delivery under the futures contract.228 It asserted 
that Federal Reserve Board regulation of this type of credit extension might be 
appropriate but should be directed at lending institutions and not at the com
modity futures exchanges.229 It further noted that the Federal Reserve Board 
had not changed margin requirements for securities in over five years, while 
during the silver crisis margin requirements were changed frequently to keep up 
with changes in prices of silver.23O Nevertheless, although the exchanges and at 
least one CFfC commissioner opposed federal margin control,231 Congress de
termined to allow the CFfC to impose margin requirements in the event of a 

224. /d. The Chicago Board of Trade pointed out that Congress had previously refused to 
grant federal regulatory authority over margins. and it noted that the Nathan Study, had concluded 
that margins were not helpful in controlling prices. Id. at 330-38. See supra notes 136-41 and ac
companying text for a diacussion of the Nathan Study. 

225. Senate Silver Price Volatility Hearings, supra note 127. at 381-83. See also Hearings on 
Silver Prices. supra note 201. at 125 (if exchanges set own rates margins may decrease through com· 
petitive pressures). 

226. Senate Silver Price Volatility Hearings. supra note 127, at 381·82. 
227. Id. at 385·86. The Seventh Circuit also later held that it simply was fortuitous that the 

security laws had any application to options. Board of Trade v. SEC, 677 F.2d 1137 (7th Cit.). 
Ncoted as moot, 459 U.S. 1026 (1982). Had the options exchanges been founded only one or two 
years later, regulatory authority over those exchanges would have fallen within the CFTC's ambit. 
instead of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. which sets forth the Board's authority to set margins 
in 15 U.S.C. § 78(g). Id. at 1140 n.2. 

228. Senate Silver Price Volatility Hearings. supra note 127, at 417·18. 
229. Id. The Chicago Board of Trade position was that: 
[T]he purchase of sale of a futures contract is not a credit transaction. Such a contract 
merely entitles the owner to elect whether to receive or deliver commodities at a future 
date. If he elects to take delivery of the commodity, then, and only then. can he use the 
capital asset - the commodity which is conveyed at the time of the delivery. It is only at 
delivery that payment is made. Since no title is passed prior to delivery and no loan is 
extended, no credit can possibly be involved in a futures transaction. Thus the word 'mar
gin' has an entirely dilferent meaning in the futures markets than in the securities markets. 

Id. at 330-31. 333-35,338. 
230. Id. at 418. A commodity exchange noted that Congress had considered legislation dealing 

with commodity futures contracts at least ten times since 1948 but had not adopted any such legisla
tion. Id. at 424. 

231. Silver Prices and the Adequacy ofFederal Actions in the Marketplace, 1979..lJO: Hearings 
Be/ore A Subcamm. of the House Comm. on Government Operations. 96th Cong. 2d Sess. 46, 82 
(1980). But see id. at 103 (CFTC and SEC chairmen argue CFTC should control margins to regu
late speculation). 
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market emergency. 232 

The controversy surfaced again when the CFTC's jurisdiction over stocl 
index futures contracts was challenged in 1982.233 At that time, the FedeI1ll 
Reserve Board advised Congress that clarification of the authority of the BoarI1 
to set margins on equity-related instruments would be helpful in avoiding litiga 
tion.234 The Board was concerned because of objections raised by the CFT~ 
and the exchanges to the Federal Reserve Board's assertion that it had authorit~ 
to regulate margins in stock index futures contracts. 23:5 i 

The Federal Reserve Board advised Congress that it had not mandated ~ 
margin level for futures on stock indexes because the exchanges had agreed t~ 
keep their margins at reasonable levels. Nevertheless, the Board had taken s 
to develop a regulatory framework for potential future action.236 The 
stated that, while it had decided not to adopt margin requirements for commod 
ity futures contracts,such requirements might be appropriate later to limit tb 
use of speculative credit and to assure competitive equality with stock options 
Consequently, it would monitor the development of the market closely.237 Tb 
Federal Reserve Board also announced a proposed rulemaking on margin fo 
index futures contracts. It asked for comments on appropriate levels of margi 
and on the appropriate definitions for hedging transactions, as well as commen' 

232. See Futures Trading Act of 1982. Pub. L. No. 97-444. § 225. 96 Stat. 2315 (codified811 
amended at 7 U.S.C. § 128(9» (amendment allows CFTC to direct contract markets to take actiOll 
CFrC believes necessary to maintain or restore orderly trading in. or liquidation of, futures contrac1 
in event of market emergency). See also 17 C.F.R. § 1.41 (CFrC rule governing declaration 01 
market emergency and promUlgation of emergency rules). Previously, the CFrC appears to have 
interpreted this authority as allowing it to set margins in an emergency, even though statutory provi· 
sions did not confer that specific authority. See H.R. REP. No. 395, supra note 201, at 127 (effective
ness of CFrC emergency margin requirements powers considered). For example, in 1976. a large 
default occurred in Maine potato futures contracts traded on the New York Mercantile Exchange. 
Id. In response to that emergency, the CFrC had ordered the exchange to increase margins for the 
futures contract to 100%. Id. (effectiveness of CFrC margin requirements in emergency consid· 
ered); H.R. REP. No. 1181, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 98-99 (1978) (CFrC enabling legislatiOll should be 
revised to strengthen emergency powers). 

233. H.R. REP. No. 565, pt. 2, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 19 (1982); H.R. REP. No. 626, pt. 2, 97th 
Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1982). 

234. SECICFrC Jurisdictional Issues, supra note 14, at 317. The Federal Reserve Board stated 
that it believed it had a right to exercise jurisdiction over margins on stock index futures. It did not, 
however, determine to exercise that purported jurisdiction. Stock Index Futures Set; Fed Backs Off, 
Wash. Post, Feb. 18, 1982, at 09, col. I (Federal Reserve Board avoids confrontation with CFrC by 
acquiescing to sales of stock index futures contracts). See also u.s. General Accounting Office. Fi
nancial Markets: Preliminary Observations on the October 1987 Crash 4 (1988) (SEC and CFrC must 
agree on how they will work together). 

235. See SECICFrC Jurisdictional Issues, supra note 14, at 386. 
236. Id. at 316-17; see alsa Proposed Margin Requirements ofFutures Contracts Based on Stock 

Indexes. Board ofGovernors ofthe Federal Reserve System [1980-1982 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. 
L. Rep. (CCH) f 21,353 (Feb. 25, 1982) (proposed margin requirements limit use of specUlative 
credit and assure competitive equality among functionally similar market instruments). 

237. Commodity Futures Trading Commission Oversight, Hearing Before the Subcomm. on 
Commerce. Consumer. and Monetary Affairs of the House Comm. on Government Operations, 97th 
Cong., 2d Sess. 192 (1982) {hereinafter 1982 Government Operations Hearings] (Government Ac
counting Office Study of CFrC regulatory programs reviewed). 
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on other issues.238 The Board stated that its purpose was to design a regulatory 
framework that would create the fewest operational problems.239 It also main
tained that it would adhere to its position that it had the power to impose mar
gin requirements on index futures contracts. The Board further stated that it 
could not rule out imposing margin requirements on proposed corporate bond 
futures contracts.24O 

The Federal Reserve Board was supported aggressively by Benjamin S. Ro
senthal, Chairman of the House Commerce Consumer and Monetary Affairs 
Committee. He stated that public policy with respect to credit allocation, capi. 
tal investment, and inftationary concerns "should outweigh history or forum, 
and margin regulation on stock index futures should be set by the same agency 
and in pursuit of the same public objectives as margin regulation of equity in 
debt and securities."2.41 Chairman Rosenthal argued that, as long as a specula
tor has unrestricted right to take delivery, then commodity futures margins will 
function as a down payment, rather than simply as a bond or guarantee of per
formance, as traditionally argued by the exchanges.242 The CFfC responded 
that the development of stock index futures contracts and low margin require
ments would not attract an increased number of small speculators to the futures 
market.2.43 The chairman of the CFfC noted that individuals trading futures 
contracts comprise less than one percent of the stockholder population and that 
maintenance margin requirements might become onerous and discourage people 
from entering the market.244 The CFfC chairman responded to an argument 
that there should be a level playing field for stock and futures margins by stating 
that requiring higher futures margins in fact could be more onerous than man
dating an equal level of securities margins. This is because the purchaser of a 
futures contract is making a down payment for something he does not own.24:5 

238.Id. 
239. Id. at 195. 

240. Id. at 187. The Federal Reserve Board had previously advised the cnc, in a comment 
letter concerning a proposed stock index futures contract with the Kansas City Board of Trade, that 
it had authority to regulate stock index futures contracts. Id. at 270. The CFTC did not believe that 
the Federal Reserve Board had such authority. Id. at 356. The CFTC stated that futures contract 
margins were not an extension of credit and there was a provision in the Commodity Exchange Act 
granting the CFTC exclusive jurisdiction over commodity futures contracts. Id. at 356-57. See also 
7 U.S.C. § 2 (CFTC granted exclusive jurisdiction over commodity contracts for future delivery). 

241. 1982 Government Operations Hearings, supra note 237, at 187. 
242. !d. In response to Congressman Rosenthal's concerns, the Federal Reserve Board advised 

him that it had written to the CFTC to express the Board's view that it had authority to establish 
margins in stock index futures contracts. !d. at 191. 

243. !d. at 86-87. 
244. SEC/CFTC Jurisdictional Issues, supra, note 14, at 86-87. See also Securities/Commodi

ties Accord Amendments 0/1982. Hearings Be/ore the Subcomm. on Securities by the Senate Comm. 
on Banking. Housing and Urban Affairs on S.226O, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 50-63 (1982) (CFTC chair
man notes public speculators account for approximately 25% of all trading; remainder done by 
professionals and hedgers; well capitalized traders tend to be largest consistent market participants). 

245. SEC/CFTC Jurisdictional Issues, supra note 14, at 90. The chairman stated that increases 
in margin requirements during the silver crisis, to levels as high as $70,000, had a major eWeet on 
market activity. !d. at 235. 

http:market.2.43
http:securities."2.41
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The chairman further contended that increased margins would result in in
creased cost to hedgers, thereby potentially impairing the utility of the mar
kets. 246 The chairman noted that the Securities Investor Protection Corporation 
("SIPC") had paid out about $110,000,000 to reimburse customers' securities 
losses, causing higher transaction fees in the securities markets. These had been 
passed onto securities investors. The chairman also noted there had been for 
fewer failures in the commodities markets than in the securities markets, appar
ently suggesting that futures margins are most efficient in preventing losses and 
reducing transaction costS.247 In fact, there is no SIPC insurance for commod
ity futures traders. Therefore, the commodity futures industry operates more 
efficiently than the securities industry, without a greatly disparate danger to 
customers and at less government expense. The CFfC additionally argued that 
there was no evidence that the futures exchanges were reluctant to raise margins 
for competitive reasons. It also noted the differences between margins for secur
ities and futures. 248 Lastly, an economist argued that existing evidence sug
gested that there was no need to transfer authority for setting margin levels in 
futures contracts to the government.249 

As a result of this opposition, no legislation giving any federal agency au
thority to regulate margins was adopted in 1982. Moreover, the SEC fared 
badly in a related court battle with the CFfC. In Board of Trade v. SEC,2s0 the 
Seventh Circuit held that the SEC did not have authority to authorize options 
on GNMA securities contracts on the Chicago Board Options Exchange. Such 
jurisdiction was within the exclusive province of the CFfC.2S1 The chairmen of 
the CFfC and SEC, however, signed the Shad-Johnson Accords, in which the 
two agencies agreed to allocate jurisdiction over option contracts between them
selves. 2s2 That agreement essentially was codified in 1982,2s3 but did not estab
lish federal regulatory authority over margins on commodity futures contracts. 
Nor did the agreement end either the jurisdictional battles between the SEC and 
the CFfC, or the efforts to obtain federal control over margins.2s4 

246. Id. 

247. Id. at 249. Recently, a futures commission merchant in Chicago declared bankruptcy. 
The exchanges stepped in to pay customer losses of some $2 million. The vast majority of customer 
funds were already returned. Stotler Claims Guaranteed by 2 Chicago Exchanges, Wall St. I., 
March 27, 1981, at CI7, col. 1 [hereinafter Chicago Exchanges). 

248. SEC/CFTC Jurisdictional Issues, supra note 14, at 258-60. 

249. /d. at 617-20. 

250. Board of Trade v. SEC, 677 F.2d 1137, 1152-53 (7th Cir.), vacated as moot, 459 U.S. 1026 
(1982). 

25 I. /d. (CFTC has exclusive jurisdiction over options on GNMA securities). 

252. Joint Explanatory Statement of the Securities Exchange Commission and the Commodity 
Futures Exchange Commission [1980-1982 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) ~ 21,332 
(1982) (legislation proposed by SEC and CFTC clarifies jurisdictional boundaries regarding options 
on physical commodities and futures contracts on securities). 

253. Securities and Exchange Commission Iurisdiction, Pub. L. No. 97-303, 96 Stat. 14\0 
(codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 78-78(111) (SEC and CFTC jurisdiction clarified). 

254. See id .. reprinted in 1982 U.S. CoDE CONG. & ADMIN. NEWS 1409. 
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L Federal Reserve Board Review of the Need for Margin Controls 

In 1982, during congressional hearings on the regulatory turf battle be
tween the CFfC and SEC, the Federal Reserve Board announced that it was 
reassessing federal margin regulations because of the development of new finan
cial futures and off-exchange instruments.255 That study, the "Reserve Board 
Study," was not completed until December of 1984.256 In a letter to Senator 
Jesse Helms attached to the Study, Paul Volcker asserted that margin on finan
cial futures contracts should be more closely aligned with its underlying securi
ties base to ensure competitive equity and to obtain a consistent regulatory 
structure.257 But Volcker suggested that, to equalize the markets, it might be 
better to lower margin requirements on the stock markets.258 The Board had 
concluded there no longer was justification for maintaining securities margins at 
levels higher than necessary to protect brokers and other lenders from customer 
defaults, except in extraordinary circumstances.259 

Volcker outlined the Board's recommendation that Congress should give 
serious consideration to adopting a new approach for margin regulation.260 It 
suggested that authority for setting margins should be given to self-regulatory 
organizations, such as the New York Stock Exchange and the National Associa
tion of Securities Dealers, Inc. The latter governs trading in the over-the
counter markets.261 Volcker indicated that the Board's view was that those or
ganizations should be encouraged to coordinate their margin setting activities to 
maintain safety in the marketplace and to avoid "unreasonable and unnecessary 
competitive advantages. "262 

Volcker's letter stated the Board's view that this new system could be coor
dinated by a council of federal agencies whose responsibility mainly would be to 
monitor the actions of the self-regulatory organizations.263 Such a council could 
have the power to veto margins, but prior approval of margin changes would not 
be required. Volcker suggested that the CFfC and SEC should be members of 
such a council and that a third agency should provide a tie-breaking vote. 
Volcker suggested that the Federal Reserve Board or the Treasury Department 
would be possible candidates to serve in that capacity.264 

255. RESERVE BOARD STUDY, supra note 30. The Reserve Board Study was transmitted to 
Congress with a cover letter from Paul A. Volcker, Chainnan of the Federal Reserve Board, to 
Senator Jessie Helms, Chainnan of the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry. See 
Letter from Paul Volcker to Senator Jesse Helms (Jan. II, 1985) [hereinafter Helms letter) (outlines 
contents, interprets findings, and sets forth conclusions of Reserve Board Study). 

256. Helms Letter, supra note 255, at 4. 
257. Id. 
258. Id. 
259. Id. 
260. Id. at 4-5. 
261. Id. 
262. Id. 
263. Id. 
264. Id. at 5. The Reserve Board Study suggested that margin on stock related futures con

tracts fell within its jurisdiction, but it conceded that it had not tested this in court. RESERVE 
BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 4. 
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In response to the Reserve Board Study, the CFrC asserted that it did not 
have, and did not seek to have, direct supervision over the setting of margin 
levels on futures by the exchanges. It noted that over the past decade, Congress 
had reviewed the Commodity Exchange Act three times without making any 
change in the provision that specifically prohibits the CFrC from setting margin 
levels. The CFrC stated that the present "pay-as-you-go" system used by the 
exchanges "worked well and [was] efficient and appropriate to the economic 
function served by futures trading." The CFrC found no reason for federal 
intervention.265 It also asserted that there was no showing of competitive disad
vantages resulting from margin disparities between the securities markets and 
the futures markets.266 The SEC, on the other hand, endorsed the Federal Re
serve Board's conclusion that there should be comparable margin regulation 
over derivative products, "particularly futures and options on stock 
indexes."267 

The Department of Treasury responded to the Reserve Board Study by 
stating that abolishing federal margin regulation altogether, or transferring its 
authority to the self-regulatory bodies, subject to SEC oversight, deserves serious 
consideration. The Treasury stated that "whether or not the objectives of Con
gress in creating a system of federal securities margin regulations were valid in 
1934, there no longer appears to be a need for such regulation today. "268 

The Reserve Board Study did not, by any means, end the debate over fed
eral margin controls of futures contracts.269 But it seemed to signal a retreat 
from prior governmental positions that such control was needed to protect small 
investors and to prevent undue price volatility from forced liquidations.27o In 
fact, the Reserve Board Study virtually adopted the position advocated by the 

265. Letter from Susan M. Phillips, Chairman, CFfC, to Paul A. Volcker, Chairman of the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve (Nov. 16, 1984). 

266. Id. at 7. 
267. Letter from John S.R. Shad, SEC, to Paul A. Volcker, Chairman ofthe Board of Gover

nors of the Federal Reserve (Jan. 3, 1985). 
268. Letter from Donald T. Regan, Secretary of the Treasury, to Paul A. Volcker, Chairman of 

the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve (Dec. 6, 1984). The Secretary of Treasury's letter 
also noted that, on December 22, 1983, a Vice Presidential task group had proposed that federal 
margin regulations be eliminated, or at least confined to emergency situations. Id. 

269. See generally Impro)ling the Efficiency ofthe Commodity Futures Markets, Hearing Before 
the Joint Eco1Wmic Comm., 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 60-61 (1984) (suggestion that margin requirements 
be raised to limit speculation met with argument that such controls could impair futures markets, 
thus no legislation adopted). See infra notes 433-39 and accompanying text for a discIISSion of re
newed concerns over federal margin control due to the 1987 stock market crash. 

270. The Federal Reserve Board's retreat may also reftect a greater familiarity with the futures 
markets and an understanding of the role that futures play in the financial system. As directed by 
Congress in 1982, the Treasury Department, the Federal Reserve Board, and the CFfC conducted ~ 
study of financial futures contracts. CFfC, FEDERAL REsERVE BoARD, & SEC, A STuDY OF THE 
EFFECTS ON THE EcoNOMY OF TRADING IN FUTURES AND OPTIONS 1-2 (1984) [hereinafter EF
FECTS OF FUTURES AND OPTIONS] (discusses purpose and eft'ects of futures and options trading and 
adequacy of current regulation). The study found bona fide uses for futures contracts, and it did not 
find evidence that futures trading results in significant harm to public customers or to derivative or 
related cash markets. Id. Nevertheless, a potential for such harm was found. Id. See generally II 
L. Loss & J. SELIGMAN, SECURITIES REGULATION 1079-80 (3d ed. 1989) [hereinafter Loss & SE
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commodity exchanges - that is, the only purpose of margin should be the pro
tection of the financial integrity of the exchanges and their members. The Study, 
however, diverged from the exchanges' positions by recommending that the gov
ernment playa residual oversight role to assure overall market integrity and to 
eliminate intermarket competition through reduced margin rates.271 

II. REGULATORY EFFORTS UNDER THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS 

A. Early Efforts to Impose Controls 

Margin requirements for securities have been a part of the financial system 
of the United States for over 150 years.272 Like futures margins, early stock 
exchange margin rules were for the protection of the broker, not for the purpose 
of dissuading customers from entering the market or engaging in excessive 
speculation.273 

Minimum margin requirements initially imposed by the securities ex
changes were simply gentlemen's agreements.274 After the panic of 1907, how
ever, New York Governor Charles Evans Hughes appointed a committee to 
investigate securities and commodities trading.275 The Hughes Committee sug
gested that the New York Stock Exchange ("NYSE") member firms should re
quire a minimum margin of twenty percent.276 Thereafter, the "Pujo 
Committee," which held extensive hearings in 1912 to investigate the so-called 
''Money Trust," recommended legislation to require minimum securities mar
gins of twenty percent, and it recommended other restrictions on margin trad
ing.277 As a result, the New York Stock Exchange adopted a margin rule in 
1913 that required "proper and adequate margin."278 This did not, however, 
foresta1llegislation. The Federal Reserve Act, enacted in 1913, prohibited mem
ber banks from discounting credit drawn to post margin for securities.279 This 
restriction was intended to make security margin loans a less desirable banking 

LIGMAN] (study concludes that futures and options markets shift economic risks, have no negative 
influence on capital fonnation, and thus do not require additional federal regulation). 

271. Helms Letter, supra note 255, at 4-5. 
272. Stock Exchange Regulation, supra note 58, at 511. Two authors have traced the use of 

securities margin trading to 1791, when loans were secured by government bonds. J. BoGEN &: H. 
KItooss, SECURITY CREDIT: ITS EcONOMIC ROLE IN REGULATION 2-3 (1960) [hereinafter BoGEN 
&: KROOSS]. 

273. Stock Exchange Practices, supra note 58, at 6475. At the tum of the century, most broker
age firms would do business on a ten percent margin. REsERVE BOARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 85. 

274. RESERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 85. 
275. [d. at 86. 
276. [d. at 85. A National Monetary Commission Study "concluded that securities credit had 

played a role in all major financial crises from 1873 to 1907." [d. at 44 (quoting Sprague, History of 
Crises under the National Banking System in PUBLICATIONS OF THE NATIONAL MONETARY CoM
MISSION, THE NATIONAL BANKING SYSTEM 5 (1916». 

277. RESERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 44-45. The objectives of the Pujo Committee 
and the Hughes Committee "were to curb speculation based on margin in order to protect market 
participants from their own greed and to promote greater stability of security prices." [d. at 86. 

278. [d. at 45. 
279. [d. at 44. 
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practice and to prevent Federal Reserve credit from being used to expand mar
gin trading.28o 

Concerns about margin trading in the securities industry grew during 
World War I, but for the opposite reason. Efforts were undertaken by the Fed
eral Reserve Board and New York City banks at that time to assure sufficient 
money was available for securities lending pUrposes.28I After the war, however, 
as interest in stock trading increased, the "money committee" that was set up to 
monitor securities lending sought to restrict the amount of loons.282 "Moral 
suasion" was used in 1919 as a means to curb excessive use of margin credit. 283 
These efforts were later discontinued because ofconcerns that they were limiting 
the buying power of the market.284 

In 1926, as the market boom began to reach full steam, the Federal Re
serve Board sought to limit speculative margin trading. It published weekly 
data on loans to brokers by New York City banks "in the hope that publication 
of the statistics would help restrain expansion of such credit."28s The Federal 
Reserve Board similarly sought to limit margin loans during the 1928-1929 mar
ket upsurge, though those efforts proved unsuccessful. 286 

After the Stock Market Crash of 1929, banking legislation that authorized 
the Federal Reserve Board to restrict the supply of funds for security margin 
loans by banks was enacted.287 The statute limited the percentage of member 
banks' capital and surplus that could be used for margin loans.288 The Federal 
Reserve Board also was authorized to suspend borrowing privileges for member 
banks engaged in making excessive margin loans.289 These provisions, however, 

280. BoGEN & KROOSS, supra note 272, at 76. 
281. Id. at 77. 
282. Id. at 77-78. 
283. SEC, REPORT OF SPECIAL STUDY OF SECURITIES MARKETS OF THE SECURITIES AND 

EXCHANGE COMMISSION H.R. Doc. No. 95, 88th Cong., 1st Sess., ch. 10, at 2 (1963) [hereinafter 
SPECIAL STUDY]' 

284. BoGEN & KROOSS, supra note 272, at 78-79. By 1922, most exchange members were 
requiring margins equivalent to about seventeen percent, RESERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 
4S. This increased to about twenty-two percent in 1929 and to twenty-five percent in 1933. Id. 

285. BOGEN AND KROOSS, supra, note 272, at 79; SPECIAL STUDY, supra, note 283, ch. 10, at 2. 
286. SPECIAL STUDY, supra note 283, ch. 10, at 2. The New York Stock Exchange also raised 

its minimum margin requirements to about 25%. RESERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 86. 
Previously, there had been an unwritten rule that 20% margin was sufficient. Id. at 86-87. Broker
age firms were imposing on customers their own margin requirements as high as SO% or more. Id. 
at 86-88 (quoting R.W. ScHABACKER, STOCK MARKET THEORY AND PRAcnCE IS3 (1930». 

287. Act of June 16, 1933, § 3(a), 48 Stat. 163 (1933) (codified as amended at 12 U.S.C. 301) 
(federal reserve banks required to ascertain whether there was undue use of hank credit for specula
tive trading; member banks were to report speculative lending to Federal Reserve Board, which 
could suspend member bank from use of Federal Reserve credit facilities). See also Banking Act of 
1933, § 7, 48 Stat. 167 (1933) (codified as amended at 12 U.S.C. § 248(m» (Federal Reserve Board 
required to provide safer use of assets to prevent undue diversion of funds for speculative opera
tions). In addition, the amount of money loaned for stock purchases could not exceed some percent
age, set by the Federal Reserve Board, of all loans made by banks. 2 L. Loss, supra note 123, at 1241 
n.6. 

288. 12 U.S.C. § 248(m) (banks limited to 10% of capital and surplus for margin loans). 
289. BoGEN & KROOSS, supra note 272, at 81. 2 L. Loss, supra note 123, at 1241-42. 
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never were used because of the subsequent enactment of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934.290 

B. The Securities Exchange Act 0/1934 and Margin Controls on Securities 

The margin control provisions of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 were 
the direct, albeit somewhat delayed, result of the stock market crash of 1929.291 

Although bills to control margin trading had been introduced in Congress as 
early as 1930, they failed to gain legislative approval.292 Then, in 1932, the 
Senate Banking and Currency Committee conducted an investigation into the 
securities markets.293 That investigation, spearheaded by Ferdinand Pecora, re
ceived widespread publicity, as did his view that "margin trading should be re
stricted or eliminated."294 In addition, the democratic party platform of 1932 
called for the regulation of securities credit, and Franklin Roosevelt made the 
issue part of his campaign.295 

After Roosevelt's election, the Secretary of Commerce formed a commit
tee, chaired by Assistant Secretary of Commerce John Dickinson, to report on 
appropriate regulation for securities exchanges.296 The report, issued on Janu
ary 27, 1934, concluded that "[n]o attempt to deal with the abuses of stock 
exchange operations can omit the subject of margin trading ...."297 It recom
mended that margin trading be restricted to curb excessive speculation, and that 
a federal stock exchange authority be created to require margin transactions to 
be conducted only on specified, minimum levels.298 

After extensive hearings, the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency 
concluded that legislation was needed to control margin trading and other 
abuses that had "stimulated security values to unsound levels from which they 
have inevitably receded with disastrous consequences to the whole national 

290. BoGEN & KROOSS, supra note 272, at 82; 2 L. Loss, supra note 123, at 1242 n.6; RESERVE 
BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 45. 

291. See 15 U.S.C. 78(g) (rules and regulations for the extension of credit). For a discussion of 
the stock market crash of 1929. See general/y, J. GAILBRAITH, THE GREAT CRASH: 1929 (1979); 
w. KLINGAMAN. 1929, THE YEAR OF THE GREAT CRASH (1989); G. THOMAS & M. MORGAN
Wrrrs, THE DAY THE BUBBLE BURST (1979). 

292. BoGEN & KROOSS, supra note 272, at 85-86. 
293. Id. at 86. 
294. Id. at 88. 
295. Id. at 86. 
296. Id. at 86-87. 
297. Id. at 87. See Sullivan, Application ofMargin Rules To Tender Offers By Foreign Investors, 

8 N.C.J. INT'L L. & CoM. REG. 17 (1982) (discusses how margin trading conducted in securities 
industry). 

298. BoGEN & KROOSS, supra note 272, at 87. The Twentieth Century Fund also published a 
report on reforms needed in the securities market. It stated that: 

The problem of the control of speculation is essentially the problem of the control of mar
gin buying. It is the use of credit to finance the purchase of securities that makes possible 
such rampant bull markets as that of 1928-29. It is the use of credit that forms the most 
direct and intimate tie between the security markets and banking and business. Security 
speculation in the absence of credit would assume a vastly different character. 

TwENTIETH CENTURY FuND, INC., STOCK MARKET CONTROL 177-178 (1934). 
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economy."299 It concluded that the "lending of money to brokers or upon se
curities in connection with margin transactions is one of the great problems in 
the banking structure."300 Of particular concern was excessive speculation 
speculation that "stimulates and exaggerates the normal swing of economic ten
dencies."30I Excessive speculation could be curbed through the restriction of 
margin trading. 302 

Unlike the Agricultural Committees, the Senate Committee on Banking 
and Currency viewed margin as a prime culprit in the speculative boom that led 
to the depression. 303 It found that, through margin trading, "a great many 
people [had] been induced to embark upon speculative ventures in which they 
were doomed to certain IOSS."304 Moreover, during the boom in the 1920's "a 
vast and unhealthy volume of credit was sucked into the securities markets to 
the deprivation of agriculture, commerce and industry, which made possible the 
inflation of prices of securities out of all proportion to their value."305 "Feverish 
speculation accelerated the process of inflation until the bubble burst in October 
1929."306 When the stock market crashed, brokers' loans were called and this 

299. STOCK EXCHANGE REGULATION, LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT Of THE UNITED 
STATES TO THE CHAIRMAN Of THE COMM. ON BANKING AND CURRENCY WITH AN ACCOMPANY' 
ING REPORT RELATIVE TO STOCK EXCHANGE REGULATION, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (Comm. print 
1934) [hereinafter LETTER fROM THE PRESIDENT]' 

300. [d. at II. 
301. [d. at 15. 
302. [d. at 16. 
303. S. REp. No. 792, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1934); S. REp. No. 1455, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 9 

(1934). Congress apparently did not make any serious comparison of regulatory difference in the 
securities industry and commodity futures industries. During the debates on the Securities Ex
change Act of 1934, however, there was a colloquy about margin requirements on the futures ex
changes. One Congressman stated that Congress had been trying for years to resolve some of the 
evils on the commodities exchanges but that those problems had not yet been solved. 78 CoNG. 
REc. 8393 (1934). In addition, one senator questioned whether stock price fluctuations could be 
limited by setting daily price limit fluctuations, as was done on the Grain Exchange in Chicago. 
STOCK EXCHANGE PRACTICES, supra note 58, at 6495. He was advised, however, that such "artifi
ciallimitations" would not be workable. [d. See also Helms Letter, supra note 255, at 2 (citing three 
objectives of SEC Act of 1934). 

304. S. REP. No. 792, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1934). As stated in a Senate Report: "Excited by 
the vision of quick profits, they assumed margin positions which they had no adequate resources to 
protect, and when the storm broke they stood helplessly by while securities and savings were washed 
away in a flood of liquidation." S. REp. No. 1455, supra note 303. 

Congress found that credit was extended on margin loans without the personal credit of the 
borrower being examined. [d. Instead, creditworthiness was determined solely by the security, in 
the form of the stock being margined. [d.; Stock Exchange Regulation, supra note 58, at 577. Ap
parently, investors often did not know that they were subjecting themselves to additional liability 
through their margin loan agreement. Yet, if markets went down dramatically, the customer could 
be left with a large unexpected debt. STOCK EXCHANGE PRACTICES, supra note 58, at 6440. 

305. S. REP. No. 792, supra note 304. Margin requirements were thought necessary not only to 
protect traders purchasing on a thin margin with slim equity but also to protect the national business 
system from unwarranted stock price fluctuations. STOCK EXCHANGE PRACTICES, supra note 58, at 
6494. 

306. S. REP. No. 792, supra note 304. Congress found that margin loans had become a major 
part of Wall Street's business. About 40% of the trading conducted on the New York Stock Ex
change was on margin. 78 CONGo REc. 8390 (1934). Call loans formed the greatest portion of this 
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caused even greater depreciation in securities values.307 A number of bank fail
ures followed.308 

The ready availability of loans for stock market margin transactions stimu
lated a rapid expansion, then contraction, of the total volume of credit, in re
sponse to swings in speculative enthusiasm. In addition, stock exchange trading 
on margin diverted credit from small industries throughout the country.309 The 
speculative boom from 1927 to 1929 also attracted funds from abroad, resulting 
in a large accumulation of foreign balances.310 When the market slumped and 
the depression started in the 1930's, these funds were withdrawn from the 
United States with debilitating effects. 3 I 1 

Representative Wolverton asserted in Congress that margin requirements 
were directly related to the level of speculation and that the amount of margin 
could create or curtail speculation: "No one denies it can be utilized either as an 
accelerator or a brake."312 Margin credit made other credit enormously expen
sive in times of speculation.313 Thomas Cocoran informed Congress that the 
very nature of margin trading encouraged pyramiding.314 A Federal Reserve 

business, and the call money market had become a central money market for the United States 
because it was a market where banks could invest their surplus funds. Stock Exchange Regulation, 
supra note S8, at 56. 

307. S. REP. No. 792, supra note 304. Brokers who were members of the New York Stock 
Exchange had sometimes borrowed as much as 52 times their capital for margin purposes. Stock 
Exchange Regulation, supra note 58, at 91. Broker loans grew from a 5LS billion to 58.5 billion 
dollars during the speculative period of the 19208. [d. at 68-69. The latter "figure ... takes on its 
properly impressive dimensions when compared to the entire national debt of the United States at 
that time: $16.9 billion." T.H. WATKINS, RIGHTEOUS PILGRIM 232 (1990). 

When banks started calling broker loans, the prices of stocks begin to drop because the sales 
resulted in strong selling pressure. Stock Exchange Regulation, supra note 58, at 68-69. This in turn 
bad a spiraling downward efl'ect on the market. [d. As a result, margin loans created a "socially and 
economically dangerous situation" because as prices dropped and loans were liquidated, sales in 
securities were conducted on a vast scale. STOCK EXCHANGE PRACTICES, supra note 58, at 6441. 
This brought other securities "under water," and those securities were then also "dumped" on the 
markets, causing a further decline in prices. [d. 

308. S. REP. No. 792, supra note 304. 
309. Stock Exchange Regulation, supra note 58, at 68. Representative Wolverton stated in 

Congress that: 
To finance these stock transactions, and to provide funds for new security issues, of every 
conceivable kind and character, increased interest and other inducements were made that 
bad the effect of drawing into this whirlpool of specUlation the funds of local banks from 
the remotest parts of our country. These funds would otherwise have been utilized in 
financing local enterprises. When the bubble burst, the harmful effects were consequently 
felt in every locality throughout the land. The innocent suffered with the guilty. The indi
vidual who had deposited his or her life's savings in a bank, a building-and- loan associa
tion, or a home, felt the efl'ect and suffered the loss, although he had never purchased a 
share of stock on any exchange. 

78 Cong. Rec. 7864 (1934). 
310. Stock Exchange Regulation, supra note S8, at 68. 
311. [d. 
312. 78 Cong. Rec. 7865 (1934). 
313. STOCK EXCHANGE PRACTICES, supra note 58, at 6442. 
314. [d. at 6483-84. Mr. Corcoran stated in the hearings on the securities legislation that, in a 
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Board official advised Congress that securities margin "makes necessary rapid 
sales in the case of a rapid declining market, and therefore adds to the Hexibllity 
or the erratic character of the market." 31 5 

The Federal Reserve Board official further charged that the large volume of 
margin trading in the United States by small accounts made manipulation easier 
to complete.316 A manipulator could bid up prices and thereby increase margins 
by small traders who would in tum pyramid their holdings on the basis of their 
margins. This increased prices further. Later, manipulators could depress the 
price of stocks and thereby deplete margins so that small traders would have to 
sell out. This would, in tum, push prices down further.317 

The margin requirements sought by President Roosevelt met with strong 
opposition. Congress received a Hood of opposing letters; it was rumored that 
about 1500 lobbyists had been sent to Washington to fight the legislation sought 
by the President.318 Opponents of stock margin regulation asserted, like their 
brethren on the commodity exchanges, that margin controls should be left "as 
matters of self preservation to the exchanges themselves."319 John Dickerson, 
the Assistant Secretary of Commerce, stated that control of margin trading 
should vary with economic conditions and that "liquidity as affected by margin 
requirements changes in importance from time to time, and it seems hardly 
desirable to freeze requirements into the provisions of a statute". 320 

The New York Stock Exchange additionally argued that the size of margin 
loans could not be determined by a single factor or percentage formula.321 

Rather, several things had to be considered, such as the market value, size and 
activity of the particular issue, the earnings on the issue, its distribution among 
investors, the volatility of the securities and the general condition of the mar
ket.322 "These are the factors which reasonable men must consider in determin
ing the amount of credit which can be advanced upon security collateral, and 
they cannot be reduced to a formula, according to the NYSE."323 

The NYSE pointed out that during the stock market boom, brokers did 
raise their margin requirements.324 In June 1929, the NYSE imposed a twenty
five percent margin requirement, and individual brokers were charging as high 
as fifty percent. 325 But speculation continued in increasing amounts.326 During 
the October 1929 crash, brokers lowered their margin requirements because 

rising market, it is human nature for traders simply to pyramid their margin and buy "some more." 
Id. at 6484. 

315. Id. at 6451. 
316. Id. at 6456-57. 
317. Id. at 6457. 
318. 78 CONGo Roc. 8097 (1934). 
319. Stock Exchange Regulation, supra note 58, at 452. 
320. Id. at 510. 
321. STOCK EXCHANGE PRACTICES, supra note 58, at 7481. 
322. Id. 
323. Id. Margin affects liquidity by restricting speculation. To have an active market, specula

tors are required to provide liquidity. Id. at 6484. 
324. Id. at 6709. 
325. Id. at 6709-10; Furbush & Poulsen, Harmonizing Margins: The Regulation of Margin 
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they thought that this would mitigate the effects of additional margin calls.327 

It did not. In 1931, the New York Stock Exchange also reduced its minimum 
margin requirements to about twenty percent to stop price declines.328 Never
theless, the market continued to decline. It was asserted, therefore, that margins 
should not be branded as a culprit in the market boom and bust.329 

Congress disagreed. Section 7 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 was 
enacted to authorize the Federal Reserve Board to establish minimum margin 
requirements for securities transactions.330 Today, under Section 7, an initial 
extension of credit may not generally be more than fifty-five percent of the se
curity's current market price.33 ! Some securities, however, may have more 
favorable margin rates. For example, for Treasury Bills one may receive credit 
up to 90 percent of margin.332 "This more highly leveraged transaction of Fed· 
eral Government Notes is more in line with the margin requirements for the 
more speculative commodity markets. "333 The Securities Exchange Act does 
not require maintenance margin, but self-regulatory organizations, such as the 
New York Stock Exchange and the National Association of Securities Dealers, 
do impose such requirements.334 These rules require the current market value 
of collateral to be at least twenty-five percent of the account's total value. 33S 

Levels in Stock Index Futures Markets, 74 CoRNELL L. REv. 873,876 (1989) [hereinafter Harmoniz
ing Margins]. 

326. Harmonizing Margins, supra note 325, at 876. 
327. Id. 

328.Id. 

329.Id. 

330. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, § 2, 48 Stat. 881 (1934) (codified as amended at 15 

U.S.C. § 78g(a». The Federal Reserve Board has adopted various regulations under this provision. 
Regulation T, for example, governs the extension of credit by broker-dealers on securities transac
tions. Harmonizing Margins, supra note 325, at 878-79. Regulation U regulates bank loans that are 
secured directly or indirectly by stock or margin securities. Id. Regulation G applies to other per
sons who make loans in which a security is used as collateral. Id. See generally 2 Loss, supra note 
123, at 1244. In addition, SEC Rule IOb-16 requires broker-dealers to disclose the cost of margin 
transactions to customers. 17 C.F.R 240.lOb-16. 

331. 15 U.S.C. § 78g(a). 
332. T. HAZEN, THE LAw OF SECURITIES REGULATION 574 (1989). 
333. Id. Hazen has also stated that "CoJne way to achieve comparable leverage in the securities 

market is to trade listed 'put' and 'can' options. Id. at 574 n.8. See also CHman, Civil Liability 
Under the Credit-Regulation Provision o/the Securities Exchange Act 0/1934,63 CoRNELL L. REV. 
206 (1978) (general discussion of securities margin). 

334. T. HAZEN, supra note 332, at 574-75. 
335. Id. at 575. The chairman of the CFTC has pointed out that there are federal securities 

laws exemptions that allow some traders to avoid the 50% level of margin imposed on most securi
ties transactions. She stated that: 

In comparing margin-setting procedures in the securities and futures markets, it should be 
noted that while the Federal Reserve Board has margin-setting authority for securities and 
securities margins, it has established a substantial number of exemptions to the 50 percent 
margin requirement generally applicable to public customers, including exemptions for 
market-makers, arbitrageurs and other securities professionals. Under these exemptive 
provisions, only good faith margins fixed by negotiation between the lender and the bor
rowing customers, which are not subject to any specified minimum, are required. More
over, the Federal Reserve Board has delegated authority to establish margin levels for 

http:price.33
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C 	 Subsequent Events in the Securities Markets: The Federal Reserve Board 
Questions Whether Margins Are an Effective Regulatory Tool 

Since the adoption of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Federal 
Reserve Board has changed its initial margin ratios about twenty-five times. 
Margin levels have ranged from a low of about forty percent in the late 1930s, 
to a high of 100 percent just after World War II.336 Generally, the required 
minimum ratios have fluctuated between fifty and seventy percent. 337 The ratios 
were changed by the Federal Reserve Board as a result ofevents in the securities 
markets "such as relatively sharp movements in the amount of security credit 
outstanding or in the volume of trading activity - or in the economy."338 

To cite an example, in November and December, 1954 securities "prices 
shot up abruptly, reaching heights equal to and even in excess of those on the 
eve of the 1929 crash."339 The Federal Reserve Board raised margin rates. 340 
John Kenneth Gailbraith argued, however, that the situation in 1954 was not 
comparable to that of 1929.341 There was also testimony that debt for securities 
transactions had not increased significantly prior to the stock market boom in 
1954.342 Moreover, as the president of the New York Stock Exchange pointed 
out, twenty-eight percent of all securities listed on the stock exchanges were held 
by institutions.343 This suggested that the nature of the market was changing 

options on securities to the securities exchanges on which such options are traded. The 
levels of these margins were comparable to futures margins on October 19 [1987]. 

Legis/ative Recommendations Concerning the Stock Market Break of October 19. 1987, Hearing 
Before the Senate Comm. on Banking. Housing. and Urban Affairs, l00th Cong., 2d Sess. 133-34 
(1988) [hereinafter Legis/ative Recommendations]. 

Extensions of time within which margin deposits can be made also may be sought from self
regulatory organizations. In 1975, an SEC report noted that the New York Stock Exchange received 
about 450,000 requests per year for such extensions and that it generally granted those extensions 
automatically. REPORT OF THE SPECIAL STUDY OF THE OPTIONS MARKETS TO THE SECURITIES 
AND EXCHANGE CoMMISSION, PRINTED POR THE HOUSE COMM. ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN 
CoMMERCE, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 496-97 (Comm. Print. 1979) [hereinafter SPECIAL STUDY OF THE 
OPTIONS MARKETS]. 

336. 2 L. Loss, supra note 123, at 1245. 
337. [d. at 1244-1248. Advocates for the complete elimination of margin trading remained. 

See K. SIMPSON, THE MARGIN TRADER 134 (1938) (securities trading should be conducted on cash 
basis). 

338. RESERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 48. In January of 1946, the Federal Reserve 
Board prohibited all margin transactions. It was claimed that this action was unauthorized because 
"the power to raise margin requirements was granted in order to prevent the diversion of credit from 
other uses to speculation, while the Board's action was taken at a time when there was no indication 
that ample credit was not available for all purposes." Note, Regu/ation ofStock Market Manipula
tion, 56 YALE L.J. 509, 511 n.IO (1947) (citations omitted). 

339. Stock Market Study, Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on Banking and Currency, 84th 
Cong., 1st Sess. I (l955) [hereinafter Stock Market Study]. 

340. [d. at 41 (statement of J.W. Fulbright, Chairman, Comm. on Banking and Currency). 
Margin levels increased to 70% in 1955; decreased to 50% in 1957; increased to 90% in 1958; 
decreased to 70% in 1960. See 2 L. Loss, supra note 125, at 124748. 

341. Stock Market Study, supra note 339, at 288 (statement of John Kenneth Galbraith). 
342. [d. at 553 (statement of W. Martin Jr.• Chairman, Board of Governors, Federal Reserve 

Board). 
343. [d. at 564 (statement of Sen. Lehman). 
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and that margin requirements were not needed to protect these large players 
because they have sufficient funds and expertise to protect themselves. 

Later, in 1962, a special study of the securities industry was conducted by 
the SEC to determine, among other things, whether margin requirements were 
serving the purposes intended by Congress.344 The study noted three reasons 
for the adoption of the margin control provisions of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934.345 First, the provisions were intended to protect the "lamb," that is, a 
trader who had purchased stock on a thin margin and whose "slim equity [posi
tion] puts him at risk of total loss in the event of a price dec1ine."346 Second, 
margin control was intended to protect "the national business system from the 
tluctuations that are induced by tluctuations in the market, which in tum stem 
back to this very exquisite liquidity you get when you have a lot of borrowed 
money in the market."347 Finally, a third purpose for margin control was to 
provide the government with the ability to reduce the aggregate amount of the 
country's credit resources that could be directed into speculation in the stock 
market and away from commerce and industry. 348 The study concluded, how
ever, that it "is doubtful whether margin controls alone would accomplish what 
was hoped in 1934."349 

The Special Study stated that the SEC's primary concern had been with 
"the efficacy of security credit controls in preventing speculative excesses that 
produce dangerously large and rapid securities price rises and accelerated de
clines in the prices of given securities issues and in the general price levels of 
securities."350 When forced sales put pressures on securities prices, they may 
have a snowballing effect, which may affect the whole market.351 But losses to a 
particular investor in a thinly margined securities account are not of serious 
significance from a regulatory point of view.352 Instead, the Special Study was 
concerned with a chain reaction in which a series of margin calls would induce 
"waves of selling, each caused by the other, ... with increasing rapidity and 
effect."353 This decline could spread to other issues and affect investor psychol
ogy. It was thought that this phenomenon was a significant feature of the great 
crash of 1929.354 The Special Study concluded that the margin provisions in 

344. SPECIAL STUDY, supra note 283. 
345. Id. at 2. 
346. Id. (quoting Hearings Before a Senate Comm. on Banking and Currency, pt. IS, 73d 

Cong., 1st Sess. 6494 (1934». 
347.Id. 
348. Id. (quoting House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, H.R. REp. No. 1383, 

73d Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1934». 
349.Id. 
350. /d. 
3S 1. Jd. The Special Study also noted the interrelationship between stock market volatility and 

market liquidity. Id. at 9. Liquidity is an important aspect of securities trading, but it can also lead 
to volatility, which can threaten the value of an asset held as collateral. Id. This is why there is a 
minimum maintenance requirement. Id. The Special Study stated that "volatility resulting from 
liquidity is more characteristic of securities than in most other kinds of financial assets." Id. 

352. Id. at 11. 
353. Id. 
354. SPECIAL STUDY, supra note 283, at 11. 
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Section 7 of the Securities Exchange Act3SS "had a significantly moderating ef
fect on the number of margin cans that went out during the market break of 
May, 1962, and may have been responsible for its not having been worse, either 
in depth or duration, than it was."3S6 During the 1962 market break, margin 
calls were increased substantially, but there were only a relatively small number 
of forced liquidations.3s7 

Fonowing the Special Study, the SEC conducted a study of institutional 
investors.3s8 The resulting report noted that by 1970, institutions held almost 
forty percent of equity securities.3S9 Institutional holdings had increased from 
less than seven percent around the turn of the century to twenty-four percent in 
1952, and to twenty-six percent by 1958.360 The growth in institutional trading 
was fueled by, among other things, negotiated commissions.361 The SEC also 
found that the securities markets were changing in rapid and significant ways 
because of the greatly increased volume of institutional trading and the techno
logical and economic power that institutions brought to the market place. 362 
Further, the Federal Reserve thought that a sharp rise in the stock market in the 
summer of 1968 was due to a speculative atmosphere, to which institutional 
investors were contributing.363 

In 1979, the New York branch of the Federal Reserve Board conducted an 
extensive study to determine whether margin regulations were achieving the 
goals sought by Congress.364 It found that the amount of credit used for specu
lation in the stock markets had dropped to below three percent of all credit! 
extended by commercial banks.36S Consequently, there was little basis for con-. 
cern about diverting credit to the stock markets from other parts of the econ-. 
omy.366 The study also found that changes in margin requirements may not 
reduce price ftuctuations in the marketplace.367 

355. 15 U.S.C. 78g(a). 
356. SPECIAL STUDY, supra note 283, at 11. 
357. Id. 
358. INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR STUDY, REPORT OF THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE CoM

MISSION, H.R. Doc. No. 64, 92d Cong., 1st Sess., Vol. 1, at IX (1971) [hereinafter INSTITUTIONAL 
INVESTOR STUDY]. 

359.1d. 
360. Id. 
361. Id. at XXII. By 1986, institutiona1 block wes constituted a1most 50% of volume on the 

New York Stock Exchange, up from 15% in 1970. REPORT OF THE PRESIDENTIAL TASK FORCE 
ON MARKET MECHANISMS 11·16 (1988) [hereinafter BRADY REPORT]. Today, institutiona1 trading 
comprises a majority of the market. Institutiona1 assets "grew from $2.1 trillion in 1981 to $5.2 
trillion in 1988." U.S. CoNGRESS OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY AssESSMENT, ELECTRONIC BULLS AND 
BEARS 32·33 (Sept. 1990) [hereinafter BULLS AND BEARS]. 

362. INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR STUDY, supra note 358, at IX. 
363. Id. at 4. 
364. FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK STAFF STUDY, SECURlTIES CREDIT REGULA

TIONS OF THE BoARD OF GoVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM (1979) [hereinafter 1979 
N.Y. FEDERAL RESERVE STUDY]. 

365. Id. at part 1, ch. II, at 25. 
366. Id. at 28. 
367. Id.; SECURITIES CREDIT REGULATIONS OF THE BoARD OF GoVERNORS OF THE FED

ERAL RESERVE SYSTEM: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 7 (1979). It stated that: 
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Thereafter, the Federal Reserve Board conducted its own study of margins 
and their continuing efficacy.368 In 1984, the Federal Reserve Board concluded 
that study. It noted that the authority to regulate margins for stock under the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 had three main objectives: (1) to restrain the 
diversion of margin credit from uses in commerce, industry, and agriculture; (2) 
to protect unsophisticated investors; and (3) to forestall excessive price ftuctua
tions in the stock market. 369 

The Federal Reserve Board was not convinced that the margins goals origi
nally set by Congress were still relevant.37o First, it did not appear that govern
mentally set high margins were needed to achieve a balance in the distribution 
of available credit, because the total availability of funds for capital formation 
was not likely to be affected by margin borrowings, even if these substantially 
increased.371 This was so because the direct use of credit to finance stock trans
actions played a much smaller role in the American economy than it had in the 
early 19308.372 

The Reserve Board Study stated that relatively high federal margin re
quirements for securities had the desirable effect of providing protection for 
small, unsophisticated investors.373 But it added that there were methods pref
erable to high margin requirements for protecting unsophisticated traders, in
cluding risk disclosures.374 

There have been a number of empirical studies showing that increases in the level of 
margin requirements are not followed by decreases in the level of stock prices. On the 
surface, this finding suggests that margin requirements are an inefrective (and therefore 
unnecessary) public policy tool. However, the empirical evidence, taken by itself, does not 
provide a sufficiently powerful case for eliminating margin requirements. In part, this is 
true because that evidence does not rule out other possibilities such as (I) Federal Reserve 
margin requirements have never been so low as to permit significant speculation, or (2) the 
Board has always acted to raise margin requirements before specUlation becomes at all 
widespread. 

[d. at 7·8. The study concluded that the existing regulatory framework should be retained but that 
there was not an overwhelming case on either side for retaining or eliminating margin regulation. 
[d. at 9·10. One alternative considered was a stock specific approach to margin requirements in 
which individual stock issues that demonstrate speculative characteristics would have specialized 
margin requirements. [d. at 13. But the study noted difficulties with this approach, such as the need 
for establishing complex and expensive monitoring capabilities, designing tests to identify speculative 
behavior, and placing the Board in the difficult position of making judgments on stock classifications. 
[d. at 13·14. It was also suggested that listed stock options were a market innovation that might 
facilitate significantly greater amounts of leveraged speculation, which might imply a need for more, 
rather than less, regulation by the government. [d. at 3. 

368. REsERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30. See also Helms Letter, supra note 255. For a 
• fUrther discussion of the Federal Reserve Board's Study, see supra notes 256-67 and accompanying 

text. 
369. REsERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 114. See also Helms Letter, supra note 255, at 

2; Climan, supra note 333, at 209·\ 0 Gustifications for security credit regulation discussed). 
370. REsERVE BOARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 114. 
371. [d. 
372. Helms Letter, supra note 255, at 2. 
373. REsERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 114. 
374. [d. 
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The Federal Reserve Study "cast significant doubt on the need to retain 
high initial margins to prevent excessive fluctuations of stock prices" because 
credit-financed trading had not proved to have an important influence on stock 
prices.375 Over the last fifty years, the "amplitude of fluctuations in stock prices 
had not differed greatly from that recorded before the imposition of federal mar
gin regulations, with the exception of the late 1920s."376 The study further 
noted that the character of the stock market had changed because institutions 
were now a much larger factor, and they did not trade on margin.377 

The Federal Reserve Board, therefore, advised Congress that its study 
raised serious doubts about the need for continuing federal regulation of margin 
to foster the objectives originally sought by Congress in 1934. The Board be
lieved that "the primary purpose of margin regulation today should be to ensure 
the integrity of the marketplace, in large part by seeing that there are adequate 
protections against significant loss to brokers, banks, and other lenders."378 At 
the same time, the Department ofTreasury advised Congress that the Vice-Pres
ident's Task Group on regulatory reform of the federal government had pro
posed that federal margin regulation be eliminated, or at least confined to 
emergency situations. 379 

D. Options Margining Systems 

1. Securities Options 

The creation of the Chicago Board Options Exchange, Inc. ("CBOE") in 
1973 raised new issues about securities margin because the risks being margined 
were more similar to futures risks than traditional securities risks. The CBOE 
was created by the Chicago Board of Trade to apply commodity futures trading 
principles to securities trading. 38O This exchange was quickly copied by other 
securities exchanges.381 Initially, disparate margin requirements were imposed 

375. Helms Letter, supra note 255. at 3. 

376.Id. 

377. RESERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 15, 117. See generally Stock Margin Require

ments, Are the Rules Obsolete? Los Angeles Daily J.• Feb. 5, 1985, at 4, col.l (Congress should 
require securities industry to set and control its own margin rules, subject to oversight by federal 
authorities). 

378. Helms Letter. supra note 255, at 3. 
379. See supra note 268 and accompanying text for a discussion of this proposal. Most of the 

Task Group believed that the Reserve Board's margin responsibilities should be eliminated, but 
decided that the issue should be further reviewed after the Reserve Board Study. OFFICE OF THE 
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE U.S., BLUEPRINT FOR REFORM: THE REPORT OF THE TASK GROUP ON 
REGULATION OF FINANCIAL SERVICES 92-94 (1984). 

380. See Board of Trade of the City of Chicago v. SEC. 677 F.2d 1137, 1140 n.2 (7th Cir.) 
(creation of CBOE discussed), vacated as moot. 259 U.S. 1026 (1982). See generally SECICFI'C 
Jurisdictional Issues, supra note 14. at III (origin of CBOE explained). Prior to the creation of the 
CBOE, options were traded over-the-counter. H. FILER, UNDERSTANDING PUT AND CALL OP
TIONS 80-81 (1959). Before the stock market crash of 1929, a holder of an option could trade against 
it without margin on the stock position. Jd. Later, however, all stock commitments had to be 
covered by margin requirements, and options were not permitted as a substitute. Jd. 

381. The American Stock Exchange created an options exchange, as did the Philadelphia Stock: 
Exchange and the Midwest Stock Exchange (Midwest later consolidated with the Chicago Board 
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by the various options exchanges. By 1977, however, a common margin system 
had emerged for the exchanges trading securities options.382 Under this system, 
buyers of options were required to pay the premium in full, while writers of call 
options were required either to cover them fully or to post initial margin and 
maintain margin in an amount equal to thirty percent of the current market 
value of the stock subject to the options.383 Writers of call options were further 
required to make up for any losses incurred on open positions.384 In January of 
1977, the Federal Reserve Board promulgated regulations that essentially 
adopted this system.385 This margin system is a hybrid. The deposit of mar
gin by an options writer (the "short") "is functionally equivalent to the 'good 
faith' deposit made by one who sells a futures contract. "386 It also has the 
marked-to-market feature of variation margin387 for short traders, as well as an 
initial margin requirement that is substantially higher than that generally found 
in the futures industry (thirty percent versus five percent or less). That higher 
margin requirement has not impeded the growth of the stock options exchanges. 
Their volume grew from zero in 1973 to almost 300 million contracts before the 
stock market crash of 1987.388 On the other hand, the options exchanges did 
not perform any better or have less volatility than the futures exchanges during 
the stock market crash of 1987. Indeed, if anything, the options exchanges did 
not perform as well as the futures exchanges,389 and trading volume dropped 
sharply on the options exchanges after the crash because of an apparent lack of 

Options Exchange). Subsequently, the New York Stock Exchange also was authorized to trade 
options. See generally Seligman, The Structure of the Options Market, 10 J. CORP. L. 141, 142 
(1984) (initiation of options trading on securities exchanges discussed); II Loss & SELIGMAN, supra 
note 270, at 1066-71 (development and subsequent regulation of options trading discussed). 

Securities options that are traded on organized exchanges are all cleared by a single clearing 
corporation the Options Clearing Corporation. BULLS AND BEARS, supra note 361, at 190-93. 
See also AMERICAN STOCK EXCH., INC., CHICAGO BD OPTIONS EXCH., INC., PACIFIC STOCK 
ExCH., INC., PHILADELPHIA STOCK ExCH., INC., UNDERSTANDING THE RISK AND USES OF 
LISTED OPTIONS (Oct. 1982) (role of options clearing corporation discussed); THE OPTIONS CLEAR
ING CoRPORATION, EXCHANGE TRADED PuT AND CALL OPTIONS (Oct. 29, 1979) (overview of put 
and call options issued by OCC). 

382. SPECIAL STUDY OF THE OPTIONS MARKETS, supra note 335, at 66. 
383. Id. at 66-67 
384. Id. 
385. See id. at 67-69 (describes securities and option exchanges margining system; includes 

description of exemptions allowed for marketmakers, who may post less margin than public custom
ers and who need not post any margin at all if positions are not carried more than live days); RE
SERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 53 (Board promulgated regulations for all options' in 
January of 1977). In fact, the SEC maintains oversiglIt authority over margin setting by the options 
exchanges. It is now seeking legislation that would give it similar authority over futures margins. 
See, e.g., Letter from Jeanne S. Archibald, Acting General Counsel, Department of the Treasury to 
Dan Quayle, President of the Senate, June 5, 1990 (transfer of authority to SEC to oversee both 
stock index futures and options on futures recommended). 

386. Hearings on Silver Prices, supra note 201, at 86. 
387. See supra note 15 and accompanying text for discussion of concepts of variation margin 

and the marked-to-market feature. 
388. OcTOBER 1987 MARKET BREAK, supra note 20, at 8-19. 
389. Id. at 8-20. The report on the Stock Market Crash found that the most actively traded 

index options contracts on the options exchanges did not provide an effective continuous market on 
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confidence in that market.390 
The Federal Reserve Board believes that the function of margin in the fu

tures and securities options markets is closely analogous. 391 To the extent that 
control of leverage is an important goal of margin, the failure to have compara
ble federal regulations over each would undermine the effects of more stringent 
margin requirements in the regulated market.392 In the Board's view, such dis
parity could "create artificial competitive imbalances between markets."393 
Therefore, the Federal Reserve Board, as noted above, asserted authority over 
margins on futures contracts on stock indexes.394 At that time, it believed that 
an index future contract was functionally similar to an option, and if such trad
ing expanded substantially, it would reduce the efficacy of the Federal Reserve's 
margin requirements in protecting investors and preventing speculative move
ments in securities prices. Arbitrage between markets would quickly cause any 
speculative efforts in the futures markets to be reflected in the stock markets as 
well.395 An exchange has argued, however, that disparities in margin require
ments between the securities options markets and the futures markets suggest 
that the Federal Reserve Board should have no authority over stock options 
margins rather than be given additional authority.396 

2. Commodity Option Margins 

The CFTC regulates options on commodities and futures contracts. As a 
result of abuses for over 100 years, several attempts have been made to prohibit 
virtually all trading in commodity options contracts.397 In 1978, the CFTC 
suspended nearly all options trading398 but, in June of 1981, the CFTC pub
lished a proposal to allow domestically traded commodity options on regulated 

October 19 and October 20, 1987. Id. There were also pricing problems that raised serious concerns 
about the fundamental fairness of the stock option markets. Id. 

390. See McMurray, CBOE To Reduce StaffMore than 10%: Trading Plunge In Index Options 
Cited, Wall St. J. Jan. 8, 1988, at 3, co1.2 (post-market crash reduction in CODE staff discussed). 

391. SECICFI'C Jurisdictional Issues, supra note 14, at 316. 
392. Id. 
393. Id. 

394.Id. 

395. Id. 
396. See CFI'C Reauthorization: Hearings on H.R. 5447 Be/ore the Subcomm. on Conservation. 

Credit and Rural Development 0/ the House Comm. on Agriculture, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982) 
(proposals to grant FRB authority to set margins for options and exempt securities opposed by 
Comex). 

397. See J. MARKHAM, THE HISTORY OF COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING AND ITS REGULA
TION 8-9, 57, 150-53 (1987) (history of prohibitions on privilege trading discussed; Commodity Ex
change Authority adopted regulation prohibiting registered futures merchants from trading puts and 
calls; abuses led CFTC to suspend options trading in 1978); Markham & Gilberg, Stock and Com
modity Options - Two Regulatory Approaches and Their Conflicts, 47 ALB. L. REV. 741, 769-71 
(1983) (lack of coherent system of regulation and widespread abuses in options industry led to exclu
sive regulation by CFTC and suspension of trading); Schobel & Markham, Commodity Options - A 
New Industry or Another Debacle?, SEC Reg. & L. Rep. No. 347 (D.N.A. at 4-5 (special suppl. 
April 7, 1987». 

398. 17 C.F.R. §§ 32.1-32.4. This suspension was enacted into law. Futures Trading Act of 
1978, Pub. L. No. 95-405, § 2, 92 Stat. 865 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 7 U.S.C.). 
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futures exchanges. In making this proposal, the CFrC stated that it was assum
ing that the domestic commodity options exchanges would determine the mar
gin levels for such contracts, just as in the case of futures contracts.399 But the 
CFfC noted that the Federal Reserve Board set margin levels on equity securi
ties options.400 The CFrC, therefore, requested comment on whether the 
CFfC or the exchanges should set margin requirements. It further asked those 
who believed the CFfC should set margins to comment on what factors the 
CFfC should consider in determining appropriate margin levels.401 

Subsequently, the CFrC determined that it would prohibit the margining 
of option premiums by long purchasers of options, that is, option premiums 
would have to be paid in full.402 The CFrC stated that its rule was not a margin 
setting rule, although it believed that it had the authority to regulate options 
transactions completely, including margin requirements.403 It also stated, how
ever, that levels for short sellers of uncovered options should be set by the ex
changes.404 The CFrC believed the characteristics of the options markets for 
short sellers and the futures markets for short traders were similar.40S 

The CFrC later permitted traders on the floor of the exchanges to use long 
options positions to offset partially short options positions and short futures po
sitions, so that the amount of margins posted would be reduced. But there still 
remained a disincentive for floor traders to purchase options because the pre
mium had to be posted in full. Some were concerned that this restriction could 
impair market liquidity. Indeed, the CFrC margin system for market makers 
was more restrictive than the system for the securities options traders. There
fore, in 1983, the CFrC sought comment on whether it should adopt a system 
similar to that used to margin securities options positions for market makers in 

399. [1980-1982 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) 1121,209, at 24,986-87 (June 29, 
1981). 

400. [d. 
401. [d. 

402. [1980-1982 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) 11 21,263, at 25,290 (Nov. 3, 
1981). A purchaser of an option pays a stated amount for the right to buy a specified commodity or 
commodity future at a specified price. In other words, a fee or a "premium" must be paid for the 
option right. The premium is the inducement for the opposite party to grant the option. See gener
ally Long, The Naked Commodity Option as Security, IS WM. & MARY L. REV. 211, 230 (1973) 
(security options include the right to purchase certain interests, includes naked option contracts); 
Lower, The Regulation ofCommodity Options, 1978 DUKE L. J. 1095, 1102-09 (1978) (emergence of 
various types of commodity options discussed). The CFTC was requiring the premium to be paid in 
full so that this portion of the transaction could not be margined in any way. 

403. Comm. Fut. L. Rep., supra note 402, at 25,290. Section 4c of the Commodity Exchange 
Act grants the CFrC plenary jurisdiction to regulate commodity options contracts, and that provi
sion does not exclude margin from the ambit of CFTC regulation. 7 U.S.C. § 00. 

404. Comm. Fut. L. Rep., supra note 402, at 25,291. 
405. [d. A short call options trader agrees to sell a commodity or commodity futures contract 

at a specified date in the future. If the options seller owns the commodity then he is said to be 
covered. This means that he has possession of the commodity. In such cases, the option will be fully 
covered. However, the commodity options exchanges do not have control oC the cover. Therefore, 
just as in the case oC Cutures contracts, they require that a margin deposit be placed at the exchanges 
and that maintenance margin be maintained. 
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the securities markets.406 This would, in effect, allow margining of option pre
miums paid by floor traders.407 

Still later, the CFTC sought comment on a proposal to allow a so-called 
"delta" margining system for commodity futures options that would apply to 
members of the exchanges.408 This system would permit the market value 0' 

long options, as adjusted by a formula for the risk of one day's market mov, 
ment, to be used to reduce the aggregate market obligations on short optio: 
positions and on futures positions held in member accounts.409 The CFTC a 
proposed regulations to allow commodity option exchange members to make 
deposit of an amount less than the full premium for a long option position.41 

Such a deposit would reflect the risk of holding the position, as well as a safet 
surcharge for large positions.41l Under this proposal, public customers (non 
exchange members) would still have to make a deposit of one hundred percent 0: 

the option premium, and they would not be permitted to withdraw that pre
mium or any amount reflecting a subsequent increase in the value of the option 
position.412 The CFTC believed that it needed to retain the requirement as it 
applied to public customers for a couple of reasons: l) to ensure the safety 0' 

customer funds; and 2) to assure that customers were not misled into believing 
that they had fulfilled their obligations on an option contract when they had 
paid only a portion of the option premium.413 

A large default that occurred on the Commodity Exchange Inc. as a result 
of a concentrated options position raised new issues on option margins.414 
Although this did not alter the CFTC's belief that primary responsibility for 
setting levels of margins should rest with the commodity exchanges, the CFTC 
believed that the default required the adoption of formal guidelines for the pay

406. [1982-1984 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) ~ 21,681 at 26,611 (Mar. 15, 
1983). 

407. Id. at 26,612. 
408. [1982-1984 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) ~ 21.884 at 27,762 (Oct. 31. 

1983). 
409. Id. 
410. [1982-1984 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) ~ 22,027 at 28,600 (Mar. 9, 

1984). 
411. Id. 
412. Id. 
413. [d. at 28,606. 
414. See generally Commodity Account Protection, A Study by the Division 0/ Trading and Mar

kets (1985); Interpretation by the CFTC Office of General Counsel on Use of Segregated Funds By 
Clearing Organizations Upon Default by Member Firms (July 1985); Letter from Andrea M. Corco
ran to Mr. Robert Mialovich, Assistant Director, Division of Bank Supervision, FDIC (July 3. 
1984); Memorandum from Andrea M. Corcoran to the CFTC (July 23,1985); Memorandum to the 
CFTC from Andrea M. Corcoran Concerning Reissuance of Division of Trading and Markets Fi
nancial Segregation Interpretation No. 4-1 (July 23, 1985); Memorandum to the CFTC From Andrea 
M. Corcoran (July 19, 1985); [1986-1987 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) ~ 23,039 at 
32.071 (May 13, 1986) (default of Volume Investors Corporation exception to overall success of 
option program); Report of the CFTC Division of Trading and Markets on Volume Investors Cor
poration (July 1985); Statement by Andrea M. Corcoran, Esq., Director ofCFTC Division ofTrad
ing and Markets on Volume Investors Corporation (July 29, 1985); Statement of Commissioner 
Robert R. Davis at CFTC on Volume Investors (July 29, 1985). 
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ment and collection of options margin.415 It thought that the failure to assess 
and collect adequate margin might result in the default of one customer, and 
those losses might directly affect the funds of other customers.416 The CFrC's 
proposed guidelines specified that the full amount of each option premium must 
be received for option customers at the time the option was purchased.417 It 
also set limitations on using long options position to margin other option posi
tions.418 But the CFrC guidelines would allow a long option position to be 
used to margin a futures position if it was related to that long option position.419 

The proposed guidelines also stated that gains in long option positions could not 
be released before the option position was liquidated, and short positions would 
be subject to initial margin.420 Further, any commodity-to cover a position 
that was claimed to be covered by ownership of the commodity must be in the 
possession or control of the exchange member.421 The CFrC proposal stated 
that combinations of options and straddles, spreads and similar trading require
ments would be subject to lower margin requirements, but such margins could 
not be less than zero.422 The CFrC proposed guideline also would have allowed 
lesser restrictions on exchange members by not requiring the option premium to 
be paid in full. 423 

Still later, the question arose whether cross-margining should be permitted 
for commodity options, commodity futures and securities options. Traders 
cross-margin by using, securities options to secure futures transactions or vice 
versa, thereby reducing margin requirements for both positions.424 The SEC 
urged that margin requirements should be coordinated and that a system of 
cross-margining between securities options and futures contracts or commodity 
options would better reflect net risks in the market. 425 The SEC thought that 
cross-margining would strengthen the integrity of the clearing system because a 
hedger could offset an increase in value of one position with an increase in a risk 
in an opposite position.426 Cross-margining could also allow net cash settle
ments for activity in different markets. This would reduce liquidity require
ments in times of stress and would permit more efficient use of capital.427 

415. [1984-1986 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) 11 22,660 at 30,792 (Aug. 5, 
1985). 

416.ld. 
417. ld. at 30.793. 

418.ld. 

419. /d. 
420. ld. 
421. !d. 
422. !d. at 30,793-94. 

423.ld. 

424. [1986-1987 Transfer Binder) Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) 11 23.351 at 32,973 (Nov. 13, 

1986). 
425.ld. 

426.ld. 

427. OcTOBER 1987 MARKET BREAK, supra note 20. at 10-57. See generally Hinkes, Cross 

Margining And Futures Style Margining: The Facts, CoMMODITIES L. LETTER, Nov.lDee., 1988, at 
7 (cross-margining is economically logical approach to margining market risk of stocks, options and 
futures); Rutz, lntermarket Cross-Margining: The Myth And The Reality, CoMMODITIES L. LET
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The CFTC has not adopted a cross-margining system because of concerns 
that it could jeopardize clearing systems through a domino effect in the event of, 
a large market crisis.428 In March of 1989, however, the CFTC published pro
posals by two exchanges that would have adopted a futures style margining sys
tem for commodity option contracts. The proposed system would have an i 
original margin that the exchanges would assess according to the underlying i 
risks. This system would apply to option premiums for longs as well as to the i 
positions of short sellers. In addition, variation margin would reflect the daily i 
changes in the value of the premium. Long and short options positions would bel 
marked-to-market and gains and losses would be paid and collected daily, just as I 
in the case of futures contracts. The exchanges asserted that this futures type of! 
margining would improve cash flows and operation of the options markets gen- i 

I 

erally, thereby increasing their liquidity and efficiency. In submitting this pro-! 
posal, the exchanges noted that a Presidential Working Group, formed in the I 
wake of the stock market crash of 1987, had recommended that market partici
pants and regulators study the potential of improving liquidity through the use 
of futures-style margin for options.429 

In considering this proposal, the CFTC compared the differences between 
the margin system used for stock options and the proposed futures-style margin 
system. Under the securities options margin system, the long option purchaser 
is required to pay the full premium price, while the short trader must post the 
full premium received from the long trader, plus an initial margin requirement. 
Thereafter, the long trader pays no additional funds and receives no additional i 
funds. A short trader receives additional funds if the value of his position in
creases or pays additional funds if his position decreases in value. Under a fu
tures-style margin system, both the long and short traders would post their 
initial margin, which would be based on the exchange's estimate of risk factors, 
just as in futures contracts. Thereafter. both parties would receive or pay main
tenance margin depending on the increase or decrease in value of their positions. 
A long trader would be required to put up a smaller initial payment to purchase 
his option than required under the current commodity options margin system. 
This would introduce a risk of default in instances where long positions were not 
paid in full. There would be advantages to traders, however. These advantages 
would include more efficient cash flows across markets and a decrease in the 
need for additional funds in some trading strategies. The CFTC sought public 

TER, Nov.lDee. 1988, at 5 (cross-margining systems may have reduced liquidity problems for many 
firms had they been in place during market crash). 

428. See generally Andrea M. Corcoran, Aftermath of the Crash: Policy Assessments. Public 
Perceptions and Prospective Reforms, Address Before the Japanese Center for International Finance, 
23 (1988) [hereinafter Aftermath of the Crash]; Chicago Board of Trade, The Chicago Boord of 
Trade's Respanse to The Presidential Task Force on Market Mechanisms, Part 3 at 19 (1987). 

429. [1987-1990 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) 11 24,411 at 35.806 (Mar. 17, 
1989). The Presidential Working Group on Financial Markets had also discussed advantages of 
cross-margining that could be coupled with futures style margining. [d. See generally Hinkes, supra 
note 427, at 18 (futures-style margining discussed); Rutz, supra note 427. at 6 (President'S Working 
Group urged testing of futures-style margining for options). 
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comment on this proposal.430 

These proposals are still being considered, but several exchanges already 
have adopted a margining system called Standard Portfolio Analysis of Risk 
("SPAN") which treats futures and commodity options uniformly for margin 
purposes.431 Some forms of cross-margining is also being permitted, but for the 
most part this is limited to transactions conducted for proprietary accounts of 
exchange members; cross-margining is not generally permitted for customer 
transactions.432 The history of option margins suggests a few things. First, the 
exchanges in both the securities and futures markets are fully capable of setting 
margins for leveraged instruments. Second, the government can playa residual 
role in option margin setting, but it will not grant market efficiency the same 
degree of importance that it attaches to maximizing customer protection. Third, 
government oversight will block or long delay any changes in the margin system. 

III. THE STOCK MARKET CRASH OF 1987 RENEWS THE DEBATE 

A. The Stock Market Crash 

The stock market crash in October, 1987 raised significant concerns about 
the lack of federal oversight of commodity futures margins. During the crisis, 
the number and size of margin calls resulted in rampant rumors concerning the 
economic viability of clearing houses and other market participants.433 On one 
day alone, initial and variation margin payments to the futures markets for the 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange totaled $2.5 billion.434 This is in contrast to the 
usual average daily payments of $100 million on that exchange.43s 

The size of these sums caused significant payment delays by two major 
clearing house members, and an emergency capital infusion for the options 
clearing house was necessary during that period.436 Two New York Stock Ex
change clearing organizations which were owed $1.5 billion received their funds 
several hours later than usual.437 Because of the uncertainty, some banks with
drew uncommitted lines of credit and placed tighter restrictions on new loans to 
market participants. This resulted in a general lack of confidence and raised the 
possibility of a fun scale financial system breakdown.438 Although the Federal 
Reserve Board assured the market that it would provide necessary liquidity, the 

430. [1987-1990 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) ~ 24,411 at 35,806 (Mar. 17, 
1989). 

431. CHICAGO MERCANTILE EXCHANGE, A NEW MARGINING SYSTEM, STANDARD PORTFO
UOANALYSIS OF RISK (1989). See also BULLS AND BEARS, supra note 361, at 86, 102-104 (discusses 
status of cross-market margin developments); Hargreaves, Time For Players To Take Their Pick, 
Financial Times, Dec. 12, 1990 (discusses cross-market margining efforts in London). 

432. Horwitz & Cawley, Cross-Margining: A Clearing Perspective, Commodities Law Letter, 
No.9 & 10 at I (Nov.lDee. 1990). 

433. S. REP. No. 300, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 27·28 (1990). 
434.Id. 
435. Id. at 28 n.122. 
436. Id. at 28. 
437. /d. 
438. Id. 
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uncertainty that existed before that announcement was found to have contri 
uted to market volatility. 439 

B. CongreSSional Review and Presidential Action 

The stock market crash of 1987 resulted in the appointment of a Presiden 
tiat Task Force (the "Brady Commission") to investigate the cause of the eras] 
and to recommend reforms.440 The commission concluded that margin level 
should be "rationalized across markets."441 Although margins had been suffi 
cient to assure performance. the Brady Commission believed that low future 
margins could a1fect the degree of speculative activity and the risk to the fina.n 
ciat system as a whole.442 The commission asserted that there should be simila 
margins in futures and stocks that would result in roughly equivalent risk an4 

leverage between the two markets. The Brady Commission further recom 
mended that such margin setting authority be given to the Federal Reserv4 
Board.443 

The SEC joined the Brady Commission in seeking a harmonization of mar, 
gins between the futures markets and the stock markets. as well as other re 
forms.444 But the commodity exchanges and the CFTC strongly disagreed witt 

439. [d. See also Performance of The Equity Markel$; The Clearinghouses and the Banks. CoM 
MoomES L. LETIER. Mar. 1988 at 8 (absence of commodity account insurance during marke 
break contributed to uncertainty in financial system). 

440. BRADY REPORT, supra note 361. 
441. [d. at 64. 
442. [d. at 65. 
443. [d. 
444. See "Black Monday, " The Stock Market Crash of October 19. 1987: Hearings Before th, 

Senate Comm. on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, tOOth Cong., 2d Sess. 157 (1988) (testimon~ 
of David S. Ruder, Chairman of the SEC) (SEC recommended formal regulatory consolidation 0 

stock index futures and stock markets); BRADY REPORT, supra note 361, at 6S (margins on future: 
need to be consistent with margins for professional market participants). The New York StocI 
Exchange took a more restrained view. A special panel created by tbat exchange stated that: 

The Panel believes that each exchange should have the responsibility to set its own 
margin requirements because it can best assess volatility and default risk. In particular, the 
Panel does not believe that margin levels should be made equal across markets because the 
same amount of protection against default can be provided by dilTerent margins in dilTerent 
markets. Since equity index futures are based upon a broad-based index that is less volatile 
than individual securities, their default risk is lower. In addition, the futures exchanges 
require margin levels to be restored within hours and require settlement on the next busi
ness day. while securities exchanges typica1Iy allow a longer time for margins to be restored 
and allow five business days for settlement. Therefore, margin levels in the futures and 
equity markets should legitimately durer, given current settlement practices and risks. 

A majority of the Panel believes that transferring oversight of margins to a single 
federal agency while leaving authority to set margins with the exchanges could have several 
benefits. First, it could help assure investors that all markets have the same level of finan
cial integrity. Second, oversight by a single agency could be useful in setting uniform stan
dards for risk-adjusted margins and encouraging cross-margining. In addition, a single 
federal agency could encourage improvement in clearance and settlement systems. 

Other Panel members believe that the current arrangements for setting and regulating 
margins work well, and that no centralized oversight is required. Margins on individual 
equities and stock index futures are sufficient to prevent defaults, and the current system 
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the Brady Commission's recommendations on margin.44S The exchanges again 
argued that margins for stock and futures served fundamentally different pur
poses.446 They further argued that raising margins would reduce liquidity in the 
markets.447 Moreover, during the crash, performance in the securities and op
tions exchanges had been no better than that in the futures markets.448 

In February, 1988, the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban 
Affairs conducted hearings on the stock market crash of 1987.449 During these 
hearings, the Chairman of the SEC, David S. Ruder, recommended temporary 
futures margin increases.4SO Instead, on March 18, 1988, President Reagan is
sued an Executive Order that established a Working Group on Financial Mar
kets (the "Working Group").4S1 Chaired by the Under Secretary of the 
Treasury, the Working Group included the Chairmen of the Federal Reserve, 
the SEC, and the CFTC. The Working Group was ordered to recommend to 
the President legislative changes to prevent a recurrence of the stock market 
crash of 1987.452 The Working Group initially expressed the view that coopera
tive efforts would be more effective and less disruptive than a more formal legis
lative approach. 

The Working Group discussed margin, among other things. Although the 
SEC Chairman stated that margin levels should be raised to control market vol
atility, other members of the Working Group did not share that view. The 
CFTC and the futures exchanges cited the 1984 Reserve Board Study for the 

need not be changed. These Panel members fear that giving oversight of futures margins to 
a single federal regulator who is more concerned with risk than with costs may result in 
margins that are too high. This situation would harm the equity markets and binder the 
capital formation process. 

MAIucET VOLATILITY AND INVESTOR CoNFIDENCE: REPORT TO THE BoARD OF DIRBCTORS OF 
THE NEW YORK STOCK ExCHANGE 10 (June 7, 1990). See also Yolatilily and Panic in the Nation's 
Financial Market. Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on Banking, Housing. and Urban Ajfairs, 
lOOth Cong., 1st Sess. 71-72 (1987) (Federal Reserve as appropriate agency to set margins for index 
futures and similar products discussed). 

445. S. REp. No. 300, supra note 433, at 36. 

446.ld. 

447.ld. 

448. In fact, several securities firms bad net capital problems, and one firm had to be liquidated 

bY the Securities Investor Protection Corporation ("SIPC"). OcToBER 1987 MARKET BREAK, 
aupra note 20, at 5-13, 5-16. Cf. DIVISION OF EcoNOMIC ANALYSIS, AND DIVISION OF TRADING 
AND MARKETs, INTERIM REPoRT ON STOCK INDEX FtrruRES AND CASH MARKET ACTIVITY 
DURING OcTOBER 1987 TO THE U.S. CoMMODITY FuTuRES TRADING CoMMISSION 9-10 (1987) 
(discusses performance of commodity firms). 

449. S. REp. No. 300, supra note 433, at 8. Hearings were also held in March of 1988. ld. At 
that time Chairman Greenspan noted that the margin issue remained controversial and that there 
was disagreement about what was needed in this area. LegislatiW! Recommendations, supra note 335, 
at 23. "This lack of consensus appears primarily to reflect differences in objectives." ld. He noted 
that there was "much disagreement about the need for, or effectiveness of, higher margins to control 
speculation and limit stock price volatility." ld. 

450. S. REP. No. 300, supra note 433, at 8. 
451. Exec. Order No. 12,631, 53 Fed. Reg. 9421 (1988). 
452.ld. 
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proposition that margin levels did not aft'ect stock price volatility.4s3 The Work
ing Group, as a whole, found that margin levels had provided an adequate level 
of protection for financial systems. But the Chairman of the SEC remained un
convinced. He testified before Congress that legislation to address the inconsis
tencies in margins of stocks, options, and futures appeared necessary. The 
CFrC, however, again contended that further legislation was not necessary and 
that the Working Group would be the "appropriate forum for intermarket coor
dination issues."454 

On May 16. 1988, the Working Group issued an interim report which did 
not address the issue of margins.45S Nevertheless. the SEC continued to press 
the issue. On July 6, 1988. the SEC submitted legislation which would have 
allocated responsibility for setting margins to the securities and commodities 
self-regulatory organizations. and would have provided for regulatory oversight 
of "prudential" margins by the SEC and CFrC. Residual authority to regulate 
margins for all purposes would be given to the Federal Reserve Board.456 

453. S. REp. No. 300, supra note 433, at 35-36. See supra notes 256-67 and accompanying text 
for a discussion of the Reserve Board Study. 

454. S. REp. No. 300, supra note 433, at 9. The SEC Chairman testified in Congress that he 
believed short term measures were necessary to dampen market volatility. The Conclusions and 
Recommendations of the President's "Working Group on Financial Markets," Hearing Before the. 
Senate Comm. on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, tOOth Cong., 2d Sess. 45 (1988) [hereinafter 
Conclusions and Recommendations]. "One of the least intrusive interim measures to accomplish this 
goal would be to increase margins on stock index futures and I have recommended that this step be 
taken." ld. The CFTC rejected that claim and argued in response that increased margins risked 
moving futures trading into off-shore markets. ld. at 62-63. Apparently, the Chairman of the SEC 
was the only person on the working group who believed that margins would dampen volatility. Id. 
at 73. 

455. S. REP. No. 300, supra note 433, at 8. In hearings on the Working Group's report, the 
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board testified that: 

Beyond achieving margin levels adequate for market integrity, it has been argued fre
quently that they should be set at levels that will reduce price volatility. In particular, it is 
thought that the lower levels of margin on options and futures foster greater leverage spec
ulation that in tum causes larger price fluctuations. This line of reasoning leads to the 
proposal that margins on derivative equity products be raised to levels more in line with 
those in the cash market. 

The empirical evidence, which is vast and expanding rapidly, does not, on balance, 
lend much support to this argument. The available analyses, including work done by the 
Board's staff in recent years, provide no convincing evidence that margins affect price 
movements in any significant way in the cash or futures markets. For example, the volatil
ity of stock prices has not been significantly lower since the imposition of margin require
ments; and changes in initial margin requirements on stocks has not been followed by 
predictable or significant changes in the stock prices. Moreover, with the expanding oppor
tunities for credit that have characterized developments in our financial markets for some 
time, those who wish to speculate are little constrained by margin levels .... Thus, while 
higher margin requirements may impose somewhat bigher costs on transactions in particu
lar markets, margin requirements are unlikely to reduce in any meaningful degree the total 
amount of leverage in the economy. 

Conclusions and Recommendations, supra note 454, at 4142. 

456. S. REP. No. 300, supra note 433, at 11. 
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C. The Mini-Crash of 1989 

A market disturbance in October, 1989 resulted in renewed and more stri
dent calls for regulation. On October 13, 1989, the Dow Jones Industrial Aver
age closed down more than 190 points (6.9 percent) for the day.4S7 An SEC 
staff report concluded that speculative trading and large institutional activity 
fueled this market break. It also found "extraordinary price volatility" in which 
the nation's securities markets lost $190 billion in value, $160 billion of which 
was lost in a ninety minute period. The report stated that, under the current 
regulatory system, there was no assurance that there would not be a repeat of 
this volatility.4s8 In contrast, a CFrC report on the market break found there 
had been no large trader activity or manipulation that caused price volatility. 4S9 

The mini-crash in October, 1989 resulted in an appeal to Congress by 
Nicholas Brady, the Secretary of the Treasury and former head of the Brady 
Commission. He asserted that there was a continuing potential for volatility in 
the markets and that inconsistent margins posed a danger. 460 The new SEC 

457. U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE CoMMISSION DIVISION MARKET REGULATION AND 
DIVISION OF TRADING AND MARKETS ANALYSIS OF OcrOBER 13-16 1989 Es-I and Es-2 (1990). 

458. [d. 
459. CoMMODITIES FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION DIVISION OF EcoNOMIC ANALYSIS, RE

PORT ON STOCK INDEX FUTURES AND CASH MARKET ACTIVmES DURING OcrOBER, 1989 (May 
1990) [hereinafter CFTC 1989 CRASH REPORT]. The SEC and CFTC both charged that each 
other's reports were misleading or that they distorted data. Salwen, CFTC Rakes The SEC's Find
ings on Mini-Crash as Turf War Flares, Wall St. J., June 28, 1990, at CI, col. 5; SEC Chief Accuses 
CFI'C ofDistortion in Mini-Crash Probe, Wall St. J., June 25, 1990, at C16, col. 6. See generally u.s. 
General Accounting Office, Report on Securities and Futures Markets. 2 Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) 
1124,890 (1990) (comments of the General Accounting Office on the SEC and CFTC Reports). 

The conflict between the SEC and the CFTC was compounded by another dispute that arose 
between the two agencies in 1988 after the SEC authorized index participation contracts to be traded 
as securities on the CBOE. The commodity exchanges, and the CFTC, contended that the contracts 
were actually futures contracts that had to be traded on a commodity exchange. not the CBOE. The 
commodity exchanges challenged the SEC's action in court. Chicago Mercantile Exchange v. SEC, 
883 F.2d 537 (7th Cir. 1989). The Seventh Circuit held that the SEC was not authorized to regulate 
those contracts, and that they were within the exclusive jurisdiction of the CFTC. [d. at 544. 

460. S. REP. No. 300, supra note 433, at 38. In a letter to the Senate Committee on Agricul
ture, Nutrition and Forestry, Secretary 'Brady stated that between 1930 and 1982 (the latter date 
being when the stock index futures began trading), the Dow Jones Industrial Average had declined 
by more than six percent on only three occasions. Letter from Nicholas Brady to Senator Patrick 
Leahy, Chairman Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry 1-2 (May 8, 1990). 
With the advent of futures trading, however, such massive one-day sell-offs had occurred on four 
occasions in the last three years. [d. Each occasion "shared the characteristics of enormous selling 
pressures in the stock index futures markets." [d. Brady stated: 

In the 52 years between 1930 and 1982 (the year stock index futures began trading) the 
Dow Jones Industrial Average declined by more than 6 percent on only three occasions: 
when the Germans took the Netherlands in May of 1940 (6.8 percent); when they encircled 
the Allied forces at Dunkirk just days later in the same month (6.8 percent); and when 
President Eisenhower suffered a heart attack in September of 1955 (6.S percent). As the 
futures markets have grown, such massive one-day selloffs have occurred four times in the 
last three years. . .. None of those days that corresponded with any major news events like 
the ones before 1982. But they all shared the characteristic of enormous selling pressure 
from the stock index futures markets. 
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chairman. Richard Breeden, quickly fonned an alliance with Brady to advocate 
legislation that would give the SEC authority over stock index futures contracts 
and authority to set margin requirements. This legislation would provide the 
SEC with authority to oversee the futures exchanges' ability to set margins. simi
lar to its current authority over margin setting by the options exchanges. The 
statute, however. would not preset any minimum margin.461 Nevertheless. the 
SEC chainnan publicly proposed a national "speed limit" that would set a floor 
on commodity futures margins at a level of twenty percent.462 

The Federal Reserve Board did not enthusiastically support the SEC and 
the Department of Treasury. On March 29. 1990. Alan Greenspan. Chainnan 
of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, testified before Con
gress that. in the opinion of the Federal Reserve Board, the primary purpose of· 
margins was to protect the clearing organizations, brokers, and other in
tennediaries from credit losses that could jeopardize performance on futures! 
contracts.463 Chairman Greenspan stated that the Federal Reserve Board was 
skeptical that setting margin on stock futures indexes at levels higher than neces
sary to assure perfonnance would "reduce excessive stock price volatility."464 
Chairman Greenspan stated that available statistical evidence on the relation
ship between margins and stock price volatility was mixed. 46~ The Federal Re-

Id. Brady also asserted that futures margins were dangerously low, and that futures traders had so 
much leverage that they could "punch a hole in the fabric of the financial system." Id. at 2. Prior to 
the October 13. 1989 market break "a professional trader in the futures markets with 5so,OOO in cash 
could control almost 52 million in stock., which is nearly ten times more than [the] 5200,000 that a 
professional trader in the stock markets can control with the same amount of cash." Id. Secretary 
Brady noted that stock index futures margins were actually lower in October of 1989 than they were 
in October of 1987. Id. "Since these margins are set by the futures industry, not a single regulator, 
there is no way to harmonize margins in the futures and stocks to protect the public." Id. Secretary 
Brady elsewhere stated that: 

As you know, the Task Force that I chaired on the 1987 Market Break recommended that 
margin requirements be harmonized between the equity and the derivative markets. In 
1988, the Working Group concluded that the then-current margin requirements were suffi
cient for prudential purposes, and consistent between the two markets. 

... I am very concerned about these issues, because I believe there is a public interest 
involved beyond the private interest of tbe exchanges. I tberefore intend to ask the Work
ing Group to reconsider issues related to margin requirements. 

The Market Reform Act of1989, Joint Hearings on 5.648 Before the Senate Sulxxlmm. on Securities 
and the Senate Comm. on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 101st Cong., Ist Sess. 211 (1989). 

In response, the commodity exchanges pointed out that numerous studies of the stock market 
crash of 1987 had been conducted and that none of them had provided "evidence that would lead to 
the conclusion that futures margin was a factor in the crash." Id. at 130 (remarks of Leo Melamed). 

461. Letter from Jeanne S. Archibald, Acting General Counsel, Department of the Treasury to 
Dan Quayle. President of the Senate. (June 5, 1990). 

462. Salwen and McMurray, Futures Shock, Tight Rein if SEC Reigns, Wall St. J., May 17, 
1990, at Cl, col. 3. 

463. Testimony by Allen Greenspa1l, Chairman of Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System Before the Subcommittee on Securities of the Senate Committee on Banking. Housing and 
Urban Affairs, IOlst Cong., 2d Seas. (Mar. 29, 1990). 

464.ld. 
465. Id. 
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serve Board believed that margin had not measurably affected volatility in either 
the cash markets or the futures markets. The Federal Reserve Board was not 
convinced that large price movements in the markets could be "attributed to the 
introduction of stock index futures and the opportunity they offer for greater 
leverage."466 In fact, the Federal Reserve Board thought that raising stock mar
gins could substantially reduce futures market liquidity or drive business 
offshore.467 

Nevertheless, the Federal Reserve Board was concerned that there was a 
tendency on the exchanges to lower margins in periods of price stability and 
raise them during periods of extraordinary price volatility.468 This had the ef
feet of creating substantial liquidity pressures on brokers and others. The Fed
eral Reserve Board believed that somewhat higher margin levels would obviate 
the need to raise them in a crisis.469 Still, the Federal Reserve Board believed 
that the exchanges should continue to have primary responsibility for developing 
and refining margin policies, but with federal oversight. Chairman Greenspan 
acknowledged that either the CFTC or the SEC could play this oversight 
role.470 

It is unclear what legislation may eventually result from the SEC's efforts to 
assume margin control and responsibility over index futures trading. A House 
bill would have authorized the CFTC to monitor margin levels set by futures 

466.ld. 

467.ld. 

468. In a letter to a congressional committee, Chairman Greenspan stated that he was con

cerned with the tendency of the futures exchanges to raise margins during volatile market periods, 
which· he thought could "potentially add to liquidity strains in the system." Letter from Allen 
Greenspan, Chairman, Board ofGovernors ofthe Federal Reserve System, To Patrick Leahy, Chair
man, Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry, (May 25, 1989). He added that the 
futures exchanges have "come to recognize more fully the potential difficulties caused When margin 
levels are set so low in a period of relative stability that they need to be raised in times of volatility. 
They now have built in a better cushion for such times." Id. 

469.ld. 
470. Id. In a May 2, 1990 address to the commodity futures industry. Chairman Greenspan 

further elaborated on his views about margin. A. Greenspan, Chairman of the Federal Reserve 
Board, Remarks Before the Joint Conference of the CFTC and the Futures Industry Institute 2 
(May 2, 1990). He again observed that "the objective of margin regulation should be to protect the 
intepity of financial market participants." Id. Government oversight should be in place to guard 
apinst systemic risk. Id. He stated that he was particularly concerned about the tendency of clear
iag organizations to lower margins in periods of price stability to such a degree that the margins 
must be raised when prices increase in volatility. Id. He asserted that this practice "had the poten
tial of compounding liquidity pressures on market participants and payment systems in times of 

. stress." Id. The Chairman stated that "private market decisions may not always fully reflect sys
, DC concerns." Id. at 2-3. He stated that he was slightly in favor of having a common regulator 

!'or futures and securities, because such a regulatory structure would assure "that prudential margin 
requirements across cash and derivative instruments are based upon the same assessment of price 
\'OIatility." Id. at 7. But this did not mean that margin necessarily must be equal across products. 

prudential standards would be consistent. Id. at 7. In fact, the Reserve Board Study had 
lilted that market participants had been successful in invoking margin levels sufficient to protect the 

of the market even during the 1929 crisis, because no banks became insolvent due to their 
maqin transactions and very few broker-dealers were unable to meet their commitments as the 
tIIIUIt of margin trading. RESERVE BoARD STUDY supra note 30, App. A, at 90. 
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contracts.47I Under that bill, if the CFfC detennined that such margins 
presented a "clear and present danger" to the integrity of the futures markets or 
to public interest, the CFfC could take action to assure that margin levels were 
sufficient to protect the public interest.472 This provision seems to be analogous 
to that sought by the CEA many years ago.473 But one compromise, suggested 
by the Federal Reserve Board, would provide for federal margin controls to 
guard against systemic dangers.474 The House eventually passed a bill that 
would authorize the CFfC to monitor margin levels on stock index futures con
tracts for the purpose of assuring that margin levels are sufficient to maintain the 
integrity of the futures markets and to protect public interest.475 The Senate 
also later approved a bill that would grant the Federal Reserve Board standby 
authority to direct contract markets to set margins on index futures contracts at 
levels the Board believes necessary to preserve the financial integrity of the con
tract market or its clearinghouse or to prevent systemic risk. The Board would 
be authorized to delegate this authority to the CFfC.476 It is unclear how the 
House and Senate bills will be reconciled by the Conference Committee. ifat all, 
or how the designated agency will use such authority. An open issue also re
mains as to whether there should be federal control margins on future contracts 
other than on indexes. This article concludes that the only appropriate role of 
the federal government in regulating margins is to guard against systemic risks. 

IV. PROTECTION AGAINST SYSTEMIC FAILURES: THE ONLY ApPROPRIATE 

GOAL OF MARGIN REGULATIONS 

The history of proposed federal regulatory control of commodity futures 
industry margin demonstrates that the issue is as SUbjective as it is confusing. 
For years, the government had sought federal margin controls to keep small 
investors from disturbing the markets through excessive and undercapitalized 

471. H.R. 2869, IOlst Cong., 1st Sess., § 215 (1989); H.R. REP. No. 102-6, IOlst Cong., 2d 
Sess. 43 (1991). 

472. [d. 
473. See supra notes 102-10, 127-30 and accompanying text for a discussion of the earlier pro

posed legislation. 
474. Nash, Futures Bill Agreement is Expected, N.Y. Times, July 27, 1990 at Dl, col. 3. A 

Senate Committee also approved a bill that would have granted margin oversight authority to the 
Federal Reserve Board, but the oversight authority would be limited to stock index futures contracts 
and options. The Federal Reserve Board would be authorized to delegate its supervisory authority 
to the CFTC. Under this provision, control over margins would still remain with the exchanges, at 
least in the first instance. S. REp. No. 22, 102d Cong., lst Sess. S9 (1991). 

Another House bill would have given the SEC power to regulate margins. H.R. 5006, IOlst 
Cong., 2nd Sess. (1990). Further hearings were held on this issue on July 24, 1990. M. Lane, Presi
dent, Discount Corporation of N.Y. Futures, Statement Before the Senate Comm. on Banking. 
Housing and Urban Affairs (July 24, 1990). For a discussion of recent legislative developments on 
the margin question see, Frankhauser & Levinson, CFl'C Reauthorization: Fourth Edition, COM
MODITIES L. LETTER, Sept. 1988, at 3; Hinden, Chicago Futures Markets Again Facing Curbs, 
Wash. Post, Feb. 8, 1991 at F3, col. I; Robb, Futures Traders Win in Regulatory Battle, N.Y. Times, 
Oct. 24, 1990, at D 13, col. 4. 

47S. H.R. 707, 102d Cong., 1st Sess., § 215 (1991). 
476. H.R. 707, 102d Cong., 1st Sess, as amended by the Senate, § 301 (1991). 
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speculation. In the 1970s, however, small speculators were no longer playing a 
dominant role in the markets. The CEA (and its successor, the CFfC) then 
became a proponent of leaving margin regulation to the exchanges, except on a 
residual emergency basis.4" 

Similarly, the Federal Reserve Board, which is responsible for securities 
margin controls, concluded in the early 1980s that security margin controls 
were no longer needed to prevent a boom and bust in the securities markets, 
such as that experienced in 1929. The Federal Reserve Board, the CFfC, and 
the commodity exchanges argue that the only role of margins, whether for fu
tures, commodities, or securities, should be to assure financial performance.478 

The SEC, founded as a part of a congressional determination that margin 
had played a leading role in the speculation that led to Black Monday in 1929 
and to the Great Depression, has taken a different view. The SEC has fought to 
maintain high margin requirements. It believes that margin controls are re
quired to lessen market volatility. As a result of the stock market crash of 1987, 
the Treasury Department has now joined the SEC in that view.479 These con
fticting positions have led to the present and past debates before Congress. The 
following is a discussion of the most frequently asserted arguments. 

A. 	Arguments Against Federal Regulatory Controls 

The principal arguments against giving the federal government authority to 
control margins include the following: 

(1) 	Increased margins will result in reduced liquidity and higher costs in 
the futures markets, and this will eliminate or impair commercial 
hedgers.48o 

(2) Futures margins are conceptually different from securities margins.481 
(3) Futures markets need to set margin requirements to protect themselves, 

brokerage firms, and customers in general.482 

The rest of this Section will discuss the merits of each of these arguments in 
turn. 

1. 	 It Is Uncertain Whether Increased Margins Will Reduce Liquidity 

Hedging performs a valuable service, a function that the futures markets 

477. See supra notes 49-157 and accompanying text. 
478. See supra notes 255-71 and accompanying text. 
479. See supra notes 292-362, 453-54 and accompanying text. 
480. 1948 Hearings, supra note 28, at 54, 97; T. HIERONYMUS. supra note 12, at 320. See supra 
458-62 and accompanying text. 
481. 1966 Hearings supra note 129, at 67 (stock margins and futures serve fundamentally dift'er

purposes). The Federal Reserve Board's authority to set margin levels for securities is based on 
role as a credit regulating agency. This is completely inapplicable to futures trading. 1d. at 49. 
generally id. at 67-68, 75-76; S. REp. No. 300, supra note 433, at 36 (same). 
482. 	1948 Hearings supra note 28, at 92, 104. See generally. Note. The Role ofthe Commodity 

Trading Commission Under the Commodity Futures Trading Commission Act of 1974, 73 
L. REv. 710, 755 (1975) (exchange officials in best position to weigh interests of diverse 
affected by margin level). 
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have served in the agricultural trade for over one hundred years.483 Hedging 
also has became important in the financial markets in recent years because fu- . 
tures trading allows decreased spreads and more efficient financing.484 Oppo
nents of federal margin control, however, contend that increased margins would 
reduce liquidity by discouraging speculation or by increasing trading costs. The 
effect of this would be to impair the utility of the futures markets, because hedg
ing operations would be discouraged or hampered.48s 

In fact, it is unclear what effect increased margins would have upon com
mercial hedgers, which almost inevitably are large institutional traders. Pre
sumably, any increases would only relate to initial margin. Such margins can 
generally be posted with a clearinghouse in the form of Treasury bills, which 
return interest to the hedger.486 Therefore, the incremental cost would appear 
to be small that is, limited to the difference between what could be earned on 
a Treasury bill and what could be earned through a higher rate of investment in 
a medium that cannot be used for margin. This obstacle does not seem to be 
particularly great, particularly to institutions with millions, or billions, ofdollars 
to invest in the markets. Those institutions generally seek advantages from 
hedging or other opportunities in the market, such as "index arbitrage."487 
These apparently provide high enough returns to offset the incremental costs of 
increased margins. Moreover, most institutions only place a small percentage of 
their assets in the markets. Consequently, they have a large reservoir of funds 
for large scale trading, even if margin requirements are increased dramatically. 
In addition, some institutional investors are prohibited from trading on margin 
and, therefore, fully fund their trading. They too would be undeterred by mar
gin increases.488 Consequently, it is doubtful whether an increase in margin re
quirements would reduce the ability of these firms to engage in massive 
trading.489 

483. See supra note 10 for a discussion of hedging practices. 
484. See generally EFFEC1'S OF FUTURES AND OPTIONS, supra note 210, at 1-11. 
485. See B. CARROLL, FINANCIAL FuruRES TRADING (1989). One author has stated: 

Excessively high margin requirements would have adverse consequences for both direct 
users and indirect beneficiaries of competitive futures markets. As the cost of using the 
markets would be significantly increased, there would most likely be fewer participants and 
the efficiency of the futures market for hedging and price discovery purposes would be 
correspondingly decreased. 

Id. at 31. 
486. EFFECl'S OF FuruRES AND OPTIONS, supra note 210, at 11-13. In some instances letters of 

credit may be posted as margin. Id. 
481. Index arbitrage involves efforts by traders to profit on the dift'erences between stock index 

futures and the under/ying stocks - i.e., they buy the lower and sell the higher. SEC Division of 
Market Regulation. The Role of Index-Related Trading in the Market Decline on September 11 and 
12. 1986 at 4-5 (1981); Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 210, at 2641-50. 

488. Salwen and McMurray, Futures Shock, Tight Rein q SEC Reigns, Wall St. J., May 11, 
1990 at Cl, col. 3 [hereinafter Futures Shock]. 

489. Another approach might be to "surcharge" variation margin. See, Talbot, Stock Index 
Futures: ManipUlative or a Necessary Tool In an Evolving Market 38-39 (Jan. 1990) (unpublished 
thesis available at Georgetown Law Center) (surcharging variation margin discussed). For example, 
instead of requiring a posting of 100% of the loss on a trade, a trader could be required to post 200% 
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Increased initial margins, however, could discourage speculator interest in 
the market. Speculators provide liquidity for hedging operations.490 Specula
tors may lack the capital to meet substantially increased margin requirements, 
or may be unwilling to dedicate capital to lower return investments, such as 
Treasury bills. But whether speculators in fact would be discouraged is not cer
tain. since many of them are large institutions or floor traders who close most of 
their positions daily. There is no margin cost for positions closed during the 
day.49 I 

Higher initial margin requirements might diminish the size of positions 
held overnight by speculators who would have to post large amounts of Treas
ury bills. If that is true. the liquidity and the overall usefulness of the market 
may be impaired. It is unclear, however, whether the position size of speculators 
would shrink. Therefore, before margin regulation is pursued, greater study is 
needed. First, a survey of the amount of speculative interest in the market must 
be performed. Then. the amount of capital available to such traders must be 
examined. as must the projected eff'ect that increased margins would have on 
profitability and traders' willingness to continue to trade at given levels. The 
effect of increased margin requirements could then be determined. For example, 
if speculative interest in overnight positions is high, and capitalization is low, 
margin requirements could have an adverse effect on liquidity. In the absence of 
such a study. this simply remains a theoretical possibility. albeit one of serious 
importance.492 

2. Distinctions Between Commodity and Security Margins Are Not 
Significant 

The second of the arguments in opposition to margin control merely states 
. a truism; that is, there are differences between futures and securities margins. 

But the extent or significance of these differences is unclear. The exchanges ar
gue that margin payments are not down payments on a futures contract.493 But 
this distinction may not be as meaningful as the exchanges contend. For exam
ple. a long trader is required to post initial margin. Assuming that the trader 
takes delivery on that contract, the value of that initial margin is credited against 
the eventual purchase price of the commodity that is delivered. Initial margin, 

of the loss. This raises conceptual problems, such as whether these super margins should be paid out 
at the other end to the winning trader. But it also would impose greater borrowing or carrying costs 
on hedgers, because variation funds must generally be posted in cash. 

490. See supra note 9 for a discussing of the role of speculation in the securities markets. 
491. Futures Shock, supra note 488, at el, col. 3. 
492. Empirical data on the effect of margin is limited. Takeover or Stalemate, supra note 2. 

The Chairman of the eFre has stated that institutions that are hedging hold the largest positions in 
stock index futures contracts. Legislative Recommendations, supra note 33:5, at 121. During the 
October, 1987 Stock Market Crisis such institutions held approximately 6:5 percent or more of total 
open contracts in the S&P :500 Stock Index Futures Contract, which is the largest index contract. 
"Large speculators, in contrast, held less than five percent of total open interest." Jd. This would 
8Uggest that restrictions on large individual speculators may not pose too great a danger to liquidity. 

493. See supra notes 22:5·32 and accompanying text for a discussion of what the exchanges 
believe margin payments represent. 
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therefore, may serve in the role ofa down payment. Similarly, variation margins 
paid out during the life of the contract to reffect losses do no more in the case of 
a long trader than demonstrate the commodity's decrease in value. This too is 
simply preserving the value of the initial down payment on the underlying com
modity, and the payments are credited to the purchase price. In other words, a 
long trader does not have to pay twice.494 

The conceptual ditTerences between a short trader in the commodity fu- . 
tures markets and a short trader in the stock markets also do not appear to be , 
that great. Both are often selling something they do not own. A securities 
trader borrows stock for sale or loan to a third person, but he must be able to 
secure its replacement at a later date.49S A commodity futures trader may be 
selling something he does not own, and he must be able, at least theoretically, to 
secure it at the time of delivery. In both instances, the amount of initial margin 
put down by the parties simply reffects a deposit payment to assure that they 
will have funds on hand sufficient to secure their performance on the agreement 
to return the commodity.496 Maintenance margin requirements operate in a 
similar fashion. 

494. When delivery is made on a futures contract the contracts become individualized, but 
original margin deposits are maintained by the clearing house until delivery is effected. Generally 
the clearing house will release the original margin deposits to both clearing members after delivery 
and payment have been made. But because the price of the futures contract at the time of delivery 
will parallel that of the physical commodity, and because all margin calls and payments have been 
made up to the time of delivery to reflect changes in market price, delivery will take place at or very 
near the prevailing market price. Initial margins are then either credited by the clearing member to 
the payment price or returned to the parties. Consequently. the initial margin deposit will be used or 
can be credited against the eventual payment price. See generally SEC/CITC Jurisdictional Issues, 
supra note 14, at 522-23. 

The tax laws of the United States also seem to recognize that variation margin payments are 
actual payments on the contract to reftect changes in the value of the commodity therein; that is, the 
parties are taxed on losses or gains even if the contract does not close. 26 U.S.C. § 1256 (tax rules 
for contracts marked to market); S. REp. No. 144, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 156 (1981). Under constitu
tional principles. a tax payer cannot be taxed on gains which he does not actually realize. See Eisner 
v. Macomber, 52 U.S. 189 (1920) (stock dividend not realized income; therefore nontaxable). Thus, 
because variation payments are taxed as they are made, it would seem, under the constitutional 
principle, that margin payments are being made in satisfaction of the purchase price of the contract 
as well as serving as a good faith deposit. 

The bankruptcy code also recognizes that these payments are made as a part of the debt in
curred in a commodity futures contract. The code provides that a margin payment is for value; that 
is. it is a payment for a present or antecedent debt and not simply a "security" or a good faith 
deposit. 11 U.S.C. § 548(d)(2)(B). 

495. See generally M. MAYER, MARKETS WHO PLAY •.. WHO RISKS ... WHO GAINS ... 

WHO losES ... 289-290 (1988). 

496. But see id. at XXIV. Of course, a hedger may actually own the underlying commodity 
that is being hedged. See 17 C.F.R. § l.3(z) (CFfC definition of hedging). See generally CFfC, 
Clarification ofCertain Aspects ofThe Hedging Definition, [1986-1987 Transfer Binder] Camm. Fut. 
L. Rep. (CCH) 1123,713 (1987) (hedging often used by commodities producers); Report ofthe CFTC 
Financial Products Adrisory Committee. The Hedging Definition And The Use of Futures and Op
tions: Problems And Recomendations For Reform (June, 1987). The exchange, however, still needs a 
deposit to assure performance, because it cannot monitor whether the hedger is maintaining that 
position at all times. 
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Another frequent claim is that securities margin is a limitation on credit, 
while futures margin is not credit-based, but is a good faith deposit. 497 This too 
may not be as great a conceptual distinction as the exchanges claim. A large 
trader in futures will pay a price for the commodity that reflects the carrying 
costs of the commodity until delivery date. This "contango" reflects an interest 
cost on the purchase price of the commodity.498 Therefore, a futures contract is 
inherently a credit transaction in that the seller is in effect paid the interest cost 
of the commodity until delivery date.499 Moreover, hedgers may borrow to pay 
the variation margin on their commodities, or may forego other investment op
portunities on which they could earn interest. Of course, the parallel between 
futures and securities margins is still far from perfect in that the credit aspects of 
a futures transaction are less apparent, and futures margins may not have the 
same overall credit effects as securities margins. 500 

In any event, these distinctions may be pointless in reaching a policy deci
sion on whether regulation is needed. So what if one type of margin is a down 
payment and the other a good faith deposit? So what if one type of margin has a 
credit function and the other does not? What difference do such distinctions 
make in determining whether margins will reduce market volatility or guard 
against systemic risks? Therefore, the argument that there are inherent concep
tual differences between securities and futures margin simply may not add much 
to the resolution of the question of whether commodity futures margins should 
be subject to federal regulatory control. 

497. M. MAYER, supra note 495. at XXIV. 
498. Contango has been defined as a market situation where "prices are progressively higher in 

the future delivery months than in the nearest delivery month. H.R. REp. No. 850, 95th Cong., 2d 
Sess. 116 (1978). This occurs in a carrying charge market. Carrying charges are the cost of storing 
the physical commodity, as well as insurance, interest on the investment and other incidental costs, 
over the life of the futures contract. It is a "carrying charge" market when higher futures prices 
occur for later maturing futures contracts. If the carrying charge is adequate to reimburse the 
holder of the futures contract for the carrying costs, it is ca11ed a full carrying charge market. Id. at 
121-23. See also STOCK EXCHANGE PRAcrICES, supra note 58, at 6453 (discusses use of contango in 
stock market loans). 

499. In addition, hedgers must borrow or incur the cost of funds to pay variation margin calls 
on the position. For that reason, the Fl'C Study stated that hedging transactions involve the same 
employment of credit as did securities transactions even though it is not possible to make an invest
ment in a grain futures contract in the same way that an investment is made in a stock. FTC STUDY, 
supra note 9, at 5-7, 20. See generally Karmel, Securities Industry Self-Regulation - Tested By The 
Crash, 45 WASH. & LEE L. REv. 1297, 1317-18 (1988). 

500. The Federal Reserve Board also has found that the differences between commodity mar
gins and securities margins are less than critical. The Reserve Board Study stated that: 

In the first place, margins are also perfonnance bonds, as are the margins that have long 
been required of those selling stocks short. These margins are subject to federal regulation, 
and a need to coordinate them with margin on securities purchase has long been recog
nized. Second. that one type of margin involves credit and one may not would appear to 
have major relevance only if the sole objective to federal regulation were to control the 
'diversion of credit: [Hlowever, federal regulation has had other goals, and these are con
cerned with controlling the degree of leverage obtainable by participants rather than with 
securities credit per se. 

REsERVE BoARD STUDY, supra note 30, at 17. 
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3. The Self-Protection Argument Has Much Merit 

The strongest argument against federal controls on margin is that it de
prives the exchanges of the ability to protect themselves. their members, and 
customers.SOl Futures customers are in a relatively perilous position. and they 
have no SIPC protection.502 Although such protection was considered when 
the CFfC was created. Congress determined that the CFfC should first study 
and report on whether there was a need for legislation that would insure com
modity futures account owners.503 The CFfC conducted a brief study compar
ing the losses in commodity accounts to losses in accounts that were covered by 
government insurance programs. such as SIPC and the FDIC, among others. 
The study found that commodity account losses were substantially lower than 
those in the government insured programs.504 The CFfC determined from this 
cost-benefit analysis that government insurance protection was not cost-effective 
for commodity futures accounts and that there was no need for legislative ac
tion. 505 This was a startling conclusion in view of the fact that commodity ac
counts are subject to high leverage, intense market volatility, and, at least as was 
earlier claimed by the CEA, the widespread existence of undercapitalized 
customers. 

The reason for the better performance of the commodity market was the 
effectiveness of the margin system in the commodity futures industry.!I06 That 
performance, however, faltered somewhat during a default on the Commodity 
Options Exchange. S07 That default caused the CFfC staff to reexamine whether 
government insurance was needed. It found that the default was caused by the 
low costs of acquiring short options positions, which were margined in the same 
manner as short futures positions, and that. the positions were heavily concen
trated in an undercapitalized firm. S08 It also found that customer margin funds 
with positive balances were used to pay margin obligations of other customers 

so1. See supra notes 165-66 and accompanying text for a discussion of the exchanges' argument 
that the purpose of margin is the protection of the exchanges. 

502. 15 U.S.C. 78ftI-3 (SIPC insures only customer accounts at brokerage firms; does not insure 
futures trades). 

S03. See Commodity Futures Trading Commission Act of 1974, Pub. L. 93-463, § 417, 88 Stat. 
1389 (1974) (codified in scattered sections of 7 U.S. C.). The Act reads, in part: 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission shall submit to the Congress, not later than 
June 30, 1976, a report respecting the need for legislation insuring owners of commodity 
futures accounts and persons handling or clearing trades in such accounts against loss by 
reason of the insolvency or financial failure of a futures commission merchant carrying 
such accounts. The report shall contain the recommendations of the Commission concern
ing the form and nature of any such legislation. 

Id. at 1450. 
504. CFfC, Report to Congress Concerning Commodity Futures Account Insurance, [1975-1977 

Decisions] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) 20,235 (1976). 

S05. Id. 
506. /d. 
507. See supra note 414 and accompanying text. 
508. See In re Morrissey, [1986-1987 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) ~ 22,961 

(1986) for a discussion of this default. 
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whose accounts were in default. 509 

The CFfC staff concluded in its study of that default that the existing sys
tem had mitigated the default's effect and that the guarantee of the clearing
house had maintained market integrity. But the CFfC proposed a number of 
changes that would have imposed capital charges for concentrated positions. It 
further recommended that the CFfC have a self-regulatory organization - the 
National Futures Association - conduct a further study to determine whether 
there should be a federal insurance program. The ultimate result, however, was 
that the CFfC determined that it would not seek legislation for account insur
ance.510 This judgment seems to have been validated by the fact that there were 
no significant failures in the commodity futures industry during the stock mar
ket crashes of 1987 and 1989. Indeed, market failures, at least in 1987, seemed 
to have been greater on the securities side of the market.511 

Related to the need for self protection is a need for the exchanges to have 
flexibility in raising and lowering margins to meet volatile market conditions 
that may change by the hour or by the minute. It is unlikely that the govern
ment would or could ever respond to market volatility ·as quickly as the ex
changes. Government meetings must be called, personnel gathered, the 
situation studied, and deliberations and staff studies considered and reviewed. 
Even then the decision will be made by people who are unfamiliar with the 
markets daily operations. It would seem unfair to saddle the exchanges with 
that kind of delay and uncertainty. The exchanges have margin committees that 
are intimately familiar with the marketplace. They know the marketplace, and 
they can act swiftly to make margin changes that reflect the realities of what is 
occurring in the marketplace in terms of price volatility. 

Moreover, even if the government could act swiftly to increase margin re
quirements during a market crisis, it might exacerbate the situation by placing 
greater stress on available credit facilities. Increased margin requirements will 
mean an increased need for cash or cash equivalents. That, in tum, could cause 
or worsen a liquidity problem similar to that which the exchanges encountered 
during the stock market crash of 1987.512 Further, it is unlikely that the govern-

509.Id. 

5to. Report of the CFTC Division of Trading and Markets on Volume Investors Corporation 
(July, 1985). The CFrC obtained the opinion of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation that 
individual customer funds held in segregated customer bank accounts would be protected by FDIC 
insurance on an individual basis in the event of a bank failure, even if all customer funds of a broker
age firm were held in a single account at the bank. Letter from Roger A. Hood, Assistant General 
Counsel, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, to Andrea M. Corcoran, Director, CFrC Division 
of Trading and Markets (July 23, 1984), reprinted in CFTC Interpretive Letter No. 84-14, [1984
1986 Transfer Binderj Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) 1[22,311 (1984). 

5II. See supra notes 433-40 and accompanying text for a discussion of the crash. The B!ady 
Commission Report stated that "[djespite low margin requirements, the financial performance con
trol aspect of futures margins has operated in a sound and effective manner on an intramarket basis." 
BRADY REPORT, supra note 361, at 64. But see Chicago Exchanges, supra note 247 (exchanges step 
in to cover customer losses in the bankruptcy of a futures commodity merchant). 

512. Increasing margin requirements in a rising market could have the effect of requiring short 
traders to close out their contracts. Hon. N. Smith, M.C., Commodity Futures Trading, 25 DRAKE 
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ment could act swiftly to lower margin requirements to alleviate credit strains in 
a falling market. It goes entirely against the grain of the government to ease 
regulation, particularly on short notice.'ll 

It also seems that the commodity futures margin system --: with a few ex
ceptions - has proved to provide adequate financial controls for systemic per
formance.,t4 This makes a strong case for the maxim: "If it ain't broke, don't 
fix it." But, if margin controls are still thought to be necessary, the burden is on 
the proponents to show that government controls will be more effective in 
preventing catastrophic failures that have yet to occur! It is not clear how that 
burden can be met. Assuming that it is, the government will become the care
taker of the financial integrity of the futures market; then the argument will be 
made that government account insurance is also necessary in the event that gov
ernment controls are not successful. Traditionally, if the government assumes 
the responsibility for regulating the financial integrity of an industry, it also as
sumes the losses. ,t, This is particularly appropriate if the government removes 
the ability of the exchanges and the industry to protect themselves. In the after
math of the truly incredible financial drain on the Federal Savings and Loan 
Insurance Corporation resulting from the savings and loan debacle, the signifi
cant drains on the FDIC from bank failures, and the significant losses borne by 
SIPC over the years, the creation of a new government insurance program is 
unlikely to be very popular.'16 . 

B. Arguments in Favor of Increased Regulation 

The arguments in favor of federal margin authority over futures seem to 
break down into the following categories: 

L. REv. I, 15 (1975). This would in turn place increased demand on the buy side of the market 
because these traders must buy offsetting contracts in order to close out their positions. Id. 

513. The Chairman of the CFrC has argued that government is not well equipped to adjust 
margin on a daily basis, as is often required in the futures markets. She noted that, in 1987, the 
Chicago Board of Trade changed margin levels over 200 times. The Chairman asserted that no 
government agency could meet such requirements. Regulatory Jurisdiction: What Motivates The 
Call For Reform?, Address of Wendy Gramm. Chairman of the CFTC Before the CFl'C/Futures 
Industry Institute Conference, May 2, 1990 at 6 [hereinafter Gramm Address]. 

514. One notable exception to the favorable market performance of the commodity futures 
trading system arose in the so-called "sa1ad oil" scandal in the 19608. There, an enormous swindle 
by a company trading in commodity futures contracts caused the New York Produce Exchange to 
fail. See generally N. MILLER, THE GREAT SALAD OIL SWINDLE (1965). See also Miller v. New 
York Produce Exchange, 550 F.2d 762 (2d Cir. 1977) (defaults from sa1ad oil swindle); In re Ira 
Haupt & Co., 234 F. Supp. 167 (S.D.N.Y. 1964) (same). aff'd. 343 F.2d 726 (2d Cir.). cert. denied, 
382 U.S. 890 (1965). The salad oil swindle raised concerns about margin requirements because 
fraudulent warehouse receipts had been used for margin deposits. Note. supra note lSI, at 714 
n.1I7. More recently, the collapse of a commodity futures brokerage firm in Chicago has raised 
concern that the CFTC's rule governing the treatment of customer funds may need strengthening. 
See generally Stotler Col/apse Prompts CFl'C to Review Rules, Wall St. J .• Aug. 29, 1990 at C\3. col. 
1. 

SIS. See. e.g .• Gleckman & Yang, The Road to Bank Failure is Paved With Federal Deposit 
Insurance. Business Week. July 16. 1990, at 152; Financial Fracas. S6.L Mess May Spark a Thorough 
Overhaul ofDeposit Insurance. Wall St. J., July 3, 1990. at AI. col. 6. 

516.Id. 
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(1) 	Low margin encourages speculators, whose trading accentuates price 
swings upward as they are attracted to the market and downward when 
they liquidate as prices decrease.Sl7 

(2) 	Lower futures margins divert volume and liquidity to the futures 
markets.Sl8 

(3) Under some circumstances, as in the case of the Silver Crisis of 1980 
and the Stock Market Crash of 1987, futures margins may create credit 
problems in the national economy.Sl9 

(4) Margin can be used to control or reduce market volatility.s20 
A discussion of the merits of these arguments follows. 

1. 	 Low Margins Do Not Appear to Encourage Undue Speculation by 
Speculators 

The claim that greater leverage tends to attract speculators, who 
destabilize the markets, does not seem to be supported by the facts. It is true 
that, historically, small undercapitalized traders in the futures markets caused 
undue price swings. But the nature of the markets have changed. A survey in 
the 19308 showed that some of the largest groups of traders were housewives, 
tradesmen, unemployed persons, lawyers, and doctors.S21 Today, that market 
composition has shifted drastically. Institutional traders now account for the 
majority of securities-related futures traders. S22 

517. CoMMODITY ExCHANGE AUTHORITY, U.S. DEP'T. OF AGRICULTURE, REPORT BY THE 
ADMINISTllATOR OF THE CoMMODITY ExCHANGE AUTHORITY 4 (1949)j BRADY REPORT, supra 
note 361, at 65. See generally, Coffee, Epilogue: The Use and Abuse ofFinance Theory in Securities 
Law: A Primer for the Perplexed, I ABA GLOBAL SECURITIES MARKETS AND THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF SOCUItITIES, 398, 401 (1991) (higher margins may discourage "noise" traders who introduce 
errors into the order flow because they trade without information). 

518. SIN! OcroBER 1987 MARKET BREAK, supra note 20, at xv. 
519. See supra notes 198·232 and accompanying text for a discussion of the Silver Crisisj supra 

notes 433-39 for a discussion of the Stock Market Crash of 1987. 
520. See OcroBER 1987 MARKET BREAK, supra note 20, at xv (low margins result in greater 

price volatility). See also supra note 462 for a discussion of the SEC Chairman's position that in· 
creased margins would control market volatility. 

521. 80 CoNG. Roc. 8289·8293 (1936)j Campbell, Trading in Futures Under the Commodity 
Exchange Act, 26 GED. WASH. L. REv. 215, 220 n.lO (1958)j (citing Bagnell, Analysis of Open 
Committments in Wheat and Com Futures on The Chicago Board of Trade, U.S.D.A. Circular No. 
397 at 8, 16 (Sept. 29, 1934». 

522. Futures Shock, supra note 488. The role played by institutional investors can clearly be 
seen through the trading that was conducted during the stock market crash of 1987. On one day, in 
the last half hour of trading, a few portfolio insurers sold over 6,000 futures contracts, equal to over 
S660 million ofstock. BRADY REPORT, supra note 361, at 36. The four largest sellers accounted for 
52.85 billion in trades, or 14 percent of total sales during one period of this crash. Id. Mutual funds 
also sold some 5900 million worth of stocks and futures, and three portfolio insurers sold approxi· 
mately 52 billion, or about two percent of the New York Stock Exchange sales on one day. Id. 
Portfolio insurers sold the equivalent of 54 billion worth of stocks. Id. 

The Chairman of the CFfC has stated that individuals have not been diverted from the stock 
markets because of futures trading. Rather, participation in the stock market by individuals has 
been declining since the 19605. Today individual investors are represented in the market through 
institutions such as pension funds, mutual funds and pools. Gramm Addre3IJ, supra note 513, at 4. 
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Moreover, speculators have not been responsible for market disturbances 
in recent years, either by their influx into the market during market booms or 
through forced liquidations. Indeed, retail or individual customers' accounts 
constitute only about five percent of the traders in the largest futures index 
contract market, the focus of the SEC's concern.523 It was institutional inves
tors, with virtually unlimited resources, that played the critical role in the mar
kets during the stock market crash in October, 1987. As the Brady Commission 
noted, throughout the stock market crash "trading activity was concentrated in 
the hands of a surprisingly few institutions" who "played the dominant role 
during this tumultuous period."524 As already noted, it does not appear that 
higher margin requirements would deter those institutions. 525 

2. 	 Liquidity Diversion Claims Do Not Justify a Need for Federal 
Controls 

The argument that futures margins divert volume, liquidity and price dis
covery from the securities markets because of the absence of governmentally
required higher margins does not present a strong case for federal margin con
trol. The futures markets have proved to be more liquid and more efficient than 
the stock markets.526 The commodity futures industry should not be handi
capped to become equal in inefficiency with the securities markets. As noted 
above, the Federal Reserve Board and the Treasury suggested that margins iri 
the securities industry are higher than that necessary to provide performance 
assurance.527 The Treasury earlier suggested that affirmative federal regulation 
of securities margins be discontinued.528 

Additional unnecessary regulation should not be imposed simply for the 
purpose of correcting a disparity in competition caused by existing unnecessary 
regulation. The better way to level the playing field is simply to do away with 
the latter. If that is done, the self-regulatory organizations can work together to 
set margin levels that are neither excessively high nor destructively low. This 
will still present a danger, however, that margin levels will become a matter of 

523. Futures Shock, supra note 488. But lee Gottschalk, Nyaex Margins Under Secretary, J. 
Comm (Spec. rep.). March 13. 1991. at 2e, col. 4 (oil future between say low margin have increased 
price volatility). 

524. BRADY REPORT, supra note 36\, at 15. Another study has noted that: "Institutional in
vestors now are the dominant users of U.S. financial markets in terms of trading on exchanges, 
ownership ofequity ownership, and total assets invested in equities." BULLS AND BEARS, supra note 
361, at 32. 

525. One study noted that large increases in margin requirements may result in increased trad
ing in lower priced, more speculative. securities. BoGEN & KROOSS. supra note 272, at 123. 

526. See OcTOBER 1987 MARKET BREAK, supra note 20, at xiv, I-I, 3-5, and 3-6. 
527. See supra notes 375-79 and accompanying text for a discussion of the Federal Reserve 

Board's position on margin and stock price volatility. 

528. See supra note 379 for the Treasury's views. One author has even suggested that margin 
regulations for securities contracts are "useless" in light of the changing nature of the securities 
markets. Note, supra note 151, at 706-07 (1989). There has been a decrease in the amount of credit 
used to purchase securities. ld. at 706. 
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competition among the exchanges. This is a legitimate matter of concern to the 
government. 

3. Systemic Risk Concerns Are Legitimate, but Pose Other Dangers 

The concern about systemic risks has perhaps the greatest appeal as an ar
gument for at least residual federal regulatory control over futures margins. The 
stock market crash of 1987 presented the specter of a liquidity crisis that re
quired the intervention of the Federal Reserve Board. At that time, the govern
ment's credit and resources were called into play.529 Similarly, the Federal 
Reserve Board had to act during the silver crisis of 1980, by curbing speculative 
credit and supporting the banking system so that the Hunts' default would not 
threaten the financial markets.530 It would seem that the government, therefore, 
has some basis to assert that it be given residual authority to assure adequate 
protection of the credit system that it is called upon to sUpport.531 The concern 
that margins not be used for competitive purposes also supports the argument 
for at least residual authority on the part of the government, particularly if se
curities margins are deregulated. 

It seems that such residual authority could safely be given to the Federal 
Reserve Board. The Board has demonstrated through the years that it is not a 
fanatic on margin and that it will not act irresponsibly by imposing unrealistic 
margin levels.532 Indeed, the thinking it has revealed in recent years - namely, 
that its role simply should be a residual one - is a practical approach. That 
attitude, particularly if codified. should assure the commodity exchanges that 
their interests will not be threatened. At the same time, residual authority 
would provide a safeguard against systemic risks that the Federal Reserve Board 
may rightfully fear, in light of prior market events. 

The residual role that the Federal Reserve Board advocates would be in 
keeping with the concept of self-regulation in both the commodity and securities 
industries. Self-regulation envisions that the exchanges will regulate in the first 
instance and that the government's role will be one of residual oversight; that is, 
the government will keep the shotgun behind the door. 533 An elaborate self
regulatory system has been developed in the securities industries. For example, 

529. OCTOBER. 1981 MAR.KET BREAK, supra note 20, at 5-12, 5-13. The transfer of margin 
funds caused by the massive trading during the stock market crash of 1981 is illustrative of the 
concerns of the Federal Reserve Board. On October 16, 1981 approximately $944 million in com
modity margin calls were issued, and over $11 billion in margin calls were sent put over the next four 
trading days. On October 19, 1981, alone, $3.6 billion in new margin was requested, and on the 
three succeeding days an additional $8 billion was demanded. Id. at 5-13. 

530. See supra note 198-201 and accompanying text for a discussion of the Hunts role in the 
silver crisis. 

531. It should be noted, however, that during the stock market crash of 1981, no investor lost 
money from stock index futures contracts due to defaults. Harmonizing Margins, supra note 325, at 
813. 

532. See supra notes 313-11, and 464-61 for a discussion of the board's views. 
533. As stated by Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas, a former SEC Chairman, the 

exchanges are to "take the leadership with Government playing a residual role. Government would 
keep the shotgun, so to speak, behind the door, loaded, well oiled, cleaned, ready for use but with the 
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the National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. regulates over-the-counter 
trading.534 It has a vast network of staff and membership participation to en
force its rules. These rules impose standards as high or higher than those found 
in the federal securities laws. The securities and stock options exchanges also 
have strong self-regulatory organizations with elaborate surveillance procedures 
and disciplinary enforcement. 535 

Similarly, the commodity exchanges are required by law to enforce their 
rules, which must be approved by the CPTc.536 They maintain continuous sur
veillance of the markets and bring disciplinary actions against brokers who do 
not meet their standards.537 There have been breakdowns in the self-regulatory 
role of both the security538 and commodity exchanges.539 But the commodity 
exchanges have generally performed notably in maintaining the financial integ
rity of the futures markets through their margin regulations. 

There are dangers, however, in allowing the Federal Reserve Board to have 
residual authority over margins. If a catastrophe occurs, the Federal Reserve 
Board will be singled out as the agency responsible. It will then become neces
sary for the government to commence a bail-out, which might cost untold bil
lions of dollars and present the possibility of another debacle such as that seen in 
the savings and loans industry. To avoid such a danger, the Federal Reserve 
Board may pressure the exchanges to set margin levels higher than is necessary 
for market efficiency. In that event, market liquidity and efficiency will be un
necessarily impaired. Moreover, the discipline of the marketplace, which has 
governed margin requirements for over 120 years, will be relaxed; this is so be
cause the exchanges will lose interest in maintaining day-to-day control over 
margins, if they are set at a level that is above what the exchanges believe neces
sary. A deterioration of the exchanges' "feel" for the market and a constant 
monitoring of margin changes will then result, and the system will become more 
and more dependent on the judgment of the Federal Reserve Board. But that 

hope it would never have to be used." W. DOUGLAS, DEMOCRACY AND FINANCE 82 (Allen ed. 
1940). 

534. See generally 2 Loss, supra note 123, ch. 8C, at 1359-91. 
535. See Cary, Self-Regulation in the Securities Industry, 49 A.B.A. J. 244 (1963); Kannel, 

supra note 499 (self-regulation before, during, and after the October 1989 market crisis). 
536. See 7 U.S.C. § 7a (duties of contract markets). 
537. See generally Nachbar, Contract Market Self-Regulation Under The Commodity Exchange 

Act, 31 CLBV. ST. L. RBv. 573 (1982) (exchange disciplinary procedures). 
538. SPECIAL STUDY, supra note 283, pt. 4, at 573·74 (self-regulation failure in supervision of 

branch offices, regulation of odd-lot trading, regulation of specialists, investigation of public com
plaints concerning Exchange's number firms, and discipline for ethical standard violations), 751-813 
(SEC, STAFF RBPORT ON ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT, AND REGULATION OF CONDUCT OF 
MEMBERS OF THE AMBRICAN STOCK ExCHANGB (1962»; H.R. REP. No. 1519. 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 
92 (1972) (1962 SEC Study of American Stock exchange when cooperative regulation broke down); 
S. RBP. No. 865, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1974) (SEC languor in face of change); SPECIAL STUDY OF 
THE OPTIONS MARKETS, supra note 335, ch. VI, at 487-614 (self-regulatory oversight ofretail firms 
and their associated persons). 

539. See H.R. REP. No. 975, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 38 (1974) (self-regulatory attempts failed); S. 
REP. No. 1131, 93d Cong. 2d Sess. 19 (1974) (need for better regulation to oversee expanding, 
complex futures market). 
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agency is too far removed from the marketplace to effectively determine the deli
cate balance between margin levels high enough for adequate systemic protec. 
tion and those low enough for maximum market efficiency. Therefore, Congress 
should act very carefully in imposing any such role and allow the exchanges to 
maintain their front line combat ability to change margin requirements rapidly 
as market conditions dictate. 

4. 	 Market Volatility Has Not Been Shown to Be the Result of Low 
Futures Margins 

Decreasing market volatility will require a more affirmative regulatory role 
than that envisioned by the Federal Reserve Board. The SEC, and presumably 
the Treasury Department, believe that the futures markets have increased vola
tility in the stock markets, as evidenced by the sharp market reactions in 1987 
and 1989. They believe that this volatility could be reduced by curtailing "ram
pant" speculation in the futures markets through the imposition of higher fu
tures margins. 540 

The Federal Reserve Board has not accepted these claims. which appear to 
contain several fallacies. First, institutional traders now dominate the futures 
markets and are unlikely to be deterred by increased margin requirements. Sec
ond, there is a serious question about how this margin authority would be used 
to lessen market volatility. If margin levels are raised only during times of vola
tility, the result may be the opposite of what is desired. Assuming that increased 
margins will discourage trading activity, and if the securities markets are in fact 
driven by futures speculation rather than fundamental factors,541 the result may 
very well be the drying up of market liquidity, which could cause an even worse 
market break.542 The experience in the silver market in 1980 supports this con

540. SEC Chief Accuses CF1'C ofDistortion in Mini-Crash Probe, Wall St. J., June 29, 1990, at 
CI6, col. 6. The SEC Chairman also stated that: 

In 1987 and 1989, we entered a market crisis with many of the margins in stock index 
futures as low as 2.2%. And to say - as did some in the futures and regulatory communi
ties· that a system that produces 97.8% leverage is adequately strong is fiat wrong . 
. . . The problem with having the 98% leverage is that if the market falls 200 or 500 points, 
you then find yourself in the midst of a crisis, making margin calls and raising margin 
requirements. That sucks liquidity out of the market place. And the worst time to be 
sucking liquidity out is in the midst of a precipitous fall in the market. And, yet, twice we 
have been in that position . . .. But the impact of having set the margin too low at the 
outset is that you are playing catch-up ball in the midst of a crisis. That undermines the 
stability that we could otherwise have. 

Barron's, May 28, 1990, at 14, 28. 
541. See infra notes 547-49 for a discussion of some of these fundamental factors. 
542. As an author has stated: 

An important reason for not grsnting margin control for the purpose of preventing price 

excesses is that it would not work. Suppose that a speculative boom gets started and grows 

on what it feeds on and that the controlling authority recognizes the rise as a price excess. 

He imposes higher margins. The longs will not have any trouble; they already have profits 

and experience no difficulty. The shorts will have difficulty since they have losses; it is their 

capital position that is extended. An increase in margin requirements would force them to 

buy in short positions, lending further upward impetus to prices. Long speculators do not 
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cern. There, margin requirements were raised to astronomical levels and severe 
trading restrictions were imposed on large traders. The effect was a free fall in 
market prices. 543 

It may be that the effort to obtain federal margin control is directed only at 
increasing margin levels before a market becomes overheated so that a boom will 
be avoided. In that regard, the SEC Chairman has suggested that commodity 
exchange margin levels ofat least twenty percent would serve as a national speed 
limit, which he believes will prevent the development of a market break such as 
those in 1987 and 1989.544 But the SEC Chairman bas not articulated how this 
speed limit will achieve this goal, and he has ignored the role that institutions 
play in the market. Institutions may simply choose to put up more Treasury 
bills. The SEC's position, therefore, seems to be based more on subjective opin
ion than hard facts. It also appears to be based upon a vague notion that margin 
and market volatility are inherently related. That may very well have been the 
case in the 19208, but the Federal Reserve Board has not found that theory to be 
correct in modem markets.545 

It seems that before such a price control course is adopted by Congress, 
there should be much further study on how to use such a mechanism. The 
market crises ofconcern to the SEC have been rapid and short-lived. In none of 
those crises does it appear that federal margin authority would have had any 
effect other than to accentuate an already serious problem. Further, margin 
levels for securities themselves must be examined. The high stock margins im
posed on securities has not stopped the stock market from reaching record 
levels. The stock market has undergone a major expansion over the last several 
years, and stock price levels have reached unprecedented heights. 546 If the mar-

mind larger margins in rising markets; the shorts do. The thinking of the people who 
proposed governmental control of margin requirements has long since been intriguing. 

T. HIERONYMUS, supra note 12, at 321. See also Dunne, Margin Requirements - Next to Go?, 98 
BANKING L.J. 299,299 (1981) ("In terms of defense against another 1929 debacle, margin require
ments may well be analogized to the type of defense immortalized by the name of the sometime 
defense minister of the Third Republic. Andre Maginot"). 

543. See supra note 198-224 and accompanying text for a discussion ofthe silver crisis of 1980. 
544. Gramm Address, supra note 513, at 6-7. The Chairman of the CFTC has criticized the 

concept of having a so-called national speed limit such as a minimum of 20% margin for stock index 
futures contracts, as suggested by the SEC Chairman. She stated that this could drive futures trad
ing otTshore. Id. See generally A Future For The Futures, Newsweek, July 23, 1990. 

545. Two authors have stated that: 

Though margins do impose costs on traders, the etTect of margin changes on volume is 

difficult to measure and there is no evidence of a systematic relation between ditTerent 
margin levels and the proportion of trading by speculators. Even if low margins encourage 
speculative trading, there is no empirical support for the view that speculators raise price 
volatility, and theoretical reasoning supports the view that speculators provide liquidity to 
markets. Recent evidence, although limited, suggests that higher margins for stock index 
futures are not associated with lower price volatility in futures markets. 

Harmonizing Margins, supra note 325, at 901. 
546. The Dow Jones Industrial Average has been at historically high levels since before the 

stock market crash of 1987. CFTC 1989 CRASH REPORT, supra note 459. at 10-11; Strauss & Wise
man, The Dow Backs Off; 56.44 Poillt Dive Ends JOOO Quest, USA Today, July 24, 1990, Money 
Section, at 1 (Dow drops 56 points; fails to break 3000 mark). 
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ket is indeed in a boom, the high margin requirement for securities has not 
stopped that boom. It also does not appear that margin levels were what caused 
the market breaks of 1987 and 1989 that are now of so much concern to the 
SEC. The Brady Commission attributed the market break in October of 1987 to 
fundamental factors, which were also the basis for the market break in 1989.s47 

There are more appropriate mechanisms for controlling unwanted volatility 
than margin restrictions that seek to price participants out of the market place. 
The Brady Commission, among others, viewed so-called "circuit breakers" as 
measures that could be useful. S48 These circuit breakers would include trading 
suspensions, price limits, and position limits. S49 Careful surveillance and tight
.ened prohibitions against manipulation and fraudulent practices would also be 
useful. For example, more stringent position limits could be used to restrict the 
size of positions of large hedgers and institutions. which could effect market 
volatility unduly.sSO Position limits could also be used to impose limitations on 

547. BRADY REPORT, supra note 361, at 15. The Brady Report concluded that the fundamental 
factors causing the revaluation of stock prices during the stock market crash of 1987 were an an
nouncement that the August, 1987 merchandise trade deficit was larger than anticipated and the 
announcement of a House Ways and Means Committee proposal to eliminate tax benefits associated 
with the financing of corporate takeovers. ld. The market break of 1989 was said to be due to 
negative economic news and to the fact that a United Airlines merger fell through. SEC Division of 
Market Regulation. Trading. An Analysis of October 13 and 16, 1989 (1990); CFrC 1989 CRASH 
REPORT, supra note 459, at 14. Recently, a congressional staff'report concluded that whether fed
eral margin contracts would be elfective incontro1ling stock market volatility is uncertain. BULLS 
AND BEAllS, supra note 361, at 16. Further, "empirical studies of the relationship between futures 
margin levels and stock market volatility reach conflicting findings and are in the aggregate incon
elusive." ld. at 86. 

548. BRADY REPORT, supra note 361, at 66-67. 
549. Id. at 66. Some circuit breakers have been adopted by the commodity and security ex

changes, but they have met with mixed reviews. CFrC 1989 CRASH REPORT, supra note 459, at 5-7; 
[1990 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 11 84,612 (Aug. I, 1990) (letter from U.S. General 
Accounting Office assessing SEC and CFrC reports on elfects of circuit breakers during October 13, 
1989 market break); Safer Than It Looks, THE EcoNOMIST, Aug. 4, 1990, at 63 (circuit breakers 
unnecessary and misguided); Volatile Reactions, THE EcoNOMIST, July 21, 1990 at 22 ("At worst, 
these circuit-breakers can compound a trading panic. At best, they drive business into freer centres, 
such as London. They fail to tackle what lies at the heart of the malaise."); Salwen & Torres, Tighter 
Rein. New Securities Rules From Big Board, Feds Are Altering Market, Wall St. J., Nov. 8, 1990, at 
I, col. I (discussion of adverse market elfccts of circuit breakers); Regulators View Market's Steep 
Descent Also As Example ofControls That Work, Wall St. J., Aug. 27, 1990, at CIS, col. 1 (positive 
role ofcircuit breakers); Anders, Circuit Breakers Help Keep Order in Market Rout, Wall St. J., Aug. 
7,1990, at Cl, col. 6 (mixed review of circuit breakers); Salwen, Senate Approves Broader Power for 
SEC To Gather Date. Shut Dawn Market, Wall St. J .• Aug. 6, 1990, at C14, col. 6 (same); Lux, 
Placebo. Can Circuit Breakers Heal an Ailing Market, Investment Dealers' Dig., Aug. 6, 1990, at 14 
(circuit breakers may give false sense of security); Salwen, Shapiro, Circuit Breakers.: Maybe They 
Work, Maybe They Dan't, N.Y. Times, July 28, 1990, at F7, col. I (mixed reviews on circuit break
en); Shapiro, Circuit Breakers Help Index Futures Recover, N.Y. Times, July 24, 1990, at D6, col. I 
(positive role of circuit breakers); Circuit Breakers Endorsed By Panel Despite Questions, Investment 
Dealers' Dig., June 18, 1990, at 12 (same); Furbush, Stock Bashing Program Trading, Wall St. J., 
June 14, 1990, lit A14, col. 3. (circuit-breakers at one exchange caused volume to migrate to other 
exchanges which do not have similarly coordinated circuit-breakers). 

550. The Commodity Exchange Act, since its adoption in 1936, has sought to prevent dramatic 
price changes by limiting the size of specUlative positions of traders. 7 U.S.C. § 6a. 
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the volume of trading that could be done in one day, thereby assuring an orderly 
market.m Similarly, price limits may be used to require a trading halt when 
prices exceed specified levels. Such limits are common in the futures markets. 
They allow the parties a pause to assess information and to obtain the funds 
necessary to meet their margin calls. "2 The SEC has been given power to take 
emergency action in the case of market crises such as those of 1987 and 1989.553 

This would include the power to stop trading or to call a brief trading halt. In 
addition, strengthening ofclearing mechanisms and the imposition ofcross-mar
gining among the securities options exchanges and the commodity exchanges is 
being studied as a means of reducing liquidity demands.'''' All of these propos
als seem to have more viability than do efforts to impose margin restrictions. 

To illustrate, during the stock market crash of 1987, much of the chaos in 
the market arose because traders in the futures markets and the options ex
changes could not determine what stocks on the New York Stock Exchange 
were open for trading. This was critical because stock index values are based on 
the values of the underlying stocks comprising the index. S55 Across-the-board 
trading halts would have been useful to allow the situation to be assessed and 
order flows to be handled in a more orderly fashion. Such trading halts would 
have also allowed participants greater opportunity to arrange needed margin 
funds, which might have averted the Federal Reserve Board's concern with the 
liquidity problems that occurred. 

The market in general could have profited from temporary trading halts; 
for example, had there been time for traders to assess market fundamentals, 
panic selling or market mania might have been replaced by more informed and 
reasoned decisionmaking. The exchanges and self-regulatory bodies also could 

55l. See SEC Approves Rule Curtailing Program Trades, Wall St. J .• July 26. 1990, at CI, col. 3 
(plan targets index arbitrage); Curb on Some Program Trades to Be Tried. N.Y. Times, July 26, 1990, 
at 08, col. 3; Steps Urged to End Huge Market Swings. Wash. Post, June 13, 1990, at BI (blue
ribbon panel of American business recommends temporary trading halts). The CFrC has the au
thority to impose restrictions on the amount of trading volume that traders can engage in during a 
given day. 7 U.S.C. § 6a. At an early point in its history. however, the CFTC eliminated those limits 
after an advisory committee concluded that they were not eft'ective. Elimination 0/Daily Speculative 
Trading Limits, [1977-1980 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) ~ 20,756 (Feb. 6, 1979); 
Proposed Elimination 0/ Daily Trading Limits, [1977-1980 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. 
(CCH) ~ 20,669 (Sept. 22. 1978). 

552. Letter from John M. Damgard, President. Futures Industry Association to Nicholas 
Brady (Dec. 15, 1987). 

553. See Market Reform Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-550, § 2, 104 Stat. 963 (1990) (current 
version codified at 15 U.S.C. § 781(k». 

554. Supra notes 424-32 and accompanying text for a discussion of cross-margining. See gener
ally [1986-1987 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) ~ 23,462 (Feb. 10, (987) (CFTC pro
posed rule to permit cross-margining of commodity futures, commodity options, and securiti~ 
options); 50 Fed. Reg. 5341 (Feb. 7, 1985) (SEC approved Options Clearing Corporation's proposed 
rule change authorizing funding of Intermarket Oearlng Corporation to clear transactions); After
math o/the Crash, supra note 428, at 26-28; OcTOBER 1987 MARKET BREAK, supra note 20, at 10
57 (Division of Market Regulation reviewing ICC and OCC cross-margining proposal); BRADY RE
PORT, supra note 361, at 65-66 (cross-margining recommended to permit market participant with 
investment in futures to receive credit for offsetting stocks or options investment). 

555. BRADY REPORT, supra note 361, at 40. 
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have used that opportunity to speak to traders and to ensure that traders were 
not using program trading and other trading strategies in any way that could 
unduly affect the market or result in more disorderly trading. But those mecha
nisms simply were not available to the securities exchanges or to the SEC. In 
addition, there was no coordination between the regulatory bodies - namely the 
SEC, the CFfC, and the Federal Reserve Board during the stock market crash 
of 1987.556 Coordinated trading halts and joint action might have been a more 
-effective approach to the market break. 

CONCLUSION 

Financial futures contracts have become explosively popular in recent 
years. These instruments have changed the structure of the futures industry. 
Initially, the industry was based almost exclusively on traditional agricultural 
products, such as wheat, com, potatoes, and eggs. Now, a majority of the fu
tures contracts traded are financial futures contracts.557 These products have 
brought a massive influx of trading interest into the futures markets. That in
flow and the creation of new trading strategies, such as index arbitrages558 pro
gram trading,559 and portfolio insurance,560 have resulted in soaring trading 
volumes.56! This in tum has increased the visibility of the futures markets, par
ticularly after the stock market crash of 1987.562 It has also raised the level of 
congressional concern over federal regulatory control of futures margins.563 

Stock market volatility in recent years and the sharp market corrections in 1987 
and 1989 have caused federal regulators, particularly the SEC and the Depart
ment of Treasury, grave concern. But it has not been shown that lower com
modity futures margins causes market volatility. Nor has it been shown that 
low futures margins caused the market breaks in 1987 and 1989. Rather, it 
seems that those market crashes were caused by fundamental factors in the se

556. Id_ at 59. 
557. See FuTURES INDUS. Ass'N, VOLUME OF FUTURES TRADING: 1960 through 1990 (finan

cial futures contracts expanded to over 180 million contracts, contrasted with some 57 million agri
cultural commodity futures contracts). 

558. See supra note 487 for a description of index arbitrage. See generally H. STOLL, EXPIRA

TION DAY EFFECTS OF STOCK INDEX OPTIONS AND FuTuRES: SUMMARY AND CoNCLUSIONS OF 

THE EMPIRACLE ANALYSIS AND ExAMINATION OF PROPOSED CHANGES IN EXPIRATION PROCE

3-7 (1986). 
559. The concept of program trading simply refers to computerized trading strategies. See 

'------""·N. KATZENBACH, AN OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM TRADING AND ITS IMPACT ON CURRENT 

MARET PRACTICES 11 (1987). 
560. 	See generally SEC DIVISION OF MARKET REGULATION, THE ROLE OF INDEX RELATED 

IN THE MARKET DECLINE ON SEPTEMBER 11, 12, 19865-6 (1987). 
561. OCTOBER 1987 MARKET BREAK, supra note 20 (discussion of market growth). 
562. See generaily BRADY REPORT, supra note 361; OcTOBER 1987 MARKET BREAK, supra 
20; CFrC Division ofEconomic A.nalysis and Division of Trading and Markets, Interim Report 

Stock Index Futures and Cash Market A.ctivity During October 1987 To The US. Commodity 
Trading Commission (1987); CFTC Division of Trading and Markets, CFTC Follow-up Re

on Finoncial Oversight and Stock Index Futures Markets During October 1987 (1988); General 
Office, Financial Markets: Preliminary Obse1'l'OtiollS on The October 1987 Crash (1987). 

563. See supra notes 472-76 and accompanying text for a description of congressional concerns. 

http:volumes.56
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curities markets, such as a breakdown in a takeover effort, trade statistics, and 
other factors that are unaffected by the futures markets. If anything, the futures 
markets have provided a form of insurance to those concerned that fundamental 
factors do not support high market levels. Indeed, it seems strange to even sug
gest to participants in the futures markets that this insurance be made less effec
tive or that its cost be increased. On the other hand, increased margin 
requirements are not likely to deter the institutional investors that are increas
ingly dominating the markets. 

In fact, increased futures margins could raise more concerns than the adop
tion of controls would resolve. Increased margin requirements may result in a 
greater liquidity crisis if margin rates are raised in a time of increased volatility, 
such as that experienced during the stock market crash of 1987. Then, the Fed
eral Reserve Board had to intervene to stabilize the situation. If margin rates 
had been increased at that time, the only result might have been even greater 
uncertainty, because increased margins would have increased the demand for 
cash and engendered further liquidity problems. Moreover, the issue of federal 
margin control raises several serious questions. First, what criteria would the 
SEC, or any other regulatory body use to determine that price volatility was too 
high or that margin requirements potentially as drastic as two hundred percent 
would have to be imposed to force institutional traders to remove themselves 
from the markets? Second, what evidence is there that, if the government were 
to sharply increase margin requirements during a period of market volatility, the 
resulting effect on prices would not be more disastrous than if the matter were 
left to the more price neutral exchanges? Third, what is the appropriate margin 
level to reduce price volatility? Finally, would increased margin levels cause 
a cash crisis as traders scramble for additional funds to meet margin 
requirements? 

What has not emerged from the stock market crash of 1987 or the mini
crash of 1989 is any evidence, or even strong theoretical arguments, suggesting 
that increased margin requirements in the futures markets would have averted 
or even diminished the magnitude of those crises. The burden seems to be on 
the proponents of increased margins to show how increased margin require
ments would provide more effective regulation. This burden has not been met. 
Until it is, it seems that the energy expended to obtain margin control by the 
SEC could be better spent on achieving a coordinated regulatory scheme. 

The best argument in defense of federal control over margins seems to be 
that such control could guard against systemic risks on a residual basis, leaving 
day-to-day margin controls to the exchanges. The government would use such 
residual authority in the event of a true liquidity crisis or marketing emergency 
that endangered the economy. This control could appropriately be given to the 
Federal Reserve Board, which has not shown any inclination to act precipitously 
or with undue haste when market crises arise. The granting of such authority, 
however, should be coordinated with a deregulation of securities margins, so 
that those margins would also be set by self-regulatory organizations at levels. 
designed solely to assure performance on security purposes. This would un
doubtedly mean lower margins for the securities industry. The Federal Reserve 
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Board's role would have to be such that the self-regulatory organizations would 
not be encouraged, indeed would be discouraged, from engaging in competition 
to an extent that margin levels become so low as to be destructive and fail to 
serve their required role of maintaining market integrity.s64 

In sum, these concerns all raise highly technical and complex issues that 
belie the approach taken by the SEC and the Department of the Treasury. 
These agencies seem to believe that because low levels of margin were blamed 
for the stock market crash of 1929, there must be a margin culprit to blame for 
the 1987 and 1989 crashes. Thus, they have looked no further than the com
modity futures industry, which is now playing a larger role in the securities 
markets. The SEC and the Treasury's concerns are no doubt good faith con
cerns, but they fail to take into account the changing nature of the securities 
markets and their participants. They also fail to fully consider other alternatives 
that are preferable to margin regulations. 

S64. A reciprocal concern is that the Federal Reserve Board will use such authority to block or 
new instruments it does not believe to be desirable. See generally Barker, The Federal Reserve 

Bond Financing: Anomaly or Inconvenience?, 19 PAC. L.J. 769 (1988) (Federal Reserve 
Repllatic:m Junk Bond Financing); Kannel, Applying Margin Rules To Junk Bonds, N.Y.L.J. Feb. 

1986, at 1, col. l. 


